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PREFACE
Blueprint for
Reading

The great age of American literary Realism that
stretched from the 1880s through World War I supposedly
ended with the rise of Modernist aesthetics, but many
scholars still judge works of fiction by Realistic criteria.
That is, readers still value or denigrate a book by
answering the question "But how realistic is it?"

If a

story's events seem as though they could really happen, if
its characters could be real people, and if its setting
could (or better yet does) exist somewhere, critics praise
its "Realism."

Such praise rests upon assumptions that

everyone knows what reality is, and of course we all do--at
least we know what reality seems to be to us.

The novelists

of the Age of Realism--the original popularizers of today's
Realist aesthetic--had distinctive, sometimes contradictory
perceptions of reality, too, and their fiction embodies
them.

Because of the remaining traces of Realist aesthetic
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values in our culture today, it is important to periodically
re-evaluate this period of American literary history. 1
Many perceptions of reality are affected by the way
people are treated in our societies, and American society
has traditionally treated women differently from men.

Thus,

the nature of American reality itself has differed for men
and women.

Like other writers, then, Realist authors'

beliefs about reality must have been affected by their
genders.

This is admittedly a simple concept for today, yet

theorists of Realism have repeatedly ignored, neutralized,
or denigrated gender's importance to the practice of Realist
writing--and simultaneously ignored most women-authored
Realism.

This ignorance persists in spite of the fact that

the social rights and psychological roles of women and men
were in a state of flux and were under intense public
discussion at the turn of the century--nowhere are debates
about women's rights so often thematized as in American
Realist fiction.
This dissertation aims to revise traditional
definitions of Realism that have become established by
reference to male-writers alone.

Reading major texts of

scholarship and criticism on this period gives one the

1

Throughout this dissertation, I will follow turn-ofthe-century usage by capitalizing terms that are naming
concepts or genres. The most notable example is my
distinction between the specific genre and period of
American Realism (to be defined at length below) and a more
vague, abstract notion of "realism."
iv

impression that there were virtually no women writers
involved in formulating the aesthetics of American Realism.
This impression is inaccurate:

from studying textbook and

research indexes, card catalogs (e.g. at the Newberry
Library), or feminist projects like the journal Legacy or
Lina Maniero's American Women Writers, I have gathered
information on more than forty women who produced
substantial bodies of full-length Realist fiction between
1880 and 1917.

These women's writings participated in

examining, defining, and debating the aesthetics of Realism
in myriad ways, both technically and thematically.
Continuing to discuss American Realism without significant
reference to more women writers .and issues of gender is
inaccurate and even indicates a willed blindness.
My work's re-investigation of the current canons and
contexts of Realism aims to provoke long-overdue recognition
of women's contributions in this field.

In 1971, Adrienne

Rich defined a critical practice she felt necessary for all
women readers:
Re-vision--the act of looking back, of seeing with
fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new
critical direction--is for women more than a
chapter in cultural history:
survival.

it is an act of

Until we can understand the assumptions

in which we are drenched we cannot know ourselves.
. . .

We need to know the writing of the past,
v

and know it differently than we have ever known
it; not to pass on a tradition but to break its
hold over us.

(2045-46)

This now-classic feminist practice can and should be
generalized to apply to everyone who reads and teaches
literature these days, and it is especially important, I
believe, for studying American Realist fiction at the turn
of the century.

Because "re-vision" includes but is not

limited to "revision" and "reviewing," I will use Rich's
hyphenated form throughout the following chapters.
With the aid of constructs and terminology borrowed
from important feminist thinkers like Rich, I intend to
start re-visioning this period by re-reading and reinterpreting selected women-authored Realist novels.

In

particular, I will argue that certain of these novels
illustrate "feminine" perspectives on two key aspects of
reality: politics--beliefs about people's places, rights,
and duties in society, and psychology--the philosophy of
human identity and behavior.

That is, their political or

psychological contents can be described as having qualities
traditionally associated with the feminine gender.
Subsequently, I call Realist fiction that presents such
"feminized" political or psychological themes "Feminine
Realism."
The Contextual Introduction in Chapter One will lay the
theoretical foundation upon which the rest of the
vi

dissertation relies.

My goal is not just to make a bigger,

female-centered canon, nor is it to try to destroy the idea
of canonical value altogether; rather, I intend to
complicate (and thus refine) the study of American Realism
by foregrounding the necessarily historical and political
processes of determining literary value that have been
involved in defining the period and genre.

This study

assumes the value of what Paul Lauter has called
"'canonical' criticism" :

that is, that it is important to

periodically re-investigate
how we construct our syllabi and anthologies, . .
. the roots of our systems of valuation, and . . .
how we decide what is important for us to teach
and for our students to learn. (Canons and
Contexts, 134)
Thus, the introduction also includes the elements of the
historical and current discourse on canonization and Realism
to which this dissertation responds.
When I say "canon," I refer to a body of defining works
which have been designated as Literary, specifically with a
capital "L," and which then are repeatedly taught and
written about, by various people in power in the academy.
But Realism now should be re-configured using more conscious
principles of value than those of critics who have had power
in the past.

In my discussions of the women's Realist

texts, I will draw on theories of value from feminism,
vii

psychology, and politics, and literary theory.

Key issues

and terms from these fields will be defined in the
Contextual Introduction.
Chapters Two and Three use examples to demonstrate the
political and psychological issues that surface in much
Realist fiction and that affect the canonization process in
American literary studies.

The works of Sarah Orne Jewett,

Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, and Willa Cather that I discuss
help to demarcate the beginning, middle, and end of the turn
of the century:

1880 to 1917, the year the United States

entered World War One.

Their works represent a range of

styles in women's Realist writing, as well as a variety of
political and psychological issues.

Thus, I shall be using

some of their novels as touchstones in explaining,
illustrating, and refining the gender issues I consider so
important to this re-vision of Realism.

My readings of the

novels in these two chapters are intended to concretize the
two main areas of Realism that I argue are affected by
gender:

"Politics" and "Psychology."

Chapter Two, "Politics," focuses on Jewett's A Country
Doctor (1884), Freeman's The Portion of Labor (1901), and
Cather's

o

Pioneers!

(1913).

These complementary novels are

female bildungsromans which thematize political goals for
women.

Their political contents can be summarized as

feminized leftist labor politics, the Exceptional Girl
theory (my term), and variations on the so-called American
viii

Dream.

Some of these works' generally anti-patriarchal

"biases" show in their apparent goals of trying to open
opportunities for women in society.
As Barbara Bardes and Suzanne Gossett have explained,
"fiction that addressed the gender struggle spoke to the
central issue in many women's lives," because "in contrast
to public political discourse, which tended to exclude the
demands of women from discussion," novels "focused on the
private sphere" (6), a sphere which may have had more
interest for women readers who were themselves largely
confined to that sphere.

Addressing the issue of women and

work is most effective when such issues are thematized in an
appealing story of a young woman.

Thus, The Portion of

Labor or A Country Doctor make their points much more
enjoyably and memorably than did the numerous suffragist
pamphlets of the time.
Such a personalization of political issues is similar
to the psychological nature of sexual politics--and of
reading.

Women's psychology is the second area where texts'

and readers' gender differences interact.

In Chapter Three,

"Psychology," three other Jewett, Freeman, and Cather novels
are discussed:

The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896),

Pembroke (1893), and The Song of the Lark (1915).

These

novels thematize feminine identity by privileging images of
the self as plural, and by celebrating interpersonal

ix

relationships, such as those.of mother and daughter and
heterosexual romance.
Chapters Four and Five continue the discussion of these
issues with readings of less familiar texts by two obscure
women writers of the period who pursued similar questions
about feminine psychology and politics.

Both psychological

and political issues will be re-addressed in discussions of
Gertrude Horn Atherton's The Californians (1898) and Mary
Roberts Rinehart's

K

(1914).

In each chapter (one per

novel), the re-visioning will also include brief critical
biographies and surveys of criticism:

these novels and

authors are now so relatively obscure that some context is
necessary for grounding my examinations of them.

They are

illustrative of the many women writing during the period who
were stretching the definitions of Realism in various ways.
Now rarely attended to by scholars, Atherton and Rinehart
are perfect cases of women's writing being marginalized into
virtual silence:

thus, in a critical sense, these authors

are herein being "re-discovered."
While this dissertation focuses on women-authored
texts, and therefore their goals and aesthetics, it follows
ipso facto that men-authored texts are also gendered in
their aesthetic premises.

And gender in writing, if we can

use such a reduced concept for the moment, is certainly not
an essential quality.

That is, some men wrote "like women"

and some women wrote "like men" according to the gendered
x

textual qualities as I will define them; in fact, I devote
considerable time to the aspects of Cather's novels which
accommodate a rather patriarchal Realist reading.
My work differs from other histories of Realism by
using contemporary feminist theories to analyze the gender
issues in a variety of women-authored Realist novels.

No

published studies are similar to this one, though many
useful works partially treat different elements of my
project.

This study intends to be a corrective account of

American Realism, and it should help to stimulate new
scholarship on gender, representation, and social history in
connection with the minor and major texts of this period.
Re-reading women authors' texts with an awareness of the
politics of canonicity allows us to see that the standard
critical constructions of the period and genre of Realism
are not only androcentric and value-laden, but also
simplistic and overly-condemning to women writers.

Such

narrow views also make the study of Realism seem boring and
repetitive when in reality it is ripe with possibility for
studies of the exciting explorations of gender then being
attempted in fiction.

The following chapters, then, are

meant to be provocative rather than conclusive.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Contexts of Realist Canonicity:

Patriarchal

Traditions, Contemporary Omissions, and
Feminist Re-Vision of 1880-1917

In American Realism studies, the relevance of gender to
writing has been either hotly denigrated or blindly ignored
rather than taken for granted.

But Realism's critics have

in fact articulated an aesthetic of Realism which is based
on male-authored texts and which promotes "objectivity" in
depicting universal--Realists would say
characters, and themes.

11

typical 11 --stories,

These important concepts of Realism

(and of its canon) have historically been formulated and
drawn up by male critics whose values and tastes are based
on masculine experience.

Therefore, the "universal

qualities" of Realism are not universal at all, but are
based on this specifically masculine orientation.

Realism

itself, then, is "gendered" male, and the typical great
texts of Realism privilege androcentric plots and
perspectives.

This dissertation is a provocatory attempt to

define and expose that "masculine orientation" of canonical
Realism by analysing and defining the alternative,
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"feminine" qualities of certain woman-authored novels from
the period.
Overall, this dissertation is concerned with simply
demonstrating the correlation of textual gender to the
canonization process (and how that may occur)--an apparently
simple proposition, but one that is replete with problems of
history and of definition.

This chapter re-opens the

debates by exploring certain issues that naturally arise
when re-examining literary history, particularly with
respect to canonicity and gender, on its way to illustrating
how gender has in fact played a crucial role in determining
both the canon and the critical precepts of Realism.

Key

terms to be defined in this chapter include Realism, Canon,
Politics, Psychology, Gender, Masculine, and Feminine (and
its sometime companion, Feminism).

Instead of offering

conclusive definitions, this chapter strives to define the
terms in the most useful contexts for this dissertation, in
order to provide a grounding for my adaptations of them.
This introduction will present the broader general
issues that the following body chapters will take to more
concrete and particular conclusions.

First is a review of

some of Realism's central critical concepts.

This miniature

literary history starts with Howells' prescriptions,
proceeds through New Criticism's variations on them, and
concludes by highlighting recent Marxian and feminist
analyses.

The discussion of Realism includes a more general
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examination of canons and canonicity.

Following these

contextualizations is a review of the link between gender
and Local Color, because I believe that here is where the
intersection of gender, the canonical process, Realism,
politics, and psychology is located.
Finally, I will begin examining the primary issues of
textual gender that constitute the thesis of this entire
dissertation:

namely, that texts demonstrate gender

characteristics in the areas of "Politics" and "Psychology."
This last section opens by defining what I mean by "textual
gender," and then begins illustrating the crucial terms
"Politics" and "Psychology" briefly, in order to prepare the
reader for the more extended discussions to come in the
subsequent chapters.

Thus, this chapter interweaves general

and particular discussions while contextualizing and
introducing the field and topic of the dissertation.
The necessary re-vision of American Realism begins with
an examination of selected women-authored Realist novels
that illustrate or problematize "feminine" perspectives on
psychology and politics.

That is, the Jewett, Freeman,

Cather, Atherton, and Rinehart novels thematize beliefs
about human identity and behavior (psychology) and about
people's places, rights, and duties in society (politics).
And they do so using themes or plots that have historically
been associated with feminine qualities:

their

political

or psychological themes can then be described as "gendered"
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as feminine.

Feminist theory enables us to accept and even

value these gendered textual aspects and allows us to see
how intertwined psychological and political issues are with
each other during the canonization process.
While this dissertation's goal is not to provide
exhaustive analyses of the novels, neither is it to belabor
the well-known argument about women authors' exclusion from
the canon of American literature. 1

Instead, subsequent

chapters will discuss a few important aspects of these works
to show how gender has played a role in the texts' canonical
positionings in Realism studies.

It is important to start

with a recognition that there is no essential link between
textual gender and an author's biological sex.

Throughout

this chapter, certain other feminist issues must be
introduced in order to define my own position; feminism
itself is not easily defined these days.

While the rise of

feminist criticism in the academy has led to a general
reevaluation of specific canons and the premises for their

1

Many well-known feminist studies have already taken
care of this, though none treat my authors or issues
together.
See Nina Baym's Woman's Fiction: A Guide to
Novels By and About Women in America, 1820-1870 and her
"Melodramas of Beset Manhood," Dale Spender's The Writing or
the Sex? Or Why You Don't Have to Read Women's Writing to
Know It's No Good, Josephine Donovan's New England Local
Color Literature, Judith Fetterley's The Resisting Reader,
Sandra Gilbert's and Susan Gubar's No Man's Land, Annette
Kolodny's "A Map for Rereading," Adrienne Rich's "When We
Dead Awaken," Elaine Showalter's "Feminist Criticism in the
Wilderness," and Jane Tompkins' Sensational Designs. These
are all now standard works in feminist criticism of American
literature.
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construction, this has not happened substantially in Realism
studies.

Realism's own relatively marginal status keeps it

conservative, but there are some important feminist concepts
which can help illustrate how the genre is constructed as
sexist as well.

This dissertation intends to add in several

ways to the currently incomplete feminist reevaluation of
Realism.

Most importantly, I am trying to offer

alternatives to traditional, androcentric, and womanexcluding aesthetics, and to do so I will borrow terminology
and adapt concepts from some current feminist thinkers.
Thus, I will survey some feminist work on Realism, but more
importantly, I will integrate concepts and my adaptations
from them into my other analyses.
As Myra Jehlen asserts, we can use "conventional
meanings of 'masculine' and 'feminine'" to "shape the sense
of literary phenomena that have no intrinsic association
with sex" (263).

That is, gender then becomes a describing

category of "characteristics conventionally associated" with
masculinity or femininity, which we can then use to analyze
texts and even, eventually, turn on itself by "querying [the
discussion's] own sexual rhetoric" (263)--all without
necessarily linking such qualities to the author's sex or to
prescribing normative sexuality in general.

One of the most

important gendered elements of Realism is the concept of
"objectivity," although the powerful earlier definers of the
genre acted as though this quality were devoid of any
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gendered characteristics.

By and large, these critics,

like Howells, came down in favor of "objective"
representation of life over muckraking or didacticism.
Margaret Atwood has correctly identified how critics
have historically opposed objectivity,_ rigor, and other
terms of value against femininity, and ergo, against women's
writing.

She names the "Quiller-Couch Syndrome" after a

turn-of-the-century essay by Arthur Quiller-Couch which
defined.masculine and feminine styles in writing.

He paired

characteristics in binary oppositions that make it all but
impossible to ascribe literary merit to women's textual
practices:

the male qualities of "objective," "universal,"

and "accurate depiction of society" ascend over feminine
writing which by comparison reads as "subjective,"
"confessional," "personal," and even "narcissistic" or
"neurotic" (Atwood, 75).

Atwood is battling the critics

here on a global level, but her comments apply to American
critics of Realism as well.
Van Wyck Brooks, Werner Berthoff, and Larzer Ziff make
easy targets with their snickering at old maids,
condemnation of sentimentality, and emphasis on sexual
frustration (respectively) in women Local Colorists' works.
But even Cather herself subscribed to this "Lady Painter
Syndrome" wherein any woman who does happen to produce good
art is likened to a man.

Other women's art is outcast as a

"carrier of the 'feminine sensibility' virus"' (Atwood, 76),
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which meant the female artist could not see or depict
reality objectively.

In other words, women's writing was

biased and interested, while men's was disinterested and so
therefore closer to Truth.
In this dissertation, I will argue that certain Realist
novels by women demonstrate a feminine "bias," and their
bias has been held against them critically.

These

marginalized works display textual characteristics that have
historically been associated with feminine phenomenae--so
the texts exemplify what I call "Feminine Realism.

112

Feminine Realist novels foreground the gendered aspects of
Realism that mainstream critics have deplored or neglected.
Recognition of these aspects can complicate critical
definitions and theories of the period and is therefore
useful for investigating Realism.

My work intends to re-

appropriate "feminine" from previous Realist critics' usage
of the term as an insult.
The current situation of scholarship on women Realists
illustrates a kind of bad news--good news paradigm:

while

women Realists are still underrepresented in studies of
Realism (even feminist ones), at least there is what amounts

2

0f course, the converse is true and there are
"masculine" textual qualities as well. David Shi's Facing
Facts (Oxford, 1995) is only the most recent study to
discuss the well-worn binary oppositions between male and
female characteristics; his is certainly one of the most
concise, reasoned, and useful presentations as well. See
especially pages 8-9, "The Cult of Domesticity" (17-19), and
"Savage Realism" (212-220).
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to a canon of women Realists today.

This "feminist canon,"

as I call it, consists of Willa Cather, Edith Wharton, Kate
Chopin, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Mary Hunter Austin,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps (Ward), Sarah Orne Jewett, and to
some readers, Mary Wilkins Freeman, Ellen Glasgow and Susan
Glaspell.

Of course, Jewett and Freeman (to some extent)

receive large amounts of critical attention from feminists,
but rarely are their positions, contributions, and
expansions of Realism linked to gender.

While this study

does address works by Cather, Jewett, and Freeman, it avoids
the others in the interest of applying my theories to works
by Mary Roberts Rinehart and Gertrude Horn Atherton, two
authors who fall far outside the feminist canon as well as
the Realist one.

In short, most of the feminist canon needs

no advocacy from me in order to garner critical attention
from a variety of scholars.

Additionally, many of their

novels are not as helpful at illustrating the margins of the
Realist canon because they are now so firmly centered in
that tradition (and some, like Cather and Wharton, have
always been so).

Thus, while this dissertation re-visions

mainstream, androcentric Realism, it will concentrate more
on its margins, where Feminine Realism now resides.

9

Realism and the Canon
As with any genre or period, the way "Realism" is
conceptualized determines, in large measure, which texts are
included in its canon.

Conceptions of Realism and

canonicity are interdependent.

That is, determining what

American Realism between 1880 and 1917 actually was and is
authorizes what key critics have seen as criteria for naming
the central texts, and which of those texts they analyze in
their criticism.

Because of this interdependence, the

survey below of Realist critical concepts illustrates the
premises and critics I respond to and their roles in
constructing Realism's canonical principles.

This miniature

survey will show that even the general field of study is far
from decided.
Two useful works for initiating a survey of Realism are
Jane Benardete's American Realism (New York:
1972) and Damian Grant's Realism (London:

Capricorn,

Methuen, 1970).

Between the two of them, these works introduce a reader to
the recurring concerns of Realists and scholars of Realism.
Even before Howells, there was debate about what literary
Realism was or should be.

Benardete's anthology of the most

famous and enduring essays by Realists themselves ranges
from Howells, through Norris, and even up to John Steinbeck,
a modern practitioner.

Grant, on the other hand, provides a

densely-packed historical and philosophical investigation of
the terms, genres, causes, and effects of Realism.

10
Disagreement continues, and even when critics do agree, they
often express their ideas quite differently.
For example, Howells and Grant both define the genre of
Realism by describing its tendencies toward journalistic
techniques of concreteness and accuracy.

Howells also

consciously linked Realism's truthfulness with "Democracy"
by saying
it wishes to know and to tell the truth . . . it
does not care to paint the marvellous and
impossible for the vulgar many, or to
sentimentalize and falsify the actual for the
vulgar few.

Men are more like than unlike one

another . . . . (1891; in Benardete, 108)
The intervening decades show in the different languages used
to talk about "reality."

Grant now cites "that willed

tendency of art to approximate reality" (19) in his
epistemological survey that both builds on and complicates
"the idea of an external, physical existence independent of
mind" (4) in Realism's critique of democracy.
To simplify, then, Realism relies on the desire to
depict external reality (things-that-exist-out-there), and
on a belief in the concreteness of truth, objectivity,
typicality, straightforwardness, and language's potential to
represent all these things.

There are many theoretical

problems with these concepts (see Grant's and Williams'
presentations of them--even the distinction between

11
Naturalism and Realism is unsettled).

The main problem to

be attended to in this dissertation is that defining
elements of the genre have been repeatedly linked to
masculinity by particular critics (like those discussed more
below); even Howells' usage of "men" for people is not
strictly generic as we shall see.

The result has been to

keep avowedly Realist fiction written by women at the
margins (or off the page) of literary histories, courses,
and critical works on the period from 1880 to World War One.
The following chapters will compile the evidence of this
linking of masculinity to Realism's character.
In a study of non-canonized Realist works, it is
worthwhile to acknowledge in the first instance that the
time period of 1880-1917 is itself a marginalized one.

By

this I mean that there currently is relatively little
positive critical attention given to the authors who wrote
between 1880 and World War One as Realists per se, or to the
period itself as the locus of a still-viable genre.

Grant

and Shi are two notable exceptions who seriously analyze the
predominant historical and philosophical forces that
American turn-of-the-century writing developed from and
responded to.

But overall, in the hierarchy of value that

is established by critical and scholarly attention, Realism
occupies a low status.

Reading through the MLA Annual

Bibliography (itself a canonizing vehicle) enables one to
see the relatively marginal place American Realism occupies:
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first, there are fewer works altogether being written on
Realism, and second, those that are being written usually
concentrate on one or two, usually male, authors at a time.
Or they may contain such a broad analysis that there can be
little or no depth given to discussions of specific texts
(again, see Shi or Grant).

Very little current literary

theory is brought to bear on the works or the period/genre,
and those like Bell's deconstructive The Problem of American
Realism tend to see Realism as inherently and seriously
flawed.
The Age of American Realism is actually a composite
period in which some components are more valued than others-and the privileging has for the most part shifted toward a
de-valuation of Realist qualities over the last 40 years.
For example, those realists we now refer to as Naturalists,
like Crane or Norris, are mainly appreciated as
experimenters who went against the grain of their times.
Realism as a genre and a period is in fact made of many
Realism~;

from 1880 to World War One fiction wove together,

often in graphic detail, psychology, social science,
politics (sexual and labor, topical and philosophical),
journalism, local color, philosophy, Naturalism, and
elements of

Modernism.

Sometimes the elements

simultaneously occur within a single author's oeuvre or even
within individual works themselves.

American Realism is

indeed a messy period and genre that defies classification
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and which makes critics tend to give up and focus on (and
privilege) one aspect, to exclude the confusing authors, or
to denigrate the period as a whole in order to achieve
satisfactory and usable critical definitions.

Grant

accurately describes the chaos by naming Realism's
"uncontrollable tendency to attract another qualifying
word 11 --and then listing an entire page of qualifiers (1).
Henry James is, of course, the notable exception to
this difficulty:

he continues to receive a lion's share of

sophisticated critical attention, compared to any authors of
any period (except perhaps Shakespeare).

But because James

is more valued for his Modernist or even Post-Modernist
qualities--his technical virtuosity and the difficulty of
his prose--he illustrates my point:

he remains canonical in

spite of his writing's Realism, not within the context of
the genre itself.
"Henry James."

A recent exception is Michael Kearns'
Kearns accounts for James' canonical

success by qualifying his genre as a synthesis between
"naive" and "principled" Realism (that is, a combination of
what we might call materialist social Realism with emotional
Romanticism; see 769).

Or James is seen as the developer

of Psychological Realism; then he is more often praised for
his explorations of "psychology" rather than for his
"Realism."

Because James is also easily read as Modernist

(or as a forerunner), teachers and scholars will be more
successful working with him than with authors who cannot be
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appreciated with such a contemporary aesthetic.

James can

appeal to a broader audience of students or readers than the
narrow field of Realist specialists.
Yet the period, genre, and even certain texts (by
Howells especially) have by now become reified into the
Other of Modernism, so perpetuating over-simplified concepts
of Realism--surface detail, topical reality, antispirituality--makes for neater work on later texts which
critique such Realist tenets.

So some might argue that my

apparent "opposition" of canonical male realism to
uncanonized female realism (or "mere" Local Color) is
literarily building straw men, and that it is naive to
assume that male-authored realist fiction is canonized as a
unit any more than is the women's.

I agree, and I want to

make it clear that I realize the instability of most of the
Realist authors' canonical status.
overstated:

The point cannot be

Realism is continually re-constituted in every

new study on it--the only constant is the criticism's
continual exclusion of women-authored work.

This

instability has significantly contributed to the continued
marginalization or denigration of women's writing in the
period; because it was even harder to categorize neatly,
ignoring the feminine was the "easiest" way to narrow the
field.

This potentially radical field had to become

conservative to achieve validity, and cleaning its house of
messy instabilities was one way this has occurred.
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Many important Realist novels de-stabilize any unified
description of the period and its genre, but those by men
have been attended to more often.

Maggie, Annie Kilburn (or

any other Woman-centered novel by Howells), Jennie Gerhardt,
or Rose of Dutcher's Cooley are just a few examples of
"difficult" novels to classify.

Still, they can be

accounted for within the boundaries by being valued as
Naturalism, Psychological Realism, or experiments toward
Modernism.

And here is where a key gender issue arises in

relation to classification, for these "marginal" genres have
maintained a kind of critical potency which Local Color did
not.

The appeal to aesthetics does not hold; there is

nothing more sophisticated technically in Maggie than in

K,

but Crane's canonical status is now assumed while valuing
Rinehart's needs justification.

Instead, I will argue that

the aesthetic argument for or against canonical value is
itself inflected by the same political and psychological
gender issues as those in the texts themselves.
The critics who helped determine literary value at the
turn of the century began constructing the requirements for
Realist texts to be objective, unbiased, non-political,
typical, normal, representative (i.e., not sexy or
sensational or with a successful love plot), non-didactic.
At the end of the 19th century, most publishers, editors and
influential reviewers were male, and they determined what
got published and reviewed, and subsequently, what was
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bought, read, and valued. 3

While they published and

publicized much work by women authors, many reviewers
denigrated much of it as not worthy of literary status.
Howells' ambivalence about women writers is the best
example.

While he was responsible for getting many women's

works published and reviewed--favorably--Howells also kept
them from being as widely valued as those of James or Twain
by giving rather back-handed compliments to them.
He would praise the work for its entertainment value or
Local Color, but then he would insinuate that it wasn't
really Realist enough.

He used his reviews to repeatedly

attempt to define Realism itself as some objective standard
that Real Literature should aspire to; his 1888 review of
Zola's La Terre demonstrates his talent for simultaneously
constructing Realist philosophical principles while
performing his editorial duty (Howells in Kirk and Kirk,
157-59).

And in the now classic "Criticism and Fiction" of

1891, Howells distinguished between the "literary men" who
read the newspapers and Real Literature and the "lower
court" of women readers who helped Jewett and Freeman to
fame and of whom most writers should be considerate (92-108

3

For specific sales figures to support this, see the
three appendices and appropriate chapters in Frank Luther
Mott's Golden Multitudes: The Story of Best Sellers in the
United States. Daniel Borus cites figures from Mott and
primary materials in his work, 38-41. By the teens, The
Bookman, a weekly collection of critical and promotional
reviews, was widely circulated.
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in Benardete).

Criticism like this implied that women's

best sellers were good enough to make money, but not good
enough to last.
Rather than regard Howells as a sinister paternalist or
as hopelessly male chauvinist, though, readers should
remember that he was admittedly very much of his own time.
He prided himself on his normalcy, and valued the typical in
literature, and so it seems natural that he would believe as
much of the population--male and f emale--did that man was
and should be of the real world (work, morals, politics)
while women were off of that track and resided in the home,
with family and children (certainly he was class-bound as
well in such imagery).

Like the "Men of Business" who then

dominated the economy as well as the public and fiction
writers' imaginations, Howells simply felt that reality was
defined the way he saw it, and anything that differed must
be aberrant or pandering.

To him, reality (and therefore

what should be depicted in fiction) was that "every man
ought to work for his living, without exception" even
though, unfortunately,
in the United States the fate of a book is in the
hands of the women.
leisure.

. . .

who have the most

. and their tastes, if not their

minds, are more cultivated. .

. . If they do not

always know what is good, they do know what
pleases them . . . . (in Kirk and Kirk, Eds., 305)
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Women's working outside the home, attending to business, or
even successful writing, did not enter his picture, and if
the women did not know that, then his business was to show
them.

Somehow, Realism as a genre has never gotten over

this, if we judge by the small number of canonical works
depicting or trying to promote successful and adjusted men
and women living and working together in the fiction.
Donald Pizer's Realism and Naturalism in
Nineteenth-Century American Literature (1966, 1984) is an
example of New Criticism's masculine emphasis in studying
this period.

With its substantial reprint history, this

text has been found useful by perhaps two generations of
scholars now.

In his attempt to clarify the muddy waters of

the end of the century, Pizer finds it helpful to divide
Realism and Naturalism into two branches--a practice many
have before and since found useful for pedagogical purposes.
His working definitions are useful, but androcentric.
Although it does begin with "verisimilitude,
representativeness, and objectivity" (4), Realism also
"indicate[s) the ideal possibilities of action within
particular social contexts, rather than the way most men act
within these contexts" (9; emphasis added).

But Pizer then

applies these definitions to the works of only Howells,
Twain, James, Norris, Dreiser, and Crane (both in 1966 and
in 1984, despite his addition of three new chapters).

Such

a definition must by its nature exclude authors whose works
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differ significantly from those of these few male authors,
who are unique or even idiosyncratic themselves. 4
Today's politically informed critics still exclude
women Realists from their discussions.

Since the nineteen-

seventies, using political theories to re-examine literature
has gained ever-increasing favor in the academy and seems to
be where our hope for fairer representation in canonizing
will lie.

Building on work by Raymond Williams and George

Lukacs, Marxians or New Historicists, however, still tend to
center their theories on masculine experience.

Williams'

dense etymology clearly links Realism with the cold
rationalism attributed to "businessmen and politicians"
(259).

Not surprisingly, Lukacs was more concerned with the

working man;

his Essays on Realism (1931-40; Cambridge, MA:

1980) logically center on male-authored European fiction.
Terry Eagleton's analysis of Lukacs on Realism refers to
Western classics as touchstones:

"Shakespeare, Scott,

Balzac, and Tolstoy" are among "the great realist writers"
(29).

More recent critics like Daniel Borus or Brian Lee

also rely on "standard" works, andro-centric and European
works created and historically valued by the patriarchal
4

Also representative of standard New Critical views on
the period is Larzer Ziff's The American 1890s (1966).
Ziff 's otherwise helpful text is marred by sexist rhetoric.
Jewett's writings were "too precious and the air they
breathed was too close for most men" (287). Freeman's work
showed a "pinched, dehumanized narrowness leading to sexual
frustration or illegitimate relations, or psychosomatic
crippling" (294). Recognition from canonizing readers can
thus be a mixed blessing.
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canon, in order to construct, explicate, and bolster their
own literary political theories.
This Euro-centrism is yet another area where it has
been too easy to dismiss women writers from consideration in
discussions of Realism.

Scholars like Grant and Shi

correctly acknowledge the European roots of American
Realism, and indeed Grant's historical survey of these
philosophical contributions admirably highlights concepts
from writers from Russell, through Wordsworth, Flaubert, and
Zola, and even to Wittgenstein more recently (3-13 and 2032; also passim).

But while we may acknowledge such a

connection, as Shi notes, "too much can be made of these
foreign influences" (108; Shi does nevertheless deal with
these sources quite adequately).

In their eagerness to

explore European contexts for American Realism, too many
critics have made them the sine gua non and thus bypassed
studying American women Realists in favor of Trollope,
Flaubert, Tolstoy, Zola, and even Balzac.

While Howells

himself acknowledged their importance, they are not the only
crucial influences overall.

And interestingly enough, I

have yet to see any major works which analyze the effects of
such European writers as Sand, Eliot, or Bronte on American
Realism.
New Historicism claims to be and often is one of the
most exciting avenues for scholarship these days, and its
re-vision of history is appealing to many feminist scholars.
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The potential for positively changing the criteria for
admission to the American canon seems rich in this field.
Yet Brian Lee's American Fiction 1865-1940 (1987), which
attempts to be comprehensive in providing us with detailed
historical information, is as excluding of women's writing
and gender issues as would be the most patriarchal of
Realists or New Critics.

Lee reaches the Marxian conclusion

that Realist fiction "reflects a preoccupation with the
material world and with causality and perception in American
culture generally" (Lee, 8), a reasonably broad and valid
definition of the genre and its role in "helping to shape a
new 'American Ideology'" (55).

But he only mentions six

well known women authors and does not build any arguments
with their works; rather, they are included as asides, or in
lists.
While he believes in the "gender-related
restrictiveness of the traditional canon" and appreciates
two feminist critics' "alerting us to the inadequacy of our
literary and critical conventions (29), Lee does not pursue
any gender issues in the fiction, nor does he practice any
feminist historical methods--in fact, this reference is his
only nod to matters he claims as influencing Marxist
historical critics and related to his work here.

The fact

that even the major male Realists were concerned with
matters of gender and society makes ignoring such issues
seem to be a willed blindness.
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An even more overtly Marxian critic, Daniel Borus,
perpetuates the women-excluding definitions of Realism in
his Writing Realism:
Market (1989).

Howells, James and Norris in the Mass

Borus sees Realism both as aiming for

"accurate notation and natural expression" and "as a form of
political intervention designed to repair the fissures that
had run through nearly every aspect of American life" (2,
139).

He borrows terminology from Raymond Williams to

describe the various ways writers engaged with their
different societies as "practice" (8, passim).

Borus claims

that examining the Realists' practices is his primary task,
but he ignores the practice of most female Realists (8;
passim).

He justifies his exclusion of women and Afro-

American authors, by claiming the "book does not aim to be
the full story of literary realism."

And with regard to his

own interests, like writing, commodification, or
fragmentation, he mistakenly believes that "As realists,
their interests tended to tally with other realists'" (10).
Borus' exclusions--acceptable on a practical basis-weaken his theories.

Trying to account for the "variants of

realism" makes him conclude that works which do not reflect
"familial relationship by virtue of similar choices made by
their authors" are simply not Realist (8).

Such an over-

determined construction of Realism--based on a few texts-makes the voices of women writers inaudible--just as the
more traditional or earlier critics did.

In his practice,
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then, Borus' conservativeness is even more insidious than
that of a Pattee or a Perry, because it is veiled in
otherwise apparently progressive theory. 5

This dissertation

will demonstrate that in fact, women Realists' interests did
not "tally" with those of the canonical writers or their
canonizing readers--and this dissimilarity of interest
constitutes a major basis for their continuing
marginalization.
Furthermore, these traditional assumptions about
Realism--promulgated by critics from Howells through Pizer
and Borus--together embody a generally masculine orientation
via their emphases on textual characteristics that
repeatedly privilege androcentric views of reality and
writing;

for example, objectivity and representativeness

have been associated historically with the masculine
principle in philosophical and literary discourse.

But

these critics also share androcentrism in their overreliance on male-authored canonical texts.

As Raymond

Williams has asserted, "most people hold that their own
views of any matter are realistic," and literary critics of
Realism are no exception.
5

Their criteria for value made the

Deconstructive theory is another important field which
is re-visioning American literature, but such works rarely
work with Realist texts, and if they do, they rarely discuss
women-authored fiction--in fact, they tend to remain within
very traditional boundaries of canonicity. For example,
Michael Davitt Bell's The Problem of American Realism
(Chicago, 1993) is an important analysis of gender in
Realism--but only Jewett is accorded one small chapter at
the end to represent women's writing.
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very concept of "realistic" an "immensely popular word among
businessmen and politicians"--a readership unlikely to
appreciate (and canonize) works with gynocentric interests
(Keywords, 259).

One would expect feminist scholarship to

follow through on just such political issues and attempt to
fill in gaps left by such theorists, and that has happened
to a small extent.
While feminist critics have been concerned with reexamining specific texts of nineteenth-century American
fiction written by women, few have made major projects of
defining turn-of-the-century Realism; there simply are no
feminist studies on American Realism from 1880 to World War
I that use primarily women's writing (or that even equally
include it) to compare to those of Borus, Lee, or Pizer.
Jane Tompkins' Sensational Designs examines canonicity in
nineteenth-century works, but this ground-breaking work
examines texts from earlier in the century; so does Nina
Baym's important Women's Fiction.

Bardes' and Gossett's

Declarations of Independence discusses some later
nineteenth-century6 Realist novels, but it is more concerned
with the political relevance of specific earlier works
(still, their comments on Freeman and some others will be
very useful to this discussion later and in the next
section).
Feminist critics have worked overtime in rediscovering, re-viewing, and in many cases re-valuing
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American women's writing.

However, with regard to women-

authored Realist novels between 1880 and 1914, there is
still much to be done; only a handful of the more than fifty
women Realists are now heard of, and that is thanks to
feminist criticism of the seventies and eighties.

There are

no comprehensive feminist Realist histories or anthologies
to compare with, say, Baym's Woman's Fiction or Lucy
Freibert's The Hidden Hand.

Those important theorists (like

Elizabeth Meese or Elaine Showalter, for example) who do
address women-authored Realism must limit their discussions
to only a few relatively known authors or works (like Jewett
or Freeman) or to occasionally writing about one at a time
(as Judith Long or Jan Cohn did). 6

In effect, then,

feminist work on women writers of the period is either too
specific or very general (and yet not comprehensive).
Also, much feminist scholarship on American Realism is
still dependent on pre-existing New Critical canons and
literary values.

For all intents and purposes, Wharton and

Cather are canonized by the New Critics, and always have
been.

They have always generated critical attention

(deservedly) and then have stimulated feminist re-analysis
6

This unintended but continued exclusion of obscure
women authors perhaps stems from the fact that today's
critics and theorists have had their hands full achieving
credibility for their own theories about the sexist politics
of the canon (and therefore in our schools and culture).
Such critics may not be as persuasive in their arguments if
they use literature that the opposition may never have even
heard of, let alone read.
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right from the start.

Josephine Donovan's New England Local

Color Literature (1988) provides useful discussions, but it
unfortunately relies on New Critical principles of value.
It simply flips the hierarchies in order to privilege
women's work, experience, and topics over men's--again,
championing six or so New England women writers but not
necessarily providing new ways to see them in the period as
a whole.

While such works are valuable to the study of

nineteenth-century fiction and have been very helpful to me,
they are not (and are not necessarily trying to be) selfaware about their theoretical underpinnings enough to aid in
feminist historiography of turn of the century Realism.
Another reason feminists may be continuing to exclude
really obscure works is the area of feminist content itself:
many works by non-canonical women Realists do not appear to
be overtly feminist by today's standards, and have been
ignored for this reason.

Works like

K,

or The Californians,

for example, do not promote a certain kind of feminism--an
"equity feminism" (Naomi Black, 1) that is popular today.
Such novels have been ignored by feminist scholars who have
had their schedules full with arguing for placement of more
inspiring feminist novels, like Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
Ward's Dr. Zay (1882), or Mary Hunter Austin's A Woman of
Genius (1912).

Alternative kinds of feminism can enable us

to see in these now obscure works (in tandem with more
central ones like Jewett's, Freeman's, and Cather's) how
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such novels may have been exploring alternative ways of
being and acting in their stretching of the Realist
tradition yet fulfilling more domestic-oriented
expectations.
I believe that many women Realists were also trying to
promote change with their writing by creating an apparent
impossibility:

a personal, intimate Realist idiom.

Therefore, this dissertation attempts a reconstitution of
Realism, focussing on works that create a particular picture
of the period and genre that has yet to be constructed.

So

my "canon" is only partial as well because it necessarily
excludes certain women Realist writers from the discussion.
I have avoided focussing on women writers who have had
significant attention from traditional and feminist critics,
in an attempt to re-interpret the writings of the period
which present alternatives to well-known literary criteria
from traditional and feminist fields.

Yet I have tried to

use some relatively well-known works (Jewett's, Freeman's,
and Cather's) in order to help set up my arguments about
gender and canonicity in the first place (as did my feminist
predecessors).

So I chose works which would help me

illustrate specific gender issues that I will later address
with the Atherton and Rinehart novels.

I thus aim for the

discussions of the relatively canonical women to help
promote understanding in the more obscure ones.
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Issues of canonicity are still crucial to re-visioning
Realism studies, on the most basic level because the genre
itself is most obviously constituted by its canon:

even

critics at odds over definitions usually agree that they
recognize Realism when they see it in specific works.

But

it is also important to re-examine the very notions of canon
and value, and to do so we necessarily enter into some
aesthetic questions.

Truth ("objective reality") was

privileged over form (beauty, or effect) by the original
Realist definers, and some critics still assume this
hierarchy.

Some try to divorce aesthetic issues from

political, psychological, historical, or even economic ones
(as do Borus and Lee).
opposite:

Other scholars have done the

recognizing the intimate relationship of

Realism's canon and concepts, New Critics like Berthoff and
Pizer position their judgements in the realm of aesthetics,
sometimes judging works only by supposedly pure qualities of
form or technique, even when they apply their opinions to
more materialist literary historical questions.

These two

extreme positions illustrate what I believe to be an
important tension in Realism studies:

the either/or

dichotomy that opposes aesthetics against theoretical
(research-oriented) criteria.

The division drives scholars

to opposition instead of complementarity; that is, instead
of informing one another's debates, the competing discourses
seem to ignore each other.
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Instead, I follow Barbara Herrnstein Smith to argue
that aesthetic and theoretical issues are simply different
facets of the same questions, that history, gender, reading,
politics, and psychology are themselves components of
aesthetics.

In "Value/Evaluations," Smith presents some

definitions of key terms that I assume in this dissertation.
What she labels elements of "value" I see as also describing
the aesthetic effects of literature.

That is, fiction's

occasioning of various sorts of sensory/perceptual
pleasures and excitements, its communication to
various people of various reassurances and/or
revelations . . . . indicates [] the text's
'value'."

(180)

Smith's language also describes the aesthetic as activity,
rather than as a static, almost concrete thing.

I agree

that "literary evaluation is no longer thought of as
confined to the discrete verbal statements of .

. .

'critics'," and that it should be "seen, rather, as a
continuous process, operating though [sic] a wide variety of
individual activities and social and institutional
practices" (181).

But practice in Realist studies has not

caught up with this idea; critics tend to either/or analyses
of aesthetics or value instead of examining their linkages.
Of course, canonical status is a relative term, and to
begin this dissertation a working definition is necessary.
If an author's works are discussed often in print, if they
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are used in classrooms (ergo requiring editions to be in
print), and if they are anthologized in important works,
then she has canonical status (or, more accurately, her
works do).

Thus, the writings of Freeman, Jewett, and

Cather are somewhat canonical (see Smith, 181, on "implicit
evaluation" like this type).

All these authors are included

in the Heath Anthology of American Literature, Volume 2, and
in The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women.

All six

novels to be discussed in my first two chapters are in
print, and articles or books are published on them every
year.

Yet no criticism refers to Jewett's and Freeman's

works as central to the genre of Realism or as canonical
texts of American literature.

Cather's works, on the other

hand, are frequently assumed to be important, although many
of her critics place the two works to be discussed here at
the bottom of her oeuvre.

Based on these facts, I define

Freeman, Jewett, and Cather as having marginal canonical
status--and within that category, they represent a spectrum
as I shall later argue.

By this reasoning, the Atherton and

Rinehart novels (indeed, their entire oeuvres) discussed in
chapters four and five do not even have marginal status;
they rarely receive scholarly attention and are out of print
or only available with great effort.

Out of the canon,

beyond the margins, such works represent alternative visions
of American Realism itself.
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Local Color
Even in a dissertation not purporting to center on
Local Color, its role is important in the period and as a
convenient (albeit erroneous) antonym for Realism.

From Van

Wyck Brooks in 1940 to Michael Davitt Bell in 1993, critics
have relied on the extra-canonical genre "Local Color" as a
convenient ghetto for women-authored Realism.

Judith

Fetterley's recent article "'Not in the Least American'"
succinctly and forcefully traces out how the historical
categorization of Local Color itself has

11

derive[d] from a

history of American literature based on the writing of men,
one which privileges their work as the source of its
definitions" and which even now "establish[es) the
specifically masculinist nature of realism" (880-881).
Except for Cather, every woman author discussed in this
dissertation has at some point been relegated to the dust
bin of Local Color.
The reification of Realism and the ghettoization of
Local Color are two interrelated issues which should inform
any consideration of American writing between 1880 and
America's entry into World War One.

The time and the place

in which the novels were written and set mattered to their
authors and their original audiences--and especially to
subsequent critics who defined the literary period and
genres.

The authors were often consciously trying to

represent their times and places with vivid or thorough
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detail that in turn became a signature of Realism itself.
In attempts to authentically depict their times, authors
took great pains to thoroughly describe their places via
settings in their fiction.

By now, however, the Local Color

label has become a common assignation for women writers'
places at the edges of the canon of American Realism.
Because of all the "'extra women'" left in New England
after the Civil War, Van Wyck Brooks described the last
quarter of the century as ripe for "the clan of women
writers" to "swarm[] all over America."

Because men turned

to business at the century's end, Brooks felt that women
writers "won their [literary) influence by default" (174).
While Brooks did not invent the battle of the sexes imagery,
he lent it special currency in New Criticism's powerful
evaluations of American literature (his inclusion of the Old
Maids story could satisfy every anti-feminist tendency of
the post-World War Two era).

Readers still associate women

with Local Color, and such fiction with images of Old Maids,
school marms, toothless old men, fallow farms and crumbling
stone walls.

While many critics have subsequently tried to

correct the stereotype, the identification of Local Color as
feminine because of its tying place to character continues
as a framework for most discussions of such fiction.
F.O. Mathiessen connected femininity to place in his
praise of Jewett and Freeman:
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They not only reported life; each of them created,
if not a world, at least a countryside of her own,
the permanent endurance of which has enriched the
American soil.

(405)

Unlike Brooks, who seemed to see this mainly feminine space
as sad or dying, Matthiessen valorizes the construction of
place by such women. 7

His appreciation unfortunately does

not preclude the effect of his association of locale and
gender, which was the continued denigration of Local Color
as out of the mainstream.
The ostensible reason for separating Local Color
fiction off from "mainstream" Realism (whatever it may be)
is that the local precludes the universal, that the placeconscious cannot be timeless.

Even assuming that the

timeless is more valuable, this logic does not hold:

very

few people regard Mark Twain as merely a Local Colorist, and
I have yet to see any significant discussion of James'
European novels as that foreign branch of Local Color, the
travelogue.

Both authors are simply deemed Literary.

As

Brian Lee notes in his chapter "The Regional Novelists" (his
housekeeping-like pigeonholing of certain Realists), some
argue that "the writer who focuses most closely on his own
locality is more likely to produce the true novel of America
than those who attempt to catch the national spirit in the
Conversely, and more typically, are v. L. Parrington's
appellation "New England in decline" and Van Wyck Brooks'
label "New England Indian Summer."
7
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artificial air of New York of Boston."
though Lee ultimately does not;

I would agree,

he dismissively (and

surprisingly) classifies Wharton as a Local Colorist who,
unlike Dreiser and Howells, cannot capture the "national
spirit" (58).

For some reason, fiction by women focussing

on place has historically been considered marginal to
"great" American Literature.
For many people--and especially for women--at the turn
of the century, as Susan Toth says, "what is most universal,
most representative of 'the human condition' . . .
happen(ed] at home" (9).

There were (and still are) some

common experiences that may seem to represent what one could
call a "national spirit," and Realists were trying to
represent them in their fiction--but New York drawing rooms,
the Mississippi River, Civil War battles, or European salons
were no more universally American than were factory work,
small rural towns, and spinsters' cottages.
Marjorie Pryse is one of many feminist critics who have
addressed Local Color by criticizing earlier critical
misogyny and valorizing female universals.

In praising

Mathiesson's insight, Pryse extends the countryside imagery
to describe a higher truth for women that feminists of the
1970s felt they were re-discovering:

"For us, that

'countryside of her own' becomes a symbolic region of gender
that helps us understand how to reinterpret our own
geography" (Pryse, Selected Stories, xiii).

Speaking for
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women readers, Pryse values the gendered status of place
that previous critics have used to select such symbolic
womanliness right out of the canon of American literature.
The feminist attempt at recovering a female-centered
universe was greatly aided by re-readings of Local Color.
The very important aspects of life depicted in The
Portrait of a Lady, Huckleberry Finn, or The Red Badge of
Courage are certainly no more universal than are those of
The Portion of Labor, The Country of the Pointed Firs, or
Pembroke.

The importance of the connections of place,

themes, and representation cannot be ignored when reviewing
the period of Realism.

Yet I question Susan Allen Toth's

perhaps overstated assumptions of the "representativeness"
of Local Color; she sounds suspiciously close to naming it
the representative of something like Lee's national spirit.
While historically women may have been able to make literary
space for themselves in the country, all Realism is very
tightly tied to its location.

Howells knew this and

practiced accordingly, though his places happened to be
Boston and New York seen by the eyes of a transplanted
Midwesterner. 8

8

An important element in the debate on Local Color
versus Realism is the way texts deal with the city or the
country. While this dissertation will not focus on this
debate, it is notable that Local Color is always rural Local
Color; no one has ever argued that Sister Carrie, for
example, is urban Local Color. Arguably, the anti-rural
bias of Realist canonizers has played a role similar to
their cultural sexism in the ghettoization of Local Color.
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Michael Davitt Bell also valorizes Local Color and
feminine ideals, but like Toth he falls into broad
generalizations because he uses too few examples.

In his

case, Jewett is the sole representative of women Realists,
Local Color itself, femininity, and feminism.

In his

deconstructive cultural analysis of Realism, Bell seems to
push American Realism criticism to the edge of contemporary
theoretical practice, but in fact he repeats the very same
marginalizing activities that traditional or New critics
practiced.

Then he just flips the system of privilege by

valuing the feminine, the Local Color, over the masculine or
Realism (and its "Problem")--in much the way feminist
critics like Donovan, Toth, and Pryse do.

Bell's

theoretical applications are enlightening, but they remain
mired in the oppositional framework.
New theoretical visions can enlarge our readings of
Local Color and eventually bring it back into Realism's
fold.

Alice Jardine has noted that in Western thought, time

and place have been gendered: "techne and time have always
connoted the male; physis and space the female."
literary historical thought is no exception:

American

literary

periods have been defined with male-authored works, by male
critics using male-generated principles of selection;
women's writing has been condescended to Local Color, as if
a preoccupation with setting is outside of or irrelevant to
the times.

But I believe that much women-authored Realism
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often is an attempt "To think new relationships between the
techne and the physis, time and space," and so Local Color
can be "a requestioning of the major topics of [Western)
philosophy: Man, the Subject, Truth, History, Meaning"
("Gynesis, 11 58).
These masculine concepts are closely linked with the
foundations of Realism itself.

In a larger sense, Realism

is attempting nothing short of defining reality itself, by
examining and representing (and re-presenting) man, truth,
subjectivity, and so on; but masculine Realism rarely shifts
the conceptual ground itself when it comes to gender.

Local

Color's concern with place is simply a concrete
manifestation of the re-thinking of these relationships.
Furthermore, its ties to traditionally female philosophical
topics--Woman, Objectivity, Image, Myth, and Silence
represent on a certain level a "feminine" questioning of
concepts traditionally linked to Realism.

Feminine Realism

re-visions these topics in non-masculine or nontraditional
contexts.

Yet while Henry James had as deep an interest in

location as did any New England Nun (Freeman), the women's
requestionings are too of ten ignored because of the
segregation of Local Color into "schools" of quaintness and
nostalgia.

But these are, in fact, questions of major

importance in the philosophical project of Literary Realism
itself.

Perhaps Howells' and James' senses of space

resemble that of a traditional masculine sensibility, and
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that is perhaps what makes their treatment of place less
obvious.
These spaces have also been gendered because they can
be linked to different activities performed in such spaces:
child-rearing and food-preparation occur in the home,
contrasted with hunting and fighting in the wilderness or in
the city.

A chicken-egg question occurs:

gendered or the activities in it?
paradigm works.

is the space

But either way, the

That is, whichever comes first, both the

activities and their spaces still tend to divide along
gender lines, and they confirm their Otherness from the
opposite ones by using differing structure, imagery, or even
languages, to try and articulate themselves.

In more

concrete terms, woman's space may be represented as empty of
(or silent about) such traditionally masculine events as
war, hunting, or other such aggressive forms of male
experience.

Such a radical theory may work better, though,

if applied historically and to specific texts.

Furthermore,

women's places are home to such supposedly inarticulate
activities as gardening, cooking, and other traditionally
feminine forms of communication and work.

Thus, certain

American fictions can be seen as "gendered" pairs via their
location-dependent places:

for example, the battlefields of

The Red Badge of Courage contrast too easily with the small
keeping rooms and parlors in Pembroke, and Moby Dick's
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whaling almost facilely opposes the fishing and herbgathering of The Country of the Pointed Firs.
To one degree or another, the woman-authored Realist
novels discussed in subsequent chapters create a variety of
no man's lands because their settings adhere to Local Color
and they inflect their places with gender (usually the
feminine).

Some novels are woman-centered bildungsromans

with female protagonists, like Cather's Song of the Lark;
others do not privilege either male or female characters, as
in Freeman's Pembroke.

Yet all stake out their own

territory and try to express it in ways liberating for women
readers.

All are location-dependent, and indeed sometimes

Pointed Firs is cited as defining Local Color (and then
relegated to second class status).

The Song of the Lark,

the most canonized of the six, is rarely classified as Local
Color.

Nonetheless, this novel entwines its themes, plots,

characters, and settings as closely as the other five works
do--in fact, maybe more so in chapters that depict Thea's
artistic growth from her contact with Colorado, New Mexico,
and Europe.

However, critics have been more concerned with

other elements of the work in their quest to distinguish it
from "mere" women's writing or popular Local Color fiction.
It is significant that Cather, the most canonical of
the authors I treat, is less often spoken of as a
regionalist, although her work is sometimes classified as
11

western 11 --a branch of Local Color that has had much
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masculine appeal and may therefore be more acceptable.

But

her treatment of the prairie, the west, and Chicago are no
less detailed and important to her works than are the
factory towns or rustic seaports of Freeman's and Jewett's
novels, let alone those by the more obscure writers. 9
Re-envisioning Local Color with an awareness of the
politics of canonicity allows us to see that the standard
critical constructions of the period and genre of Realism
are androcentric and narrow.

The women authors' works

combine some of the basic elements of Realism (graphic
detail of the concrete and emotional), Naturalism (thematic
cosmic determinism--sometimes pessimistic), and Modernism
(the disintegrating self or culture, nostalgia) with other
elements not accounted for by critics who have defined the
period and genre.

No comprehensive critical works describe

the period in a way that draws on large amounts of women's
writing for definitions.

Yet most critics who define

Realism use only men's works--and many of them purport to be
definitive or comprehensive.

In fact, such works constitute

a model of one of the key activities of literary

9

Although Cather scholars have long noted the
importance of place to her fiction, they do not link it with
such a prosaic tradition as Local Color.
Instead, they see
it more grandiosely, as in Willa Cather: Landscape and
Exile by Laura Winters (Susquehanna UP, 1994). One
exception is Diane Dufva Quantic's "The Unifying Thread:
Connecting Place and Language in Great Plains Literature"
(American Studies, Spring 32.1, 1991, 67-83); but this
article is more interested in Great Plains history than in
Local Color, gender, or Realism.
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historiography: the drawing up of canonical principles
derived from a few favored works, which are then in turn
privileged because they meet the criteria derived from them
in the first place.

Textual Gender:

Politics and Psychology

This chapter has so far examined gender's role in the
criticism of canonizing readers, but this dissertation will
further argue that texts themselves are "gendered" as well.
That is, texts have gender identities as do people--even
though textual femininity or masculinity are by no means
equivalent to authors' actual ones (however those may be
defined).

This study will present working or preliminary

definitions of these issues, especially as they intersect
with each other.

The body chapters more specifically

discuss these intersections of "textual gender" when they
are located in two particular content areas, namely
political and psychological themes.
Through examinations and analyses of particular novels,
I will formulate generalizations about some elements of the
reading process, how it may be affected by textual practices
(like romance structures or feminist politics), and the ways
these elements and practices can influence decisions about
the literary qualities of works.

I regard gender in texts

the way Judith Butler treats it in general:
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As a shifting and contextual phenomenon, gender
does not denote a substantive being, but a
relative point of convergence among culturally and
historically specific sets of relations.

(Gender

Trouble, 10)
That is, if I label a text "feminine," it is not intended as
a necessary, sufficient, or totalizing condition of its
existence; such gender is simply a locus of related
concepts, a description that is trying to provoke a new
language of literary criticism on Realism.

In rereading

American Realism from the turn of the century, we can see
"gender" as signifying certain "points of convergence"
wherein historical, political, psychological, and literary
conceptions of femininity or masculinity are represented by
fiction.w

For the sake of specificity and focus, this

dissertation concentrates on the political and psychological
aspects of textual gender as manifested in the contents of
Realist novels by women.
Thus, I follow Butler's usage of "gender," but I vary
it somewhat.

As she describes the feminist and

philosophical impulse to separate biology from definitions
of masculinity and femininity, she illustrates how gender
and biological sex are not inextricably linked.

1

I believe

°unlike Bell's work, which concentrates on the te·xtual
gendering of masculine conceptions and representations in
Realism, my focus is femininity.
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that this non-essentialist view--the "constructivist" one-is correct for the most part:

11

When the constructed status of gender is theorized
as radically independent of sex, gender itself
becomes a free-floating artifice . . . . (6)
We can then recognize that males or their writing may be
feminine and females and theirs can be masculine (6),
without the discussion's turning prescriptive, sexist, or
even homophobic.
However, I hestitate to go as far as Butler in my
dissociation of gender with sex; after all, I still
concentrate on texts by women authors.

Just because sex and

gender are not necessarily linked, does not mean they have
no relevant relationship at all--even if we cannot
satisfactorily reach consensus on how they are linked.

For

this study's purpose, I use the term "gender" as a
descriptive term about writing practices (artifice) to
enable us to analyze textual qualities that are at least
metonymically related to gender in the texts' and readers'
societies (not "free-floating," perhaps, but not
essentially-bound, either).

For example, the use of

romantic love plots has historically been called feminine,
and I do link its repeated treatments to women's writing and
to Feminine Realism.
11

See Butler, passim, and Fuss, Essentially Speaking (26, passim) for delineation of the essentialism/
constructivism opposition in feminist theory.
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But I stay grounded in women-authored texts for two
reasons.

One, to confirm the disjuncture philosophically

between sex and gender:

by arguing that Cather's novels

represent "masculine" Realism, I adhere to the belief that
"man and masculine might just as easily signify a female
[textual) body as a male one," and vice versa (Butler, 6).
Two, I think critics in the past, with their implicit or
explicit sexism, have linked sex and gender and effectively
have kept women-authored texts out of the canon (and
therefore out of the literary discourse of our society).

So

to discuss gender and Realism without reference to actual
women writers perpetuates the silencing of these important
voices of the genre and period.

Yet I admit that my use of

women-authored novels for discussing gender in Realism may
be participating in linking gender to sex, even as I
acknowledge my inability to account for the connection on
any purely theoretical plane.
That being said, I believe with Helene Cixous that
there are qualities which mark texts as "masculine" or
"feminine" ("Laugh," 249)--because gendered aspects of
socialization makes us see them as such.

Cixous'

explanation of the differing practices and values is useful:
The (political) economy of the masculine and of
the feminine is organized by different
requirements and constraints, which, when
socialized and metaphorized, produce signs,
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relationships of power, relationships of
production and of reproduction,

an entire immense

system of cultural inscription readable as
masculine or feminine ("Sorties" in La jeune nee,
1975; excerpted in New French Feminisms, 93).
These signs and relationships are elements of fiction-perhaps defining characteristics of novels--that, being
politically gendered by society's requirements for sexual
difference, will also then gender the novel.

While Cixous

sometimes seems to essentialize these gendered
characteristics of textuality, I do not see them as inherent
to masculinity or femininity.

Like her, however, I do

believe they are so "systematized"

into gendered

"economies" that they do require examination (and re-vision
periodically).

Though there may be no such thing as a

female sign, per se, it does pay to look at signs of the
feminine as a way to look at cultural constructions of
gender, in this case, at Realist culture, 1880-1917.
The first major area where texts are "gendered" and
subsequently affect how much literary value readers are able
to assign them is in their political themes.

I define

"politics" as representations of beliefs about people's
rights to power in society.

When depictions of power are

marked, inflected, or determined by issues of gender in
plots, characters, and themes, the texts can be called
"gendered."

Novels are themselves marked or gendered by
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having structural or aesthetic qualities that have
traditionally been defined as "feminine" or "masculine."
Furthermore, scholars have valued the texts with patriarchal
politics, while relegating the more feminine ones to the
periphery of American literary Realism.
Judith Fetterley's generalization is accurate:
"Literature is political" because even in its "posture of
the apolitical" (xi), it plays out "The drama of power
often disguised" (xiii) which occurs in life itself.

This

drama is replayed over and over in Realist texts, in a
variety of ways; the struggle for power shapes a novel's
political contents.

In this general sense, "politics"

are

similar to "ideology," because both terms refer to "a
process of thought" wherein "material relationships [can be]
grasped as ideas" (Engels, Marx in Williams, 155) . 12
Realist novels often use materialistic detail to illustrate,
examine, critique, or even approve of the ways in which
people relate to each other within certain power structures,
be it the factory, the small town, or international high
society.

These examinations on power constitute the

politics of Realist novels.

12

James H. Kavanagh also notes the similarity of the two
concepts when they are used in everyday contexts: the
"conventional meaning of 'ideology,' as nearly synonymous
with 'politics,' remains useful in the many situations" when
we are speaking to a diverse, general, non-specialized
audience (307).
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"Power" can be defined in many ways, but the term will
generally be used in this dissertation to refer to the
amount of control characters have over their lives.
Additionally, I follow Kenneth Burke in believing in the
power of literature to change society with its
representations--and especially for women, who at the turn
of the century constituted the majority of the reading
public.

My usage of "power" is general and derives from the

"'Power' family" Kenneth Burke describes in the 1941
foreword to The Philosophy of Literary Form:
[The Power family of terms) is composed of many
members:

social power, sexual, physical,

political, military, commercial, monetary, mental,
moral, stylistic (powers of grace, grandeur,
vituperation, precision)--powers of emancipation,
liberalization, separation ("loosing"), . . . and
powers of wisdom, understanding, knowledge.

(xxi)

With the exception of "military" power, all these terms also
represent underlying issues of control I will discuss
regarding woman-authored Realist novels; in fact, issues of
power--especially sexual, monetary, and social--recur in
almost all Realist texts.
Yet in the study of Realism, mainstream critics have
denied that gender and political power play any role in
determining literary value even as they blindly participated
in the power structures inherent in canonization.

They have
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played textual politics by associating any political goals
in fiction with femininity and then valued "objectivity" as
truth, rigor and strength (i.e., masculine and important)-as the real values of Realism rather than more didactic
feminine ones.

There may be exceptions to this paradigm,

but in general this pattern has recurred often enough
throughout the institutionalization of Realism to
effectively exclude most of the writing by women of the
period.

The political biases'of such novels engage readers

in the sexual politics debates of their times "[t]hrough,
structure, character, and comment" (Bardes and Gossett, 6)
and, I would add, through plot, setting, and conflict.
Quite simply, a novel's sexual politics are the themes
and elements that reflect how the work accommodates or
disrupts patriarchal views.

Works with a suffragist,

feminist, or generally anti-patriarchal "bias," such as A
Country Doctor, for example, were too often dismissed as
mere propaganda.

Likewise, works which reinforce the

patriarchal status quo engage in sexual politics--as Kate
Millett proved--but to traditional Realist critics, such
politics can be totally ignored as anything other than
"truth."

As Jane Tompkins has noted, American women's

fiction has tended to have a more overt goal of influencing
society on behalf of women than has men's fiction, which was
then and often still is considered to be attempting the
timeless or universal (chapters I and V, Sensational
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Designs).

Comparing The Portrait of a Lady, A Modern

Instance, or Sister Carrie with, say, The Portion of Labor
or A Country Doctor shows this tendency--in the choices of
works to be canonized if not of their authors themselves.
Though they ostensibly were trying to plainly represent
reality, the early Realists were also very conscious of the
possibilities of fiction to affect, even materially, their
cultures.

Thus there were open debates in periodicals about

whether Real fiction (Literature) should be didactic or
"value-neutral."

Implicit in much fiction was a thematic

debate where "authors were as likely to defend the status
quo as to attack it" (Bardes and Gossett, 6), sometimes
doing both within one work.

This debate over fiction's

purpose was not new, for ever since teaching and delighting,
instructing and entertaining, became famously linked (by
Aristotle and then Sidney), readers and critics have also
been opposing them.
With the rise of American Realism, however, the
opposition between the mirror and the lamp began to reach a
crisis.

For years, Journalism--the writing of The Truth--

had been in turmoil:

should newspapers change our society

(with muckraking), or should they merely show it?

Not

incidentally, many major Realists were themselves
journalists:

Mark Twain, Stephen Crane, Horatio Alger, and

Theodore Dreiser among others, but also many women,
including Cather, and later Rinehart.

Howells even debated
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himself, in a way, with his Editor's Easy Chair columns,
that presented competing dicta to represent the "smiling
aspects" of life even as we follow the Russian mode of
Realism, to observe Nature itself--the real grasshopper, not
the cardboard one ("On Realism . . . ," 1891, 71).

In short,

the battle was between the muckrakers and the new
journalists, with even the field of battle itself open for
definition.
Today's androcentric critics agree with the male
Realists in perhaps only one way:

by claiming Literature

and Art to be above and beyond any mere personal or
political goals.

Pizer, for instance, sees the moral

battles in the texts of Howells, Twain, and James (Pizer's
high priests of Realism) as fortunately being subsumed by
objective "verisimilitude and probability" and by the
"consciousness that absorbs experience" in the successful
Realist texts (1966, 8).

Even Borus (a Marxian scholar)

notes the division among Realist writers between those who
favored simply "report[ing] their material"

so as to

"engage in egalitarian discourse with" their readers, and
those who "created" their stories in order to "preach to
their audience, [and] guide it" (95).

Even though Borus is

studying political issues, his not-so-neutral diction
betrays his preference for objective reporting and engaging
over didacticism.
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The chapters below will argue that the Realism of many
women authors was indeed interested in changing society, on
an outward (political) level and on a personal
(psychological) level.

The "biased" characteristics of

their "Feminine Realism" were dismissed by early theorists
of Realism, and in effect, their perspectives on reality
have been marginalized.

Yet certain of these

characteristics are the very ones which are central to
"l'ecriture feminine," and some current theories about
feminine writing enable us to value such texts in a new
light.

Many Realist women writers had no problem

incorporating their own traditionally feminine
·"sensibilities" into their writing.

They would agree with

Helene Cixous that really worthwhile feminine writing
is precisely the very possibility of change, the
space that can serve as a springboard for
subversive thought, the precursory movement of a
transformation of social and cultural structures."
("Laugh," 249)
To them, "objectivity" or accurate representation of graphic
detail (Realism) was a tool to use for social change
(political subjectivity)--change which needed fictional
depictions in order to keep readers motivated to work for a
new, more equitable American society and to keep what they
already felt was valuable about femininity (valuing love,
friendships, children).
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Susan K. Harris' 19th-Century American Women's Novels
(1990) concludes that such works were in between the
literary styles of nineteenth- and twentieth-century women's
fiction:

while they attempted to "build on the traditions

delineated through the course of nineteenth-century American
women's novels," they can also be read as "forerunners of
modern fiction" (201).

They are neither "exploratory" nor

"didactic" but they grew out of these traditions of
exploring women's realities and needs and of teaching
readers how to improve the realities by meeting those needs
(201, passim).

Women-authored and -centered Realism tried

to "confront the issues--ultimately power issues" (210) of
work, love, and marriage (or not marrying) that women
readers confronted in their daily lives.

And just as they

were caught between two centuries, so it seemed their novels
were situated "in-between" the didactic tradition and the
experiments of modernity.
The relegation of the overtly politicized Realist novel
(by both women and men) to second-class status parallels the
treatment given to works demonstrating the other gendered
difference between men's and women's Realist writing:
psychological content.

Representations of women's

psychology constitute the second area where texts' and
readers' gender differences interweave.

Women-authored

Realist novels are often labelled "just not any good," a
valuation which is again determined by the gendered reading
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expectations of critics.

Jane Tompkins' "But Is It Any

Good?" chapter in Sensational Designs provides an excellent
analyses of these reading expectations and aesthetics (in
relation to earlier nineteenth-century fiction). In refuting
the canonizing arguments of Mathiesson and others, Tompkins
tries to re-shape criteria for value that had been held to
be "unquestionable," but that were "forged in the context of
revolutions, revivals .

.

. all those historical

circumstances by which literary values are supposed to be
unaffected" (187).

But the determination of quality does

not exist in any "neutral space" (187); in fact, the act is
itself a political and psychological process and as such it
is also affected by gender.
For example, a style which forgoes certain structural
unities, like The Country of the Pointed Firs, can
conveniently be ignored by critics who yearn for texts with
linear, completed order.

Jewett's very purpose might be an

attempt to change the way we think about the structure of
fiction and the psyche itself (a didactic goal), so her work
can be easily dismissed then on both political and
psychological counts.

This realm of aesthetics is the

ground where politics and psychology meet:
process.

in the reading

This process is the site of aesthetic

determinations, and the act of judgement is strongly, even
if unconsciously, affected by gender as a component of
identity.
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Barbara Herrnstein Smith is again helpful; although she
couches her analysis of evaluation and gender in
philosophical language, it exactly describes the
psychological reading and evaluating process as well:
The appropriability of one's judgments for other
people (that is, how readily they can use those
judgments for themselves) always depends on the
extent to which they share one's particular
perspective, which is itself always a function of
one's relevant characteristics; and, of course,
gender--like other characteristics . . . is
sometimes highly relevant to one's perspective as
a reader of literature.

(184)

If a canonizing reader can appropriate certain aspects of a
text to his own identity, he can freely judge its more
concrete aspects positively; plot, character, theme, in
particular, can more easily be valued as important (or as
"universal" or "typical").
Specifically, as Bardes and Gossett have explained,
"fiction that addressed the gender struggle spoke to the
central issue in many women's lives," and in its most
popular form used female bildungsroman or romantic love
story plots.

Such novels "focused on the private sphere," a

sphere which may have historically had more interest for
women readers who were themselves largely confined to that
sphere, "in contrast to public political discourse, which
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tended to exclude the demands of women from discussion" (6).
Addressing the issue of women and work is simply more
enjoyable when it takes the form of a young girl's story
rather than a political tract:

The Portion of Labor or

A

Country Doctor could inspire women more memorably than did
the numerous suffragist pamphlets of the time.
Put more generally, the closer the match between the
reader's gendered values and the text's psychological
contents (also gendered), the more likely the reader will
consider the work important and of value.

Masculine readers

(which most canonizers have been) tend to praise works that
explore psychological topics of interest to men or that use
viewpoints that accommodate masculine perspectives.

While

this may seem like a complicated way to state a truism, this
relationship of gender, reading, and canonicity in terms of
psychological contents is rarely attended to in Realism
studies.

Women-authored novels, especially Feminine

Realist ones, focus on the development of personal identity,
and they overtly emphasize the necessity of interpersonal
relationships like friendships, mother-daughter bonds, and
courtship leading to marriage.

All these areas need not

necessarily be gendered as masculine or feminine, but they
are gendered as feminine by their repeated centerings on
women's psychological relations to them, and then
subsequently by critics of Realism who then link such
contents to femininity, that is, as not-mainstream.
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When readers' gender identities are congruent with
those of such novels, they can value them aesthetically
because they value them personally.

Specifically, when

someone reads "as a man" a text that is marked as
"masculine," it simply is easier to focus on and value
particular aesthetic qualities.

And it is possible to

ignore political goals, as did canonizers of Realism who
praised such fiction's "objectivity."

Furthermore, it may

be impossible in such a case to even notice that the
aesthetic qualities themselves are political.
aesthetics are, then, gendered.

These

While a reader may find a

novel that embodies his values and perspectives which is
aesthetically inferior, it is less likely that he will be
able to recognize and praise the aesthetic qualities of a
work that ignores or even challenges his own gender.

Gender

is not essential to biology, nor is it necessarily stable;
rather, I believe that successful "cross-identification"
occurs when readers identify with perspectives in texts that
ignore or even critique their own views and experiences
(which are influenced by and affect readers' genders).

And,

as reader response theorists have argued, women have been
engaging in this double reading vision all along out of
necessity (Schweikart, Patrocinio, and Elizabeth Flynn,
xxv).
Examining the role of gender in certain reading
processes can help demonstrate the psychological nature of
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sexual politics--and vice versa.

In particular, one

psychological aspect of reading that ultimately ends up
being politicized is that of identification.

Identification

is simply the process by which readers inject themselves
into a text--usually they see the world of the book through
the eyes of one of the characters or the narrator.

Authors

manipulate identification via point of view, and I am
interested here in the effects of the process.

The

identification is psychologically necessary for readers to
really enter the text, and the process is political when
questions of value hinge on the success of the
identification--and I believe that they always do.

In

short, if there is a male character or narrator with whom to
identify, then the work can easily be valued by male
critics.
In the case of Realist novels, masculine-identified
texts have been more likely to be valued by contemporary and
later canonizing critical readers.

The protagonist can be

female, but there must be a Ralph Touchett, a Winterbourne,
or some masculine sensibility to the omniscient narrator.
Although to a great extent this gendered reading
identification process always occurs, the phenomenon is
being modified in postmodernity (if not, in some cases,
being overcome).

But this dissertation is most concerned

with how it has occurred in the canonization process in
Realism studies, and later chapters will show more
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specifically how it happened to certain texts and is still
present.
As Schweickart's and Flynn's

Gender and Reading (1986)

proves over and over, readers' identities are affected by
their genders.

Studies indicate that women readers are

"inveterate self-replicators," that is, that they like to
"play out their characteristic identity themes," but they
also can and often do "cultivate and merge with
fundamentally different--even hostile--texts" (xxv).

There

is less evidence that male readers do so; and if we judge on
the numbers alone--the number of canonized women-centered
texts--we can conclude that canonizing readers (historically
male) have not cross identified, nor have they needed too.
Works that do not exclude the male-identified reader
can fit more easily into the androcentric canon, because
such readers have defined it unselfconsciously by using
their own identities as bases.

I say unselfconsciously

because "the male viewpoint is diffuse and pervasive" and
neither men nor women can readily step in and out
of it as they attempt to apprehend their [reading]
experiences.

To discard it entirely would require

an alternative schema, such as a woman's
viewpoint.

(Schweickart and Flynn, 25)

That is, women traditionally have had to read like men, so
to speak, when studying canonical (mostly male-centered)
literature, even as such fiction excluded their own
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experiences or visions.

Women have had to develop alternate

reading schema, a kind of double-vision that many theorists
have talked about.

Male turn-of-the-century Realists or New

Critics may have been too well-trained to get outside their
own schema--or often, to even recognize it as their own and
not as simply "objectivity" or "universalism."
Jardine has labelled a "gynema,

11

What Alice

or a textually disruptive

"reading effect" when readers can see in texts "the
valorization of the feminine," has always been visible
(Jardine, Gynesis; she argues that this has heretofore been
unseeable).

But traditional critics (before post-modernity)

have simply denigrated and discarded it as subjectivity or
particularity, whereas many women Realist writers and
readers valued gynemic practice as do post-modernist
theorists today.
In "Towards a Woman's Poetics," Josephine Donovan
describes an experiential link between fictional
representations of psychology and aesthetics.

Women's

writing has historically used "the domestic or private
sphere" as a "structure of experience," that is as subject
matter or plot.

That is, women's criteria for value can be

found in the everyday work that women actually participated
in--for the most part, that work was housekeeping and
rearing children.

For women's writing, then, art imitates

housework, so to speak.

Unlike the "Aristotelian notion of

plot as a progressive movement from beginning to middle to
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end,"

women's work has more often been "non-progressive,

repetitive, and static"--and so their writing imitates such
daily structures (101):

doing housework that never stays

done, washing laundry that never stays clean, diapering
babies who never stay dry.
Thus for example, the typical, repeated women's love
plot--girl meets boy, girl and boy want each other,
obstacles arise for a time period, obstacles are finally
removed--could be a valid and interesting structure for
writers and readers who may feel that life has long periods
of repetitive stasis and waiting interspersed with what may
be a common women's life-structure:
raising children, maintaining a home.

getting married,
With Donovan's

framework, then, we can see a mimetic quality of womencentered novels when it depicts psychology via domestic
experience:

quite logically, then, the men of (literary)

business found nothing "universal" or "objective" in such
works.
I experienced first-hand the repetitive nature of
"women's plots" as I was making notes on the many novels I
read for this dissertation.

I often found myself being able

to write very similar, one-sentence plot summaries for a
number of books:

The protagonist (Nan/Ellen/Thea/

Lena/Sidney) meets a young man, has obstacles and problems
with him and with work (an important recurring element of
women's Realist texts), and finally they resolve their work
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and love problems by the end.

In terms of sinking ships,

murders, or dangerous adventures, nothing happens.

However,

in terms of daily thoughts, worries, feelings, about the
characters' daily lives (and sometimes daily breads),
everything happens.

On a superficial level, the novels seem

to be very formulaic, and this is the only level on which
the obscure works have been read.

But the ways these

formulae are presented, the characters' perspectives on
events, and the themes that the plots imply all make
excluding these works from the canon of American literary
Realism (as has been done) a hasty and uninformed
evaluation.
To dismiss such structures as aesthetically unpleasing
or unsophisticated because they do not conform to structures
that are supposed to be pleasing only confirms "the extent
to which ideology affects literary judgement" (Bardes and
Gossett, 185).

Or rather, it confirms the extent to which

literary judgement is ideology, and how it is gendered by
society's privileging of men's work and experience over
those of women.

By re-examining women-authored novels from

the period, we can realize the extent to which literary
judgement is grounded in ideology, and how it is gendered by
society's privileging of men's work and experience over
those of women.

Such ideology is so deeply embedded in our

reading psyches as to be invisible; this dissertation aims
to expose this ideology to the light of re-reading.
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Although Realism scholars have traditionally held that
the genre was (and is) defined objectively, the
determination of literary value has been and continues to be
a subjective process, in which the expectations of
canonizing readers (critics, teachers, and students)
themselves are gendered.

That is, though claiming

neutrality and lack of bias, the critics who judge works of
Realism (as being "Realist" or not) have been subject to
their own and others' gender biases when engaging in the
necessarily personal, subjective activity of reading and
writing about Realist novels.
While such a premise may sound self-evident, this
gender bias is rarely examined in American Realism studies.
In this field, the process of canon formation has been
deeply yet unconsciously embedded in the patriarchal
politics of our society, so much so that it seems invisible.
Feminist literary theory helps in reviewing traditional
value judgments about these texts because it encourages us
to engage in "Re-vision--the act of looking back, of seeing
with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical
direction" (Adrienne Rich, 2045).
to establish

This dissertation tries

"fresh eyes" for re-reading Realism, not only

to re-engage with women-authored texts (some of which are
now critically ignored) but also to allow us to see parts of
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women's literary history that have been obscured by the lens
of patriarchal literary criticism on Realism. 13
This re-vision is important not only for reconsidering
women's writings, but also for constructing a more complete
and equitable literary history of Realism that will help us
examine the very process of literary canonization.

The goal

is not just to make a bigger, female-centered canon, nor is
it to try to destroy the idea of value altogether; rather, I
intend to complicate (and thus refine) the study of American
Realism by foregrounding the necessarily historical and
political processes of determining literary value that have
been involved in defining the period and genre by excluding
women's Realist writings.

13

1 will continue throughout this dissertation to use
Rich's terminology "re-vision" to specify re-readings and
re-interpretations of Realism and novels with a feminist
sensibility--or "fresh eye."

CHAPTER 2
GENDER AND POLITICS IN JEWETT'S A COUNTRY
DOCTOR, FREEMAN'S THE PORTION
OF LABOR, AND CATHER'S
0 PIONEERS!

A novel's politics can be narrowly or broadly
described.

In the broad sense, The Portrait of a Lady is a

"political novel," albeit very subtly; in a way that all
novels are political, it wants us to think or re-think ideas
about men, women, and society.

In the narrow view, a

novel's politics may be actually topical or propagandistic.
An appropriate metaphor for conceiving of different amounts
of political activity is a spectrum.

At one end are novels

whose politics are so deeply buried that detecting and
describing the political themes can provide a lifetime of
fruitful critical work:

Willa Cather's O Pioneers! (1913)

rests at the end of embedded politics.

Although now

feminist critics who work with political theory may be well
aware of this novel's attitudes toward women and America,
more traditional critics (canonizers in particular) have
eagerly read the work as universal rather than topical.

At

the other, overtly politicized end are novels with blatant
64
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political interests, such as Mary Wilkins Freeman's Portion
of Labor (1901), and Sarah Orne Jewett's A Country Doctor
(1884), works obviously interested in promoting liberal
social change.

The politics of such works may even be

topical, sometimes drawing upon current events to generate
meaning.

Naturally, many such novels were often engaged

with the hottest topic of their days as the nineteenth
century turned into the twentieth:

the Woman Question.

Despite their differing positions in the canon of
scholarly attention, Jewett, Freeman, and Cather all
depicted female protagonists trying to survive and even
succeed in textual worlds (settings) where women were
politically second-class citizens. Their novels' survival
and success stories all embody themes that illustrate
political theories:

Cather's celebration of the American

Dream (for shorthand, American Dream-ism), Jewett's
Bourgeois Feminism (what I call the Exceptional Girl
Theory), and Freeman's Proletarian Feminism (all are my
terms) constitute the political content of the three novels.
These works thematize beliefs about how gender, society, and
success combine in perceptions of reality.

The predominant

goal of this chapter is to re-investigate the novels in
light of these themes, in order to describe elements that
may have played a role in the gendered politics of their
canonization or marginalization.
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Jewett, Freeman, and Cather have received various
amounts of scholarship.

The criticism on these three

authors signifies their places on a spectrum between
marginality and canonicity:

Freeman's The Portion of Labor

and Pembroke are the most marginalized, while Jewett's
novels fare somewhat better, and Cather unarguably is
canonized (by feminists and traditionalists).

But unlike

Cather's texts, the Jewett and Freeman novels firmly reside
in the margins of Realism's canon, and if they are praised
at all by critics of so-called mainstream Realism, it is
only as minor (another word for marginalized) offshoots.
Even though both authors have received increasing attention
from feminist scholars in the last two decades, most of that
attention has been directed to Jewett's The Country of the
Pointed Firs, as an experimental, feminist or poetic text,
and to Freeman's short stories.

Most criticism on Portion

and Doctor can be found in books or articles that treat the
authors' works as an oeuvre or in biographical pieces. 1

~

Pioneers!, on the other hand, is frequently attended to by

1

Michael Davitt Bell's chapter "A 'Woman's Place' in
American Realism: Sarah Orne Jewett" in his The Problem of
American Realism (1993) is an example of such an allencompassing (and therefore superficial) type of study. In
discussing gender in American Realism, he summarizes the
gender elements of many of Jewett's works (including
Doctor). Bell raises interesting questions but he cannot,
because of his chapter's broad goals, present more than very
general answers to them about specific works. On the ·other
hand, the brief Bardes and Gossett discussions on Portion
and Doctor are more detailed.
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scholars, at least in sections of larger works about Cather
or several of her works. 2
Most readers unquestioningly classify Jewett and
Freeman as Local Colorists rather than Realists.

And the

important criticism on their work falls into one of two
camps:

unflattering masculinist New Critical evaluations or

feminist re-discovery (which is sometimes polemical).

Work

on Pioneers also includes New Criticism and feminist
readings; however, as I shall show below, because New
Critics had already established Cather's novels as classic,
her feminist critics have been able to proceed further in
their analyses.

Influential evaluative precepts have

effectively obscured the Feminine Realist possibilities of
Freeman's and Jewett's novels.

That is, the marginalizing

of these texts has proceeded by denigration or exclusion. 3
2

Between 1988 and 1991, there were no works listed in
the MLA Annual Bibliography on The Portion of Labor; of the
fourteen total entries (including dissertations), only
Westbrook's 1988 revision of Mary Wilkins Freeman discusses
this novel. Of the total of eighteen listings for Jewett,
twelve were about The Count+y of the Pointed Firs; five were
on Jewett herself or her fiction and some include references
to Doctor. The total entries on Cather were too numerous to
count--some years require an entire page of citations on
her; in 1989 she had two pages plus worth of work done on
her texts. However, of those, the lion's share of attention
goes to My Antonia or combinations of later works. Still,
virtually all works on Cather discuss O Pioneers! to some
extent.
3

In Edwin H. Cady's The Light of Common Day: Realism
in American Fiction (1971), Henry Nash Smith's Democracy and
the Novel: Popular Resistance to Classic American Writers
(1978), and Walter Fuller Taylor's classic The Economic
Novel in America (1942), Freeman's and Jewett's names are
dropped but not discussed--even when these critics debate
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Philip D. Eppard has noted how the term Local Color
"itself has acquired a slightly pejorative tone" (21) so
that writers are praised when they escape the genre.

He

then traces criticism and scholarship on Jewett and Freeman
to illustrate how their fortunes rise or fall in relation to
their Local Colorfulness.

Furthermore, some of the most

important critics have disparaged the writing of Freeman and
Jewett, sometimes with hostility.

In the widely read The

Ferment of American Realism (1965), Werner Berthoff
complains about Freeman's "perfect monotony" in "her
reliance on magazine formulas of plot and sentiment," and
condemns her novels as "heavy handed" (95). Jewett fares
little better:

he seems to like some of her work, though it

"renewed the risks of sentimentality' (99) in the
"literature of shattered dreams and lost illusions" whose
"exhilaration invariably is overscored by the dreariness and
sadness of much of the telling" (27).
Perhaps most damaging of all is Perry Westbrook's
misdirected and fumbling apologia for the sexism of earlier
critics (including Parrington and Brooks) in a study
purporting to illuminate Local Color Realism (especially
that of Freeman and Jewett).

In his 1980 reprint of Acres

of Flint, Westbrook adds three pages (8-10) of historical
information which he claims accounts for "the sexist
aspects" of his "subject" (viii)--but he adds no more detail
minor fiction or countertrends.
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on women writers, his aesthetics are still androcentric, and
he does not make clear what "aspects" he responds to or how
he does so.
As with Local Color criticism, research on Jewett and
Freeman also has some noteworthy feminist advocates.

The

most useful scholarship on critical history is, ironically,
on Freeman, the author about whom I have found the least
amount written.

Mary Reichardt's "Mary Wilkins Freeman: One

Hundred Years of Criticism" surveys Freeman's rising and
falling critical fortunes, and succinctly highlights the
major critics and their theses about her (it parallels the
Nagels' introduction on Jewett mentioned below). 4

One of

the best collections of criticism I have seen on any author
is Shirley Marchalonis' Critical Essays on Mary Wilkins
Freeman (it parallels the Nagels' introduction on Jewett and
surpasses the Rosowski collection on Cather).

This work not

only collects much of the important and standard research on
Freeman (including Reichardt's essay), it also reprints the
few examples of sophisticated criticism beginning to be
generated on Freeman (like the Meese essay).

Again, here is

a demonstration of the interdependence of publishing and
4

Perry D. Westbrook's Mary Wilkins Freeman, revised
edition of 1988, remains, unfortunately, the standard
critical full-length introduction to Freeman.
I say
unfortunately because many of his New Critical judgements
are out of date and do no service to Freeman; one of his
most cited and still-potent views is that her work suffered
from the "disease" of Puritanism (90). A new classic is
desperately needed, along with inexpensive credible editions
of Freeman's work itself.
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scholarship for affecting canonical, marginal, or
alternative status:

the reprints prompted scholars to re-

read, teach, and publish on them, even as the Feminist Press
reprints were inspired by feminist research in the first
place.
The new Library of America edition of Jewett's works
illustrates the reprint-criticism cycle necessary for
scholarly attention.

The larger number of longer works on

Jewett indicate her presence at the edges of the mainstream
canon.

For example, Gwen L. Nagel and James Nagel's Sarah

Orne Jewett:

A Reference Guide annotates over a hundred

years of Jewett scholarship, showing how Jewett's work has
maintained a following, at least among minor literature
specialists.

In turn, then, the newer, standard editions

will perhaps generate more.

Sarah Way Sherman's Sarah Orne

Jewett, An American Persephone (1989) is an important recent
full-scale treatment of Jewett and her work.

Sherman is one

of many who notes that Doctor is a bildungsroman, and she
places it and Jewett's writings in the context of women's
history and classical myth.
Jewett:

Margaret Roman's Sarah Orne

Reconstructing Gender (1992) is an interesting

thematic reading of Jewett's oeuvre in terms of gender
images, though it has very little to say about Doctor.
Shapiro's full chapter on this novel provides little new
insight, but it provides a concise general introduction and
placement in the historical context.
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The criticism and scholarship on Cather is not only the
most plentiful, it is also by far the most varied and
theoretically informed.

Much of the feminist work has moved

beyond "re-discovery" into more theoretical areas:
Rosowski's "Willa Cather's Subverted Endings and Gendered
Time" (in volume one of Cather Studies) is one fine example,
even though I disagree with many of her conclusions.

This

entire volume (there are no further volumes as yet), in
fact, is useful for demonstrating how varied Cather
scholarship is:

included are essays on Dante, Folk Art, and

Russian literature.

Also, fascinating essays on Cather can

often be found in collections of essays that may examine
several authors or themes.

Ann Romines' feminist

explorations of housekeeping in various women's writings
includes two chapters on Cather wherein she demonstrates
Cather's necessary rejection of domesticity (and, ergo, of
feminine identity in her time; 128-191, especially see 147).
And Blanche Gelfant performs a kind of French-feministbiographical criticism on Cather and two other writers in
her book which mines and celebrates the diversity of women's
sexual writing "voices."
Unlike Jewett and Freeman, Cather has a substantial
enough body of work to justify bona fide specialties within
a recognizable field of Cather Studies.

Thus esoteric works

on issues like Mesa Verde and myth, Cather and Russian
Literature, and Cather and Dorothy Canfield Fisher (all in
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articles in Rosowski) are welcomed with equanimity.

Cather

had a session devoted to her at the 1994 Midwest Modern
Language Association; but there is already an annual fullblown conference on Cather (usually hosted at Nebraska).
The standard issues of narrative strategy, American history
(literary, artistic, and Western), classicism, and biography
continue to be periodically re-examined, now often in light
of sexuality (Cather's and/or her characters), feminism,
canonicity (O'Brien), and contemporary theory. 5

A new work

promises not only a chapter on "Cather's Novel Cycle," but
also one on "Vichian Philosophy" (see Evelyn Helmick
Hively's Sacred Fire:

Willa Cather's Novel Cycle, 1994). 6

5

Sedgwick's and Fetterley's are two of the more
stimulating studies on Cather's biographical and/or textual
lesbianism; unfortunately, neither is relevant to my
arguments on Pioneers or Song.
6

The advanced state of Cather criticism underscores my
references to her as a canonical writer, and so does the
reprint status of her novels--they are legion and respected.
In addition to the already important Library of America
editions of Cather's works, Nebraska UP will issue MLAsanctioned scholarly editions. John Murphy's Introduction
in Critical Essays on Willa Cather provides more detail
about the critical history and trends in scholarship. And
Harold Bloom's Willa Cather (1988) compiles the liveliest of
the New Critics' canonizing pieces by writers like Trilling,
Kazin, and Bloom himself. Additionally, not only have there
existed "definitive" biographies ever since the twenties,
but there is even a recent, nearly exhaustive, updated one,
James Woodress' Willa Cather: A Literary Life (1987).
Finally, Cather expert Sharon O'Brien explores Cather and
her literary status in "Becoming Noncanonical" (the
treatment of O Pioneers! per se is very brief), and my work
depends on it in classifying Cather as the most canonical of
the authors I discuss.
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Regardless of the differing amounts and kinds of
discourse about their authors, the subjects

of Doctor,

Portion, and Pioneers have some important affinities.

All

the works represent realities that were oppressive to women;
the first two novels apparently tried to re-shape that
reality more fairly.

While "the creation of a more

democratic culture" seemed to be an underlying goal of most
Realist fiction (Shi, 7), only those which embedded this
goal deep within texts of ostensibly neutral reportage
earned a place in the canon of American Realism.

Yet

advocates and scholars of the period (e.g. Howells, Norris,
Pizer, Borus, or Lee) have promoted a Realist aesthetic
which is based only on male-authored texts and which
promotes masculine "objectivity" over what they would call
political interest or "bias."

Specifically, when such bias

is concerned with women's needs, I name its political
themes--and thus the Realism it exists within-- "feminine."
Although my categorizations seem to run counter to some
traditional assumptions that women are the more conservative
sex and that femininity is defined as a submission to
existing norms, a review of the history of suffragism, and
its reception by male Realists, makes my definition the more
accurate in the context of the genre and period of American
Realism. 7
7

While relying upon certain traditional notions of

For example, while Bardes and Gossett have pointed out
that critics have denigrated Portion as "ultraconservative,"
their analysis enables us to see that those earlier critics
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gender (masculine, feminin.e), this study also complicates
them.

There have historically been a "cluster of values

associated with traditional femininity" (Shi, 8) and I am
simply adding politicized

concern with women's work and

family roles to that clust:.er within the context of Realist
writing.

My construction

of Feminine Realism thus differs

from that of Shi (who equates it with Local Color; 114-16)
or of W.L. Courtney (who E>ees it as sentimentalism; passim),
but it also retains traceE> of these traditionally feminine
characteristics.
Alternatively, what

I

would term "masculine" (and

subsequently canonized) wc::>rks tried to reflect (and even
implicitly uphold) the status quo "objectively."

The words

"rigorous," "vigorous," and even "strenuous," with their
masculine connotations, a:i:=-e frequently used in admiring
criticism about such Reali.st texts (Shi cites some, 111,
219, passim; so does O'Bri.en, "Becoming," 243).

Thus,

politically "feminine" Realist novels tried to improve
women's positions in

soci~ty,

sense (e.g., thematizing a

whether in an overtly feminist

call for equal rights), or in a

manner which instead trieCl to improve the status of women in
traditionally feminine roI.es (such as wives and mothers).

have misread its politicaI. explorations (especially with
regard to women's roles) l:::>ecause of their demands that the
novel "provide solutions to the economic problems it
describes." Under these criteria, few novels of any
complexity could be anything but a "failure" in leftist
politics (115).
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Such Feminine Realist texts were at the least pro-woman
(even if apparently non-feminist in some ways) and at the
most assertively feminist.
later argue that

o

Using these definitions, I will

Pioneers! can be defined as a "masculine"

text, while Doctor and Portion are examples of "Feminine
Realism."

Furthermore, these three works illustrate the

role of gender in the assigning of literary merit:

Cather's

work is generally recognized as canonical whereas the other
two are not . 8
These novels thematize their beliefs via their content
matter.

The themes and content are what concretely specify

them as femininely or masculinely Realist.

The scholarship

of Nina Baym and Susan Harris helps to further illustrate
the distinctions I am making.

In Novels, Readers, and

Reviewers (1984) Baym describes women-authored novels from
earlier in the nineteenth century as "Advocacy Novels."
Authors of these works were criticized because
not only did they ground their works in an
interactive rather than a contemplative model of
the relation between reader and text, but they
aimed for specific social change as the result of

8

0'Brien's "Becoming Noncanonical: The Case against
Willa Cather" (1989) is a valuable and concise history of
Cather's shifting canonical fortunes (rising/falling/risen
again). Although O'Brien admirably delineates the
complexity of Cather's status, her article coheres with my
"rankings"; in fact this article underpins my paradigms.
Furthermore, she also demonstrates that when Cather has been
demoted, it has been for her "feminine" flaws (247).
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such interactions. (Novels, Readers, and
Reviewers, 213)
In such works, "social advocacy"--political change--could
result from readers' "attachment to attractive characters
and their exciting adventures" (213).

So, not only was the

excitement of such works contradictory to Realist
prescriptions to value the ordinary, but the "interactive"
nature of their political themes was also antithetical to
the prized objectivity of Realism's canonizers.
American Realist criteria also opposed the political
biases of the "exploratory" kinds of woman-authored novels
Harris describes in 19th-Century American Women's Novels
(1990).

She is accurate in generalizing that women's

Realism tries to "confront the issues--ultimately power
issues" (210) of work, love, and marriage (or not marrying)
that women readers confronted in their daily lives (although
her exemplary text is Fern's Ruth Hall, her remark applies
to later works).

In other words, these are the politics

relevant to women readers on a personal basis, and they are
crucial to the reality depicted in Portion and Doctor; these
novels clearly have a female "bias."

Exploratory or

Advocacy novels--my chosen modifiers happen to be Feminine
Political Realism, but the idea is similar--all have been
excluded from the traditional, androcentric canons of
Realism.
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The Bourgeois and Proletarian feminist politics of
Jewett's and Freeman's novels are easy to recognize, and so
it is understandable how earlier, traditional critics of
Realism (mostly men), could label them as politically
biased.

But because the politics of Cather's American Dream

seem more subtle, we may not see the theme as politicized
unless something makes us recognize the power relations
embedded in it.

That is, the American Dream is so pervasive

a belief that many simply see it as a factual:

all men are

created equal, but the smartest and hardest workers will
succeed the most.

If there is a "hegemonic" ideology in the

United states, it is certainly the American Dream, as
cultural critic Raymond Williams has described it in
Keywords: hegemony
is seen to depend for its hold not only on its
expression of the interests of a ruling class but
also on its acceptance as 'normal reality' or
'commonsense' by those in practice subordinated to
it. (Williams, Keywords, 145; his single quotes)
That many turn-of-the-century women writers might thematize
the American Dream in their works should therefore not be
surprising.

Though women as a class were still politically

subordinate, an author making her own success might
logically conclude that hard work and talent can make the
dream come true.
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Gender-matches between reader and protagonist need not
be biological, in that male readers are not necessarily
masculine readers, just as I argue that female writers do
not necessarily create feminine texts.

It is a reader's

gender-identification that defines him or her as a "male" or
"female" reader, and while the final decision on exactly how
this identification is determined has yet to be reached in
any field, it is safe to say that for reading it is not
necessarily dependent on sexual orientation, either.
Instead, the process of identifying with or of being
alienated by different textual elements is just that, a
process, rather than something fixed and static. 9

Of

course, the process of noticing, articulating, proposing,
thematizing, and valuing various things as we read through a
text is mediated by gender identity itself, which in turn is
affected by a reader's sex in relation to his society.
Without trying to pronounce on gender identity in any final
way, this dissertation will nonetheless discuss reading
identities based on the moderate assertion that there are

9

Cather's reputation illustrates the unstable and rich
interrelations between gender identity, writing, texts, and
sexuality.
I believe that the large amount of criticism on
her work that addresses her lesbianism indicates different
readers' varying attempts to recognize, explore, and account
for the intersections of these elements. Of recurring
interest to such critics is Cather's repeated use of male
narrators and/or protagonists throughout her oeuvre.
Fetterley (1990) and O'Brien both explore gender in lesbian
or literary contexts, respectively.
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such things, and that, as in many areas, they are affected
by gender.
To a traditionally feminine-identified reader, the
gendered nature of Pioneers, of the protagonist, and of the
American Dream create a sense of difference that allows her
to recognize the theme as necessarily political:
success requires male qualities.

American

This sense of difference

simply mirrors (or reverses) what the traditionally
masculine critic has denigrated as political bias, i.e.,
feminist or pro-woman politics in novels like Jewett's and
Freeman's.

Alice Jardine asserts that women readers (or

those who read like them) may "notice" or "halt" on the
politics that are otherwise unnoticeable when they read
texts that exclude them (58).

Reading like a woman, one who

does not have the physical strength, opportunity,
independence, and force of will to make a fortune out of the
prairie, a reader halts on the American Dream of Pioneers
because it is so foreign to such a feminine reading
identity.

To such readers, this theme functions as a "tear

in the fabric" (58).

Certainly, a reader's subject

position may shift, even within individual readers.

In

fact, I will try to articulate both traditionally feminine
and masculine readings in this chapter in order to show how
our varying positions make us able to see different gendered
elements of these texts.
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But this is itself a theoretical project, for today
there exist no "traditionally feminine" readings of these
novels; by definition, such readings have been relatively
silent ones.

Placed outside the tradition of academic

canonization, the feminine reader has had no powerful voice
in this criticism, and so she has had no critical power in
constructing the canon of literary value.

This so-called

traditional woman reader is not to be found in print
anywhere; the closest we could come to finding her would be
in Harris' descriptions of nineteenth-century readers, in
Barus' book-buying masses, or in opposition to O'Brien's
male "professional readers."

Such feminine readers do not,

historically, write criticism; by definition, to be a critic
is to have developed, through education and assimilation,
the very masculine reading identity I have described in the
Contextual Introduction earlier as belonging to the
canonizers.

Those few women who were critics only had power

(i.e., continued to be read) because they internalized the
values of the canon (always already patriarchally inspired).
Diva Daims' "A Criticism of Their own" presents and analyses
a small but colorful selection of turn-of-the-century
feminist critics who all exemplify this internalization.
These feminists had access to print, and while they were
feminist in their critiques of sexist stereotypes (mostly in
Classical literature), they nonetheless internalized the
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masculine literary values of their times in their dislike of
sentiment and love stories.
While there were many women reviewers, those few whose
criticism is still read today (and therefore might have had
some potency in shaping our literary values) are read
because they favored objective, universal, rigorous--i.e.,
"masculine"--qualities in writing:

Agnes Repplier and Willa

Cather are the most important examples, and Cather is the
only woman critic contemporary with Realism whose criticism
is still often reprinted, referred to, and read.w

She

prided herself on her stringent and rigorous standards, and
in fact, she had "a reputation for scathing 'meat-ax'
criticism" in the 1890s (O'Brien, Willa Cather, 1302).
Cather was especially hard on women writers and their
feminine topics:

she seems to have equated "great" stories

with men's experience, since she criticized women for not
writing "sea" tales, adventures, or war stories.

Her virile

derogation of women's writing could hardly be considered
compatible with traditional feminine readers' views, and if
she was feminist, it was an extreme version of "equity
feminism" (Naomi Black, 28-29).

That is, she goes further

than wanting women to have equal opportunity (or "role

1

°While Charlotte Perkins Gilman was another important
writer of the period, her important criticism is social
rather than literary. While she is now often reprinted and
read, she is valued most often as a feminist and .Qy
feminists, rather than as a critical Realist in the context
of Realism or reading.
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equity") in calling for women writers to write on masculine
topics; quite simply, Cather privileged men's experience
over women's, so any feminist undercurrents are in fact a
call for women to be like men.

Her critical androcentrism

has been recognized (and often applauded) by her readers; it
informs her fiction as well.

Shi goes so far as to discuss

Cather first in his section on the "'Masculine' School of
Writers" (218-19).
Before turning to the novels themselves, one final
caveat is in order:

it is important to distinguish between

feminine and feminist, although the two ideas often can be
related.

In the 1970s, many women readers became feminist

critics, but these scholars again do not represent a
traditional feminine reader.

They too internalize certain

key masculine values, although unlike Cather they adapt them
in order to champion women writers.

Ann Romines, for

example, characterizes Alexandra as "enduringly heroic
because she finds an endeavor that matches the dimensions of
her imagination 11 --the taming of the prairie, rather than the
domestic arts of Marie Shabata (145).

To such critics,

strength, independence, and mastery are desirable traits for
heroines--the Amazon wins the day; feminist readings,
happily, are prevalent and frequently debated.

But because

no actual traditional feminine readings of o Pioneers! are
available, my "feminine reader" must therefore remain
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speculative. 11

The re-visionings of Portion and Doctor

below begin to compose a hypothetical "feminine" reader who
will be constructed, interestingly enough, by my use of
current feminist theories in the following discussions.
Barbara Bardes and Suzanne Gossett demonstrate
nineteenth-century American novels' involvement with women's
political positions.

Portion, they argue, was "one of the

most politically engaged (novels] of the period" while
Doctor acted as an "entry" in an ongoing "debate" about
women doctors and the prof essionalization of medicine
(Bardes and Gossett, 115 and 143).

The politics of these

two novels can seem heavy-handed to the point of being
propaganda, but those of Portion are so obvious that it
reads like socialist discourse.

This novel openly

participates in the debate about rights for factory workers
during its own time, and it comes out clearly in favor of
fairer conditions and wages.

But, perhaps most importantly,

the labor issues are enveloped in gender questions as well.

Though she does not discuss o Pioneers!, Fetterley
writes about these feminist values. Rosowski could be
considered a sort of nee-feminine reader, because she values
the traditionally feminine qualities of "simultaneity, with
its assumption of symbolism and its positing of alternatives
to tradition by creating a new and often female order" (68)
in her French-feminist influenced article (which contains
few relevant remarks on o Pioneers!). Similarly, Ammons'
Conflicting Stories characterizes Cather as experimenting in
writing because of her need to experiment with (or even
deconstruct) binary oppositions of gender identity
(likewise, also not treating Pioneers).
11
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Freeman's Portion of Labor (1901) examines
unemployment, worker exploitation, inaccessible education,
and class inequities in light of their differing impacts on
women and men in a strictly gendered society.

Society's

identification of work with masculine self-esteem and
identity is represented by Jim Tenney's and Andrew
Brewster's plights; the inequities of sexism are enhanced by
the bourgeoisie's exploitation of women workers in the
stories of Eva and Fanny, as well as Ellen's classmates.
This weaving together of gender and labor politics, or what
I call "proletarian feminism" genders its advocacy for
workers by yearning for class and gender equality.
What links gender and politics here is the necessity of
work to achieving power in one's life.

Portion's

bildungsroman structure makes it an example of what
Josephine Donovan calls "woman-identified realism" (New
England Local Color Literature, 3).

This novel tells the

story of Ellen Brewster as she grows from a young girl of
about eight into a young woman factory worker--indeed, a
labor leader--of nineteen or twenty.

Ellen's self-

definition is
generated from her identity as a woman, in
alliance with other women (relatives and friends],
and through an assessment of her own realities,
perspectives, and needs as a subjective
consciousness, a human being. (Donovan, 3)
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We follow Ellen from one personal and work-related adventure
to another, and we meet the people, encounter the
oppositions, and learn the lessons that she does.

This

structure is particularly shaped by its emphasis on Ellen's
female development, and as such it is gendered as feminine.
Her experience is specifically tied to her position in her
society as a worker and a woman (in fact, she gets her job
initially because she is a woman and will work for less
money).
In general, of course, gender changes the very shape of
the bildungsroman itself--no longer a universal coming of
age, the structure is made of the particular events in a
female's coming of age in her (usually sexist) society.

I

agree with critics who argue that gender completely alters
the form into a new one. 12

As Annis Pratt and Barbara White

observe, the female protagonist here is "radically alienated
by gender-role norms from the very outset" (in Fuderer, 5).
Yet Portion's feminine politics are class-centered as well
as women-centered; as defined above, the feminism is
distinctly "proletarian" in emphasis.

Many critics,

including feminists, object to the leftist labor politics
that the plot seems first to advocate and then abandon at
the end.

12

Yes, there is oppressive capitalism, Ellen makes

Some examples are Sandra Gilbert, Susan Gubar, or
Bonnie Hoover Braendlin, whose views are cited by Laura Sue
Fuderer in her introduction to the MLA bibliography The
Female Bildungsroman in English (1990, 3).
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speeches loaded with Marxist rhetoric, and the solidarity
somewhat disintegrates in the face of practicality or
materialism (depending on the interpreter's perspective);
Ellen and Robert also function as representatives of the
best in their classes.

Because of its heavily topical plot

and thematic elements, this novel is obviously Political, by
any definition.

Feminist theory can provide useful terms

for articulating Freeman's mixture of pro-labor politics and
bildungsroman romance.
For example, in her "Toward a Women's Poetics,"
Josephine Donovan describes certain "structural conditions"
that she sees recurring in women's literature over time.
The Portion of Labor illustrates one quite obviously:

"a

condition of oppression, or otherness, that is imposed by
governing patriarchal or androcentric ideologies."

Since

"certain awarenesses" are "common to oppressed groups" (100)
entwining the oppression of the working class with that of
women is compatible with a proletarian woman-centered
aesthetic.

When the characters have work they have a

particular gender identity:

the men are patriarchs, and the

women flirt with social independence.

When the men do not

work, however, gender identity as well as financial
stability is threatened.

The men get laid off from the

factory, because they will not work as cheaply as women; the
women are mistreated, overworked, and underpaid, and they
have to endure because their men have no incomes--a vicious
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system of capitalist oppression snowballs into gender
oppression which feeds the capitalist system . . . and so
on.
The romantic pairings at the end apparently represent
the happy marriage of labor and capital, and they enact the
resolution of gender and labor oppressions.

As Leslie

Rabine theorizes about Harlequin romances which center on
working women who marry their bosses, such a book "involves
both [the readers'] deepest, most private, most intimate
feelings, and at the same time their very broad relations to
the process of social history" (Rabine, 249).

Ellen

Brewster's success exemplifies Freeman's historicizing of
love in order to circumvent the oppression that is so
frequently depicted in many Realist works.
Robert Lloyd, nephew of the shoe factory owner and the
plant manager, wants to marry Ellen to lift her out of the
working class:

both the word "lift" and the image of

lifting are repeated throughout the text.

But Ellen refuses

to let love serve as her springboard out of economic woes,
as it would (unfairly she thinks) burden Robert with the
support of her whole family and would also unfairly raise
her above her class of society when others must remain
behind.

Another obstacle to the lovers is the chasm between

Robert's powerful, advantageous, management role and Ellen's
bottom-rung position on the labor hierarchy--a chasm whose
breaching has been a romance staple since 18th century
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novels (see

Modleski)~

Nowhere is the political more

personal than in this love plot which equates the obstacles
to love with those of class.
In this story the labor politics are gendered, for the
issues are all intimately related to the sex of characters
and their problems in fulfilling their gender roles.
Ellen's father loses first his job, then his investment, and
finally his masculinity which is so dependent on his
identity as bread-winning patriarch (all of which are
regained in the festive final scenes).

Eva loses her

husband because he loses his job and sense of masculinity
and tries to regain it from the flattery of a fast woman;
Eva then even loses her mind because of her abandonment.
Labor politics are explored via the courtship of Robert and
Ellen:

instead of whispering sweet nothings, they "argue

about the fairness of the system" to lend their romance
"tension" (Bardes and Gossett, 115).

And on the level of

basic identity, several girls are shown losing their beauty
(i.e., their physical femininity) as they continue to work
in the factory; after all, such exploitation does not leave
much time and energy for the extensive personal hygiene and
sewing that feminine beauty required.
Simple routine washing without running water, heat, and
hair dryers was not only too much for a working girl's
energy, but the chore also constituted a health threat.

In

the bitter winter, when young single women have to work in
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the factory to support their families, the duties of the
shop interfere with the women's abilities to perform their
other, more difficult "jobs":
to potential husbands.

making themselves attractive

Ellen notices how the stress of

factory work shows on another co-worker, in a manner that is
inextricable with the woman's femininity (and loss of it):
She had seen this girl out of the shop .

. . and

no one would have known her for the same person.
When her light hair was curled, and she was
prettily dressed, she was quite a beauty.

In the

shop, she was a slattern, and seemed to go down
under the wheels of her toil.

(Portion, 359)

The observed co-worker illustrates the double oppression of
factory work which keeps women unattractive at work (and
potentially unmarriageable) and of a sexist society where
the unmarried woman is subject to such difficult work.
Thus, the premium on feminine beauty was more than a
burden; it was downright nearly impossible. 13

And this

impossibility makes women risk "unemployment" in the field
of marriage as well.

Without conflating material conditions

and ideology, we can nevertheless see their intimate
interrelation especially in the field of gender politics.
13

Many recent histories illustrate the practical effects
on ideology of material conditions. Victorian America:
Transformations in Everyday Life, 1876-1915, by Thomas J.
Schlereth (Harper Collins, 1991), and Susan Strasser's Never
Done: A History of American Housework (Pantheon, 1982)"
concretely illustrate the difficulties of the past that are
now exactly what they seem--History.
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When we remember that most young women's only hope for
escaping the factory depended upon their attractiveness, we
can recognize the smothering effects of the vicious cycle
Freeman was depicting.

The oppression of the labor force by

the impersonal capitalist system is distinctly parallel to
the oppression of both sexes by rigid traditional
definitions of masculine and feminine.

Freeman goes further

than depicting capitalism as oppressive to workers; she
shows how it is doubly hard on working women who risk
"exchanging one kind of powerlessness for another" (Bardes
and Gossett, 129).

In staying determinedly focussed on

women workers, this novel's politics stay feminine in its
concerns for women workers as wives, mothers, and daughters
as well.
Now, many male authors treat gender politics, too, and
it is worthwhile to question how such a treatment can be
seen as "feminine" or "masculine."

In the case of Freeman's

novel, I believe the gendering occurs in her resolving the
political struggles via a popularly conventional, "feminine"
romance ending.

Readers will differ in their abilities to

accept the ending, and these differences will account for
their acceptance of the political themes.

In short, how an

ending is evaluated affects a text's canonical status--and
aesthetic reasons may well cover political objections.

The

speed with which the mine stock pays off, Jim Tenney comes
back, Eva regains lucidity, and all the couples, especially
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Ellen and Robert, are happily paired is breathtaking.

After

500 pages of wintry oppression, misunderstanding, and
stubbornness, less than ten pages of springtime are needed
to put all right with the world. 14
But it is important that finally, the women win over an
oppressive, inherently patriarchal system:

they get their

portion of labor--love--at last when they gain or regain
their husbands and livelihoods.

While it is convenient to

view the ending as an aesthetic problem, I believe it is in
fact a political problem, and a gendered one at that.

The

feminized labor politics are enveloped in what ultimately
becomes a femininized story--a romance--and the canonizing
readers' rejection of the novel on grounds of the ending,
then, constitutes an aesthetic that is actually a
politicized judgement against romance.

That is, ostensibly

aesthetic criteria for denigration mask the readers'
distaste for the novel's feminized politics and structure.
A reader who is more accustomed to romance convention-historically, a woman--will probably find the romantic
1

4where is it written that speed is somehow
intrinsically bad in itself? Even some of Shakespeare's
endings often leave us breathless, and drama critics
complaining. But again, such criteria depend on our
training as readers, which in turn is trained by our reading
the canon of Realism (and critics who value Realistic
characteristics). Journalism, romance, and adventure
fiction are only three examples of "fast" writing that are
historically excluded from considerations of Realist Art. I
can agree that the ending's rapidity does in fact relate to
its low status, as long as we recognize the constructed
nature of the denigration of speed--and therefore of the
susceptibility of the criterion to political motives.
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ending more acceptable than one who is seeking an ending
that either conforms to so-called higher (tragic? at least
not happy) conventions or else defies all conventions (as
Naturalist and Realist texts seemed to do in their own
times).

Such positive reactions to the love story ending

are not necessarily female, but they have historically been
associated with women readers.

The majority of Freeman's

original readers, middle-class women, had an aesthetic
trained by their readings of popular romance fiction.

They

liked romance and sentiment, at least if sales figures are
any kind of accurate indication (Borus, Writing Realism,
chapter three).
Freeman must have known this; middle-class women were
her intended audience, and she identified herself as one of
them, even going so far as to deny her feminism.

Leah Blatt

Glasser has pointed out that "Freeman often internalized the
very values that oppressed her" (40).

And Marjorie Pryse

has noted that Freeman's "biographers speculate that the
more popular her writing became, the more she discovered
that financial success lay in conventional plots and writing
for her market" (Selected Stories, xix).

Without judging

Freeman as crassly commercial, we can nonetheless recognize
that her using knowledge about her readers was an astute
rhetorical practice.

Her readers might have been disgusted

with an ending in which half of the characters committed
suicide (as might have been logical), several went mad (some
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were on their way), others went to debtors prison, and the
rest remained bitterly, tortuously unhappy throughout the
rest of their long lives.ll
A reader's disgust with such an ending could lead her
to reject the political ideas the book contained, because
the frustration depicted would lack motivational value:
struggle if you can only lose?

why

Such a pessimistic message--

even if a logical outgrowth of the plot--does no service to
the political goals of social change expressed by the novel.
Instead, readers were by now accustomed to having their
political education leavened with some hope and even
romance, as in certain works by Alcott and even Phelps Ward.
Such optimistic, moderate feminism was key to what Susan
Harris has termed the "exploratory novel."

By the time of

Portion's publication, many works of popular women's fiction
had "an overplot that valorizes marriage as the ultimate
goal of a woman's life," yet they also subverted patriarchal
politics by depicting heroines who in the meantime "learn to
fend for themselves in a society that denigrates women's
capabilities and restricts their access to power"
Century American Women's Novels, 200).

(19th-

Even Jo March makes

a happy marriage.

15

Pembroke risks just this very alienation of its
readers--and even this trained reader was disturbed by its
vision--until it salvages some hope at the very end. A
complex work, this book seems to be a problem for both kinds
of readers.
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Freeman's rapid movement toward the happy ending also
makes a feminized political point that readers with more
canonically trained tastes can too easily dismiss:

just

because we cannot think of a methodical, logical
(patriarchal) way out of difficulties, that does not mean
that there is no way out of them. 16

While few novel endings

please everyone, "Love conquers all" endings irritate
academic critics the most.

But it is exactly the kind of

anti-rationality that many feminists hope will ultimately
save the world (or at least the world of textuality) . 17
Similarly, the novel's linking of love, work, and gender
identity mark the text as a specifically Feminine Realist
one.

As a fictional investigation into finding new ways for

society to be more equitable to both men and women of the
working classes, Portion implies that fairness to people in
general means specifically becoming fair to women as well.
It does so, problematically and femininely, by
simultaneously maintaining a more traditional value and
16

Al though such an ending could be compared with some of
Shakespeare's, some critics have expressed dissatisfaction
by calling them flaws or aporia. Still, as a Renaissance
dramatist rather than a novelist during the period of
American Realism, Shakespeare should more readily be
forgiven his happy, fairy-tale endings.
17

Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva are two influential
feminist theorists who have inquired into love as a radical
or unsanctioned way to get outside of the patriarchal
structure and to end oppositional discourse. I will discuss
the love story as a woman-centered investigation of
psychology in the next chapter. Several French feminist
works examine love as radicalness: see for example
Irigaray's "Sexual Difference" (1984).
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holding it out as a hope for society's future:

marriage as

love and working partnership (the "portion" of labor
referred to by the title).

When such endings are derided as

mere sentimentalism, that critical judgement has gendered
the ending itself as feminine; this judgement is political,
then, also.
Just because Realist critics did not observe or imagine
successful, loving partnerships in their own experiences,
that does not mean that such marriages are impossible.
Freeman's feminine romance ending, her tight interweaving of
gender and work, and her utilization of the female
bildungsroman structure are three important ways in which
Portion places the politics of gender in the foreground-making it Feminine Realism.

The factory-centered world

grounds the feminism in labor issues, but it also builds
those depictions of work on gender questions as well; thus
its pro-woman goals can be termed Proletarian Feminism.

In

a parallel manner, Jewett's Doctor intertwines gender and
work as well in its quest for personal power and identity,
but in a different class:

the bourgeoisie.

I call Jewett's brand of feminism in A Country Doctor
"bourgeois," not because its politics are oppressive to the
working class, but simply because here the investigation
into women's work is based in a specific profession:
medicine.

Seven years before Portion was published, Doctor

(1884) also addressed the gendered politics of education,
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work, romance, and family.

However, Jewett's labor and

class issues are more individualized--and therefore seem
more embedded.

The subtlety of class issues makes it

bourgeois in its attention to the individual, the
exceptional, in its advocacy of a professional meritocracy.
The protagonist Nan Prince is not attempting to help or
change her class but only her own role in society:

her

bildungsroman centers on her struggle to become a doctor in
an age when women were excluded from the profession (even
nursing was a relatively new, almost radical field).
Jewett's pared-down work is less detailed than
Freeman's, but it is an apprenticeship novel in its
depiction of Nan's coming of age and finding her vocation.
Sarah Way Sherman's Sarah Orne Jewett:

An American

Persephone provides a biographically-based mythic analysis
of the novel's bildungsroman qualities (168-188) and
foregoes discussing its Realist qualities.

But Feminine

Realist elements are also present, most notably in the
topical nature of the text's feminist theme:

exceptionally

smart women should be educated and encouraged to enter the
medical profession.

This theme represents what I call the

Exceptional Girl Theory, or more prosaically, Bourgeois
feminism.

The first seems more individually oriented, while

the latter appears to apply more to class issues, but the
ensuing discussion will show the interrelation of the
personal and the political.
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This novel's political bias shows since Jewett
demonstrates that women should be allowed the right and
support to enter the professions.

But here class issues are

deeply buried under topical feminist political issues,
whereas Freeman (not-so-subtly) interwove the sexual issues
into the labor plot which reflected the class discourse of
the day.

Nan's

11

rise 11 from farming-class ancestry is

treated only superficially since she is adopted early on by
Dr. Leslie and receives a fine, even idyllic education and
exposure to medicine.

It is important that Nan struggles to

work not just for financial reasons, but because the work
she desires is inherently important. Half the length of
Portion, Doctor does not intend to depict the discontented
masses exemplified by one family as does Freeman's book,
which is more in keeping with the "typical" qualities
Realism supposedly had.

Instead, as with much of Jewett's

work, the book aims for an almost delicate intimacy to make
one specific point about one girl, who may or may not stand
for some others.

Any feminist politics in this book are

personalized and limited to the middle class:

Nan may

deserve equal professional rights, but all women of all
classes are not necessarily created equal.
For Nan Prince is not of the masses.

She may have had

a mother who was a farm girl with tendencies to drink, but
the nurture of good Dr. Leslie makes such background
harmless; of course, her father, a doctor whom she never
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met, was from the upper class and seems to have passed on
his medical aptitude and refinement to Nan in some almost
genetic way.

Nan seems destined to do something useful with

her fine mind and aptitude:

Bardes and Gossett recognize

that the book almost depicts Nan as having "'medical' genes"
(that override the "inheritance" of alcoholism she might
otherwise have received from her mother's side (144).
Other readers have recognized Nan's special status as
well.

Margaret Roman correctly asserts that "Nan was

unusual and had a God-given duty to perform; she was not
like other women" (100).

Whether or not Jewett was

consciously trying to "ameliorate both sides of the woman's
place issue,"

Doctor does imply that if "most women's place

was in the home .
(Roman, 100).

. . there were exceptions like Nan"

She is good and brave and true--and smart,

with a keen sense of aesthetics and morality.

Even

declining Dunport shows us the personal drawbacks for women
who have no meaningful work, be it mothering or doctoring:
Miss Prince has been bitter over her idleness all these
years, while her friend "poor Miss Fraley" sighs over not
having lived with enough meaning (202-03).

By the end of

the novel, Nan "has won her freedom by asserting her
difference from other women" who have not followed through
on their potential (Sherman, 186, reads this as I do,
although her emphasis is more Freudian and archetypical than
mine).
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Nan is smart enough to know not to choose the wrong
kind of work, too; much has been made of how feminist she is
to reject young Gerry's proposal . 18

But it is also clear

that she simply does not love him.

She recognizes that

marriage for its own sake cannot compete with a profession
that one chooses wholeheartedly and performs well. 19

This

novel ends happily, but not with an engagement; Nan's
epiphany at the end is cosmic and affirms her choice and
life itself--not of a suitor.

This ending is logical and

consistent, if exceptional, because it is not sentimental or
romantic.

The key word is "exceptional," for Nan is an

example of the "Exceptional Girl theory."

Or, to

extrapolate it to class theory, she exemplifies a bourgeois
feminism, because by being better than her own class she
affirms the hierarchy of classes--even if it is a
meritocracy.

From the very beginnings of the novel form,

young female protagonists usually had some kind of advantage
that other girls of their fictional worlds did not:

great

beauty, intelligence, insight, or other such combinations.
Clarissa had her innocence and virtue; Jane Eyre had her wit

18

Every feminist critic I have read praises Nan's
decision not to marry Gerry as a feminist demonstration of
self-actualization; among them are Margaret Roman (100) and
Ann Shapiro (83).
wsee for precedent that most romantic of all novels
about women, love and work: Jane Eyre. Jane turns down St.
John's marriage proposal because he tries to collapse love
into work, a practice Jane recognizes as a watered-down
version of prostitution.
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and wisdom.

Even Portion's proletarian Ellen was more

intelligent, educated, and inherently refined than the other
working girls.

But in the end, her difference is put to

work at the service of love, not labor, and she rejoins the
ranks of women who happily labor in and for the home.
Nan, on the other hand, is so exceptional as to be
almost mythic in stature.

For example, during Nan's

childhood, she maintains a close relationship with nature by
climbing trees, playing with animals, and playing spritelike pranks (chapters 4 and 5).

Described in flowery or

flower-like terms (116), the heroine can often be easily
identified with mythic models, as in Jewett's frank
reference to Persephone:
There is nothing so interesting as to be able to
watch the change and progress of the mental and
moral nature.

. .

.

There must be periods of

repose and hibernation like the winter of a plant,
and in its springtime the living soul will both
consciously and unconsciously reach out for new
strength and new light.

The leaves and flowers of

action and achievement are only the signs of the
vitality that works within.

(116)

And like Diana, Nan looks her best outdoors, once even
appearing with "a sort of golden halo about her pretty head"
(180).
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Throughout her life, key events occur in key seasons
rather than from any logical causation; the deaths of her
mother and grandmother, which cause major separations and
changes for Nan, happen in stormy winter, while she meets
her aunt, Gerry, and friends in the summer, the same season
in which she establishes her first practice and has her
affirmation of vocation at the end of the book.

Overall,

the mythical plot structure and spare characterization
suggest Nan's magical nature; comparisons with Persephone or
Diana, while partial, are still apt.

Although Portion's

Ellen is also compared to mythic images (like nymphs,
goddesses, and the flowers named for them), myth is a much
more predominant sign system in Nan's construction as a
character and feminist symbol. 20

Ellen, described with more

psychological and physical detail, is a more "democratic"
representation, as Howells might have it (107) than Nan, who
is more archetypical, like a goddess.
But the presence of allusions to classical myth and the
lack of realistic texture in characterization indicate that
Jewett was not trying to give us an "actual" person to
observe, but rather a "female hero" to learn from.
According to Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope, such a hero
"by definition, departs from convention and thereby either

wAlthough she concentrates on Doctor itself very
little, Sarah Way Sherman's Sarah Orne Jewett, An American
Persephone explores the various mythic patterns and images
Jewett repeatedly used in her fiction.
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implicitly or explicitly challenges myths that define the
status quo" which "includes a system of assumptions that go
largely unquestioned by the culture.

These assumptions are

embodied in myths" or the stories we tell about ourselves as
a people (16).

Nan's feminized heroism makes readers

question traditional beliefs about women's capabilities and
roles--sexist beliefs that were the status quo of their day.
While we know that all fictional characters function in
their texts and upon our beliefs, Realists like Howells,
James, Freeman, and Cather often took great pains to make us
forget such a banal truth--and they often succeeded.

After

reading other Realist characterizations, we are likely to
regard Nan as ethereal, if not a mystery.

Rather than

feeling like witnesses to a slice of life, as signified by a
girl's development, here we must feel as if we are being
taught an object lesson of some sort.
Critics have not been as enthusiastic about Doctor as
they have been about Jewett's short fiction or even Pointed
Firs; in fact, it is difficult to find much full-length
criticism at all on the novel itself, and in an otherwise
thorough and representative bibliographic essay, Philip
Eppard lists nothing on it alone ("Local Colorists").

The

novel is usually treated briefly within larger discussions
of Jewett's work as a whole, or mentioned as Jewett's subliterary foray into suffragism (as in Westbrook).

Feminist

scholars like Donovan, Roman, Sherman, and Bardes and
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Gossett understandably acknowledge the text's importance and
discuss it, but they also do so rather briefly in the
company of many other works and within the contexts of their
larger projects.

Yet while this novel is only marginally

canonized, it has received somewhat more favorable critical
attention than has Portion.

In this case, the

exceptionality of Nan has helped the book's status.

It has

an embedded conservatism that may encourage even some rather
traditional critics to approve of the work:

as Boyum and

Shapiro state in their introduction, "Jewett is careful to
make clear, however, that what is natural and right for Nan
is not necessarily right and natural for all women" (xiii).
The possibility of exceptional women's excelling at
traditionally male professions can more easily be accepted
than the belief that all women have the same potential as
men and therefore should also have equal rights.

More

accommodating to (unconscious) patriarchal ideology, such a
novel could more easily be allowed some marginal canonical
status, and that does seem to be where it is often placed. 21
The axiom could read:

the less challenging to patriarchal

ideology the more appropriate for canonization.

The

Exceptional Girl imagery of Doctor in fact actually supports
the rugged individualist values of much canonical American

21

Two critics who accord Jewett's novel secondary-or
minor status are Westbrook and Bell; two very dissimilar
readers, they nonetheless both place Jewett and her Doctor
on the margins of American Realism.
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fiction and of New Critical and Modernist aesthetics which
value the unique (the "best").n
There aren't even dangerous men in Doctor, and bland
young Gerry is certainly no competition for a fulfilling
vocation.

The strongest male characters, Dr. Leslie and

the Captain, are fatherly, a nurturing role which is underappreciated in our society and its fictions.

Some

traditional critics have defined literary Americanness
itself as primarily male, and feminist scholars are
instructive in their summaries.

Nina Baym's "Melodramas of

Beset Manhood" powerfully illuminates the fictional paradigm
wherein American identity, freedom (from women especially),
and the literary canon have been enmeshed with maleness.
More recently Judith Fetterley extends her theories to
discuss how the canon of American fiction has effectively
equated women's writing with un-Americanness, and vice
versa.

The tradition these critics delineate--that of Van

Wyck Brooks, Granville Hicks, Mathiesson, Westbrook, and
others--is distinctly androcentric.

Like much of Jewett's

writing (and that of other women writers of the period as
22

But this work is not accepted as truly canonical by
critics (like Borus, Pizer, etc.) writing on mainstream
Realism. Its marginal status may derive from its focus on a
woman, while it works within a tradition of the
bildungsroman and Realism, where more detail and texture
about men have been valued. Simply to find the subject
matter uninteresting, however, is itself a political
judgement, not a purely aesthetic one. See Smith, 18~, on
"appropriability," as discussed in this dissertation's
Introduction and below.
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well), Doctor's emphasis on a young girl's development,
myth, and feminism only includes men as adjuncts to the
women, and therefore it stands outside this literary
tradition.

Such outsider status, whether from traditional

critics' distaste for political themes or for woman-centered
subject matter, makes this text an example of the political
power of "taste."
It is easy to see why feminists concerned with
counteracting the androcentric literary tradition might
ignore the conservatism of this book in order to praise a
text with a strong professional woman protagonist (and
certainly, there are many kinds of feminism, not all radical
or Marxist).

For feminist critics like Josephine Donovan,

Barbara Bardes, and Suzanne Gossett, Doctor is unequivocally
a classic.

Such critics have clearly delineated criteria

for value--feminist themes topping the list--and their
praise participates in defining yet another sub-genre of
Realism: The Feminist Realist Novel.

Such works engage with

their own times' debates on women's rights and roles, while
providing role models for women readers.

on the other hand,

because of their feminism, works like Doctor are too often
dismissed by traditional critics as not being representative
of the period or genre.

These critics can too easily

exclude Feminist Realism from major canons, in the same way
that Local Color has been denigrated as a poor sub-genre of
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mainstream Realism.n

While Nan may be exceptional enough

to be admired by traditional critics--who can then call
themselves liberal--her story is still too feminine-centered
to be accorded full literary status by such readers.
Jewett's depiction of women and work is as inflected by
class issues, then, as Freeman's, but of a different class.
Doctor's Bourgeois feminism grows out of its concern with
women's ability to become doctors, but it also functions on
a more personal level.

That is, the mythic implications of

Nan's character and heroism make her the Everywoman many
women readers would like to be, just as the mythic heroes
and heroines of the ancients were ideals to strive for.
Like Freeman, Jewett was representing images of social
change, but her novel was more concerned with the
Exceptional Girl than with the masses.

Still, its feminism

is clear enough to allow traditional critics to keep it at
the margins of the Realist canon.

Another case entirely is

Cather's Pioneers, in which the protagonist is even more
exceptional, the politics even more bourgeois, and the myth
even more hegemonic for Americans.
Cather's o Pioneers!

(1913) is a female bildungsroman

that subtly illustrates the links between gender and work,
specifically in showing Alexandra Bergson's successful quest
to be a better rancher than any man on the prairie.

While

nsee Bell, 196-197, for further explanation of how such
marginalization can occur.
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there are many factors involved in the canonization process,
the important issue for this discussion is Cather's
treatment of the American Dream.

This novel has more

readily been accorded mainstream canonical value because its
politics are so embedded and masculinized as to be almost
invisible.

Deborah Carlin has described the canonical

status of this and other early Cather works as attributable
to "their appeal to reading publics as stories already
inscribed within the national imagination"; she accurately
sees Cather;s "resonance" as stemming from her repeated
treatments of "'America's story'" (7).
Furthermore, Pioneers can be read as an illustration of
Barbara Herrnstein Smith's more general

11

appropriability 11

paradigm for literary value:
The appropriability of one's judgments for other
people (that is, how readily they can use those
judgments for themselves) always depends on the
extent to which they share one's particular
perspective. (184)
Virtually all canonizing readers have praised the
"universal" value of the this novel's depiction of the
American Dream; this dream is obviously a shared one in our
culture and any text which thematizes it will be quite
appropriable.

But many readers have missed the fact that

this dream, like other political perspectives, is also·
gendered--as masculine--and it is this masculinity that has
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contributed to masculine canonizing readers' being able to
judge Pioneers as universally great literature.
Almost thirty years after Doctor, and a decade after
Portion, this novel illustrates Realism's shifting into
Modernism in its concerns for maintaining an elite, or
"Exceptional," culture.

Eliot's and Pound's poetic and

critical excavations of classical traditions such as
Arthurian quests and troubadour conventions are only the
most obvious of many modernists' attempts to make values of
the past relevant to the troubled, godless modern age--to
make timeless Truth new, as it were.

Of course, Modernists

had many and varied other concerns as well, often to the
point of problemmatizing their own treatments of the golden
past and high art.

Yet Pioneers participates in fiction's

shift to some of these Modernist concerns on the eve of
World War One.
Alexandra is an Exceptional Girl, but she is more
acceptable to masculine readers.

The book's relative

success does rest to an extent on its setting in the past,
in a wild-yet-idyllic, now-gone frontier completely unknown
to most of its readers.

Grounded in a historical (even

mythologized) milieu, the book may be less threatening to
patriarchally-influenced sensibilities, and Alexandra can
more acceptably play a masculine role in her world.

The

text implies that women's best chances for equality and
success lay in the west of the past, because in the
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wilderness, the exceptionally strong could seize the chance
to create new identities for women.

Still, Alexandra, whose

hard work and savvy eventually make her one of the richest
landowners of Nebraska, personifies the timeless myth of the
American West.
Cather combines this myth with the bildungsroman
structure:

Alexandra masters the frontier and her life.

She surpasses her family's dreams of success on the
frontier, and she exceeds female heroism not only by keeping
up with the men of her society, but by becoming the most
successful rancher of them all.

Ironically, though

Alexandra usurps male roles and work here (even more so than
does Nan or Ellen), she can still be admired by more
traditional critics.

Cather has artfully made Alexandra

appealing to the traditional masculine canonizing reader via
her traditionally masculine traits. 24

This possibility for

masculine identification with Alexandra is central to the
novel's canonical status and cannot be emphasized enough.
Both Ellen and Nan do men's work--as a factory worker and a
doctor--but they retain an identity as a woman-doing-man'swork.

Also, they have more predominantly feminine

characterizations,too--as goddess (Nan) or romantic heroine
(Ellen).

~Of course, these are the very traits that are so
appealing to feminist critics, who are looking for role
models in re-making our ideas about men and women. Harris
and Fetterley are two examples.
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It is not surprising then that masculine readers have
had difficulty identifying with (and so praising) Nan and
Ellen. (Their subsequent absence from the American canon of
Realist fiction is thus logical; identification and
canonization are further discussed in the Contextual
Introduction chapter).

Since they do not get to achieve

both love and work in their worlds, they show how sacrifice
is still identified with womanhood--no wonder male critics
find them unworthy of identification.

And the impossibility

of identification makes canonizing them--praising them as
quintessentially or even universally "American"--also
impossible.

Alexandra, however, achieves both financial

success and the love of Carl Linstrum by the end of her
story.

In fact, Alexandra is enough like a man for

masculine readers to identify with--to admire, to cheer for,
and to enjoy being her, so to speak, during the course of
the book.
Although Alexandra is physically beautiful, she is in
many ways like a man.

She works in the fields until her

father tells her to stick to her eggs and butter--but only
because she makes so much money at it (151).

When she later

takes over the farm, she reads the newspapers and follows
the markets (149), and she is intelligent like her
grandfather (149).

In a complicated way, her most notable

feminine quality is to be "Amazonian 11 --that is, like tpe
mythic women who were defined by their manliness (141).

The
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gender politi cs embedded here illustrate the value of
androgyny--an~

make Alexandra believable as a "universal"

protagonist.
Most

imp~rtantly,

Alexandra is an active strong worker,

a classic exa::Jtlple of the quintessential American success
story, a pion.eer.

Unlike Alexandra's brothers Lou and

oskar, "A pio=neer should have imagination, should be able to
enjoy the ide.a of things more than the things themselves"
(161) and sho-uld have the iron will, ambition, and strength
to make the d::ream into reality.

The admirable Crazy Ivar,

Carl Linstrum , Emil, and Marie are pioneers of the
imagination, :a>ut they are powerless to turn their visions
into reality.

Not only is Alexandra a dreamer, but she is

powerful like
determination
like the kind

a man in her adventurous imagination,
1

hard work, and strength of character; she is
of man most critical readers would like to be:

a strong, acta.tal and imaginative pioneer.
nature of the
as to seem

The gendered

Americanist politics is subtle enough though

im~erceptible

to readers who would not be

conscious of sandrocentrism.
Such impearceptibility is itself of value to one strain
of modernist ..(and in turn New Critical) sensibility which
canonized sucltl texts of rugged yet idealistic individualism
as Moby Dick,

The sun Also Rises, or Huckleberry Finn.

These New Crita:.ical politics might be articulated as such:
the "best" Artt:. does not dirty its hands with political
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designs on us, but instead exposes us to true beauty itself.
The New Critical evaluations of Cather by Bloom, Kazin, and
Trilling are the most enduring and

popular.~

But in truth,

such a valorization of the absence of politics is itself
politicized.

My beliefs here parallel Frank Lentricchia's

summation of Kenneth Burke's Counter-Statement:
From the beginning, aestheticist theory is for
Burke as much social theory as is art theory . . .
So the question Burke asks us is . . . what
social structure is implied by a certain type of
modernist theorizing about art.

(Criticism and

Social Change, 89)
In short, a non-political stand is itself a political one:
Burke and Lentricchia are correct to conclude that such
structures are at best quietist and at worst conservative or
even fascist.

To critics who adhere to such anti-political

politics, nothing is more aesthetically pleasing than the
apparently non-existent politics of Pioneers.
However, this novel's subtle political message
perpetuates one of the most pervasive and potent ideologies
of our society, and the final one to be discussed in this
chapter.

The depictions of our treasured "American Dream"

~Bloom's collection of evaluations of Cather is
unapologetically New Critical, but much of its language is
implicitly political: Lionel Trilling, for example, went so
far as to say that "the life of the [great] American writer
parallels the life of the American pioneer" (7) while Alfred
Kazin said that "the great theme of her novels" is "a
struggle between grandeur and meanness" (18-19).
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in Pioneers represent a political issue that has always been
very important in Realist fiction.

The belief that hard

work and perseverance lead to material success is not just a
universal truism that unites us all; the dream is, in fact,
as politically constructed as is feminism or Marxism.

All

three novels illustrate the ideology of the American Dream
to some degree, but Pioneers not only demonstrates it most
vividly, it is also most politically dominated by it.
Whereas, for example, Portion is dominated by gendered labor
politics, and Doctor is mainly a mythical answer to the
question of woman's place in the professions, Pioneers
glorifies the dream of success and lets other political
elements (like gender) serve it.
While Pearson and Pope say Pioneers combines "romantic
love with a Horatio Alger story," the love story is in fact
secondary to the American Girl's success (175).

One of the

few points of Rosowski's that I agree with is that "Cather
subverted a conventional [love) plot" by making Carl the
"younger, sensitive, and uncertain" member of the couple;
the more obvious and important love story is "Alexandra's
relation to the land" (73).

This novel's most important

thematic paradigm--its underlying politics--is "American
Dream-ism," the philosophy that anyone with enough hard work
can make a success out of nothing except raw talent.

Of

course Alexandra had land, but so did many others (including
her own father) thanks to the Homestead Acts of the
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nineteenth century; only the talented turned their dirt into
wealth.

This American Dreamism philosophy actually involves

a complex set of beliefs; perhaps stemming from the doctrine
that all men are created equal, it holds that all Americans
have an equal chance to be a success.

However, at the same

time, it also keeps showing, again and again, that the real
success will be an exception, a pioneer of some sort, who
will have a bigger imagination, dream, or spirit than the
others.
In a sense, the Exceptional Girl theory is a necessary
and credible feminization of this belief.

Freeman and

Jewett are very careful to show how their protagonists are
"normal" in their femininity yet they also stress how
unusual they are.

Their texts' feminist politics will be

more persuasive to the more traditional or undecided reader,
who might need assurance that not all women should be
doctors, or that improving the conditions for labor need not
eliminate all romance.

While Ellen and Nan are both pretty

and lovable to men, they are also talented in ways other
women of their own times and worlds are not.

Nan's medical

competence and Ellen's scholastic success are at once
implied to be natural for women at a time when such success
was defined as unnatural, and yet also uncommonly welldeserved because the characters make us admire them for
their other, more feminine qualities.

Would Nan deserve the

freedom to choose if she had been less beautiful, sweet, and
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considerate of others?

Would Ellen deserve to marry Robert

Lloyd if she had been less concerned for the other workers
in her class?

No, these young women are deserving

exceptions who work and love extra hard and who have extra
talent to start with.
But if a woman character is too exceptional, she risks
alienating certain readers.

Alexandra is the most excep-

tional, unusual, and materially successful of the three
protagonists under discussion here.

In her successful

incorporation of traditionally masculine qualities into her
Amazonianness, she makes us admire her--but different
readers do so from different positions and for different
reasons.

Those who read "like women" (as discussed earlier

in this chapter) must admire her from the outside, as
someone whose success relies on her masculine
characteristics, not her feminine ones.

What makes her

successful is what makes her different from other women:
her physical strength, her knowledge about animals and the
land, and her real or apparent obliviousness to sentiment
and affairs of the heart.

In a sense, her masculinity

is

her talent, and those who want to identify with male
attributes in a protagonist have indeed here the perfect
protagonist, a literal and literary "man's woman."

Readers

who identify with more traditional feminine experience--like
domestic work and talents--would be hard-pressed to
with such an androgynous protagonist.

ide~tify
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For Alexandra's talent is gendered as masculine, and
therefore it confirms her success as masculine also.
Although talent per se is not necessarily specific to
gender, we still recognize that certain talents have
historically (especially in the late nineteenth century)
been described as male or f emale--and some gender
distinctions still hold:

sewing, cooking, and nurturing

were feminine while land management, futures trading, and
animal husbandry--Alexandra's talents--were masculine.
Rosowski's recent essay asserts that this novel "turned
[away) from ideas of progress and mastery that [Cather)
identified with male paradigms to those of stability and
love, identified with female ones" (72).

Rosowski's

identification theory is correct, but this novel does not
favor love over progress.u

In fact, Alexandra's success in

love only comes after she successfully tames the land to
achieve the American Dream financially.
Because masculine readers require no cross-gender
identification, the American Dream can read here like a
universal Truth.

However, making Alexandra a woman with

masculine talents genders the dream and shows how it is
actually culturally specific and political.

The

masculinization of American success could alienate
traditional women readers with its implicit criticism of
uFurthermore, Rosowski's main interest is in the mythic
context of Cather's feminine endings (which will be
discussed in the next chapter).
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their own typicality, just as Freeman and Jewett alienate
men readers with their femininized labor politics and mythmaking.

Pioneers allows us to see that even the most

apparently a-political work is political, and that it is in
fact just as highly gendered as are the "feminine" ones.
Pioneers may be valued as a more "objective" or politicsfree historical novel about the settling of the American
West because the politics are so embedded as to seem
naturalized--but only to readers whose American Dream
politics are already traditionally masculine.
The politics in question are gendered as masculine, for
the American Dream is not a universal but a specifically
masculine ideal.

Within patriarchal politics there is a

traditional implication of feminine achievement, but that
ideal has been male-centered:

in the traditional American

Dream, the successful woman is the one who helps her husband
and family to success.
The traditionally feminine activities of nurturing,
supporting, and loving are the ways in which women have
succeeded or failed in the more famous documents of our
culture (literature), but these methods to success are not
valued in and of themselves as applying to everyone.

That

is, in canonical fiction we rarely see successful women, and
more often witness the heroine's downfall; either way, they
stay in the domestic realm to succeed and frequently fail
when trying to step out of bounds and remain feminine.

The
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heroines of Howells, Twain, Dreiser, Crane, Wharton, and
Chopin either do not succeed at all or they do so only when
they stay within the feminine arena:

Penelope Lapham,

Emmaline Grainger, Jennie Gerhardt, Maggie, Lily Bart, and
Edna Pontellier are only the more dramatic examples of the
success/failure split in canonical Realism.

Even the

magnificently open Henry James is ambivalent about posing
so-called feminine characteristics and methods as
alternatives to traditional male methods:

Basil Ransom's

success and Isabel Archer's failure are two noteworthy
examples.
But because identification with Alexandra is relatively
unproblemmatic for masculine-identified readers, these
readers can ignore the gender issues in the novel and
therefore may be unable to see that its themes are
political.

She succeeds "like a man" without identifying

herself as traditionally feminine in any way.

Alexandra's

androgyny enables readers to identify with and admire this
heroically Exceptional Girl.

Their blindness to the

political elements is what makes Modernist-influenced New
critics (who canonized it) claim that the book is not
political, that it is more universal in its themes, and that
it is worthy of placement in the American canon.
rightly so:

And

like other canonical American novels, Q

Pioneers! may indicate some subtle problems in the American
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Dream, but also like the canon, it ultimately valorizes the
rugged individual.
For example, in that important canonizing work, On
Native Grounds (1942), Alfred Kazin recognized and praised
Pioneers' dream (theme):

Cather's "enduring values were the

values of this society" (249) and she had "the conviction
that the values of the world she had lost [the frontier]
were the primary values, and everything else merely their
degradation" (251).

Kazin's usage of universalizing

language ("primary values") keeps his discussion
intentionally apolitical, blind as it is to the possibility
that everyone may not share the same values (and that thus
the "enduring" is political as well as the topical).

Other

(even more) canonical works such as The Rise of Silas
Lapham, Huckleberry Finn, The Bostonians, The Red Badge of
Courage, and even MacTeague may on some levels criticize the
American Dream.

But as in Cather's work, their criticism of

specific parts of it are eventually incorporated into
admiration for the hero who goes or gets his own way.

While

these are all avowedly Realist novels, they can still be
praised by critics like Kazin (or Pizer or Bloom) who also
adhere to Modernist or New Critical aesthetics.

The

(masculinist) American Dream is thus a literary constant
from the age of Realism through the post-war years.
Logically, then, the (masculine and invisible) political
themes continued to accommodate the canonizing (male)
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readers who held these values as subconscious ideologies
even as other literary criteria shifted.

*****
This chapter has sought to illustrate the general
paradigm constructed in Chapter One:

that more "masculine"

works have been more acceptable to the readers who canonized
Realism.

But rather than essentializing a biological

connection between authors' genders and their receptions,
the intention here has been to demonstrate the ways texts
can manifest gender, and in turn how those characteristics
have influenced the canonization process.

While the next

chapter will examine the psychological aspects of the
gendered reading/canonizing process, this chapter has
concentrated on the politicized issues in the novels' themes
and content.

And the conditional conclusion is that

apparently apolitical works tended to achieve literary
status, while those overtly political ones (Jewett's and
Freeman's) were marginalized.

These novels engaged with

feminine and feminist politics of their day, with the
Feminine Realist texts overtly presenting the need for
changes and the Masculine or mainstream Realist Pioneers
maintaining the status quo.

Yet Cather's "invisible"

American Dream politics seem to be embedded more deeply only
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because the ideology is more accommodating to that held by
critics and therefore they are blind to it. 27
The more masculine, invisible, and therefore hegemonic
the ideology of a text, the more embedded the politics, the
more canonical value--what I would term "cultural power"--a
text has.

Portion and Doctor, with their obvious political

contents, appear to be not-universal or not-timeless--did
they really "stand the test of time"?

And they are

consequently the least canonical--but these very criteria
(universal and timeless) are in fact tools for validating
negative reactions to the gendered politics that texts
thematize.

The "Great Books" series, edited by Mortimer

Adler at the University of Chicago, serves as a useful
barometer of canonicity, and it is telling that this series
privileges texts with more "universal" appeal.

While no

titles are given in Edwin McDowell's New York Times article
on the latest updating of this series, Cather's picture
accompanies the story and she is one of the four women
mentioned. 28

Headlined "Books By Women Are Added to

Canon," and tagged "'Great Books' Takes In 20th-Century
Writers and Women," the article conflates books with authors
27

The essay summarizing the history of Cather's critical
reception by the critics and scholars by John J. Murphy and
Kevin A. Synnott expresses this lack of interest in the
politicized nature of O Pioneers!, as do the two
representative critical pieces by Frederick Tabor Cooper and
by Murphy. See Murphy, 1-29, 112, 113-127.
28

Woolf.

The others are Jane Austen, George Eliot, Virginia
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and so illustrates the sexual politics of canonization.
That is, the

women~authored

books added are tokens, and

their addition supposedly liberalizes the Great Canon,
although neither McDowell nor the Great Books list
architects acknowledge this.

But even in these enlightened

days, tokenism is too often the only available form of
"equality."

The process can be compared to Reagan's and

Bush's nominating conservatives of the "correct" sex or race
to the Supreme Court in order to appear to be liberal
without sacrificing any political ground.
These exceptional women have made it to the top,
finally, because their works competed with the men on the
virile ground of competition itself.

The headline's

unintended pun on "takes in" is apt, because there is a con
game played on women readers and writers in the canonization
process.

Invited into the men's club of literature, such

women authors achieve status, but in losing their
marginality they may also lose something else:

their texts'

"feminine" qualities must be ignored or rejected.

And in

turn, trained women readers might then continue prizing
traditionally masculine qualities of Literature while
denigrating significant parts--the feminine ones--of their
own literary history.

Re-visioning

Pioneers, Doctor, and

Portion illustrates this competition dynamic:

Cather

competed on the playing field of patriarchal values and wins
ongoing literary attention, while Jewett and Freeman,
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outside or even critiquing that field, have been
marginalized.

The next chapter further explores this

paradigm of Feminine Realism as marginal and masculine
("objective") Realism as canonical by examining
psychological issues and gender in three other Jewett,
Freeman, and Cather novels.

On a more subtle level, but a

politicized one nonetheless, the gendered canonization
processes repeat.

CHAPTER 3
GENDERED BELIEFS ABOUT WOMEN'S PSYCHOLOGY
IN THE COUNTRY OF THE POINTED FIRS,
PEMBROKE, AND THE SONG
OF THE LARK

"Psychology" is a field of inquiry which asks certain
questions:

how do people get to be the way they are?

do people behave certain ways?
world?

why

how can we live in the

what constitutes the "self," the "subject," or an

"identity"?

These questions are thematized and explored in

novels via certain plots, endings, characters, or even by
authorial intrusions.

When critics analyze fiction's

representations of psychological issues, questions about
subjectivity parallel political ones, in several important
ways:

both kinds of questions often investigate power,

gender, and the interrelationships of the two.

Yet

psychological investigations seem to be more individualized
and less relevant to society than do overtly political ones.
Issues of identity are politically important, however,
because they affect us on an emotional--and therefore quite
personal--level.

Judith Fetterley has described American

literature's political "designs on the female reader" which
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serve to reinforce women's lack of political power in
society.

In a similar manner, I believe American canonical

fiction has psychological designs which are "all the more
potent in their effect because they are 'impalpable'" (The
Resisting Reader, xi).

In short, adapting another Fetterley

comment, the political is the psychological, and vice versa.
Especially in Realism, 1 the psychological cannot help but be
political because of authors' attempts to correlate personal
identity and behavior to group identity and behavior,
particularly through constructing characters as "types," as
Howells called for.

Yet re-visioning some marginally-

canonical Realist fiction shows that there were alternative,
pro-woman psychological designs attempted as well.
Some important Realist novels written by women between
1880 and World War One dramatize woman-centered
psychological theories of the identity process.

That is,

their depictions of women characters as they achieve
selfhood thematize identity theories that precurse those of
feminist philosophers, literary critics, theorists, and
psychoanalysts like Helene Cixous, Julia Kristeva, Marianne
Hirsch, Judith Butler, and Nancy Chodorow, among others.
Such novels emphasize and celebrate beliefs about identity
that have historically been associated with femininity.
1

This dissertation's Introduction rehearses key issues
in defining the genre and period (it also cites the relevant
critical and historical works in the field).
This chapter
will use the grounding given there as a context for
discussion.
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These stories are themselves "gendered" as feminine because
of their allowing or encouraging readers to link certain
psychological concepts with traditionally feminine
qualities.

Specifically, such "feminine" Realist novels

privilege credence in a multi-faceted, relational identity,
in the importance of mother-daughter relationships, and in
the relevance of happy-ending heterosexual love stories to
psychological growth (what could be called the "Successful
Love Plot").
Although male-authored texts may also stress some of
these "feminine" elements, I conditionally identify such

•

texts as "Feminine Realism."

Certain works by Harold Bell

Wright, Owen Wister, and F. Marion Crawford are examples of
male-authored Realist texts which nonetheless sometimes
thematize psychological beliefs in ways that parallel those
of the Feminine Realist works under discussion here.

And of

course a text can have both masculine and feminine aspects,
but this chapter proceeds upon the assumption that one or
the other gender predominates in certain novels to "gender"
the texts.

As noted in the previous chapter about the

gendering of political contents, there is no essential link
between a text's gendered psychological themes and its
author's sex.
Mary Wilkins Freeman's Pembroke (1893) and Sarah Orne
Jewett's The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896) represent
what I call Feminine Realism, because they depict visions of
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personal relationships and identity that oppose or subvert
some key masculine Realist themes; their visions of female
psychology are similarly gendered as predominantly
"feminine."

Feminine Realist novels undercut or complicate

Realist conventions by celebrating the concept of a fluid,
multiple, or relational self, by seriously investigating
relationships between mothers and daughters, and by
valorizing successful love plots.

This emphasis on feminine

identity opposes elements of patriarchal Realism now
considered standard:

independence, isolation, manliness,

irrelevant mothers, or romantic love as extraneous or
constraining.

Willa Cather's The Song of the Lark (1915),

one of the latest examples from the Realist period,
complicates gender and psychology in important ways by
critiquing and appropriating the above-named "feminine"
qualities on its way to presenting an androgynous yet
ultimately masculine-dominated vision of identity.

For this

reason, Cather's work illustrates a "masculine Realist"
perspective on the psychology of women--albeit one that
tests the boundaries of the canonized (male) Realists.
Still, because of the novel's potential to accommodate a
"masculine" reader's perspective on psychology, Song has
consistently had the best literary reputation of the three
novels under discussion here.
Taken together, then, Pointed Firs, Pembroke, and.Song
represent woman-authored Realism's explorations of the
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psychology of feminine identity.

And they further aid us in

recognizing and analyzing the treatment of gender in
American turn-of-the-century Realist texts themselves.

Like

their male colleagues, women Realists were interested in the
nature of identity.

But unlike "masculine" texts, Feminine

Realist novels focussed on the psychology of girls or women
from perspectives that critiqued or subverted patriarchal or
traditional assumptions about identity construction.

In so

doing, writers of Feminine Realism preceded some twentiethcentury theorists who have discussed the (feminine) self as
being relational, polysemic, or diffuse--and praised women
for it, rather than finding them flawed.
"Object-relations" is the general heading for the
psychoanalytic theories of identity that this chapter will
rely upon the most in re-visioning the novels.

Nancy

Chodorow succinctly summarizes this field of thought (and
its influences on and by feminism) in "What is the Relation
between Psychoanalytic Feminism and the Psychoanalytic
Psychology of Women?" (1990); her language will be used most
frequently in this chapter. 2

Like Freudian and Lacanian

systems (which it has derived from), Object-relations posits
the mother-child relationship as crucial to identity
formation, but it differs significantly in key ways from

2

Unless otherwise noted, all Chodorow quotations are
from "What Is the Relation."
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both those fields.

Through their early relationship with

their mother,
women develop a sense of self continuous with
others and a richly constructed inner self-object
world that continuously engages unconscious and
conscious activity:

"The basic feminine sense of

self is connected to the world."

(Chodorow, 119;

emphasis added)
In the first instance, this field emphasizes the study of
feminine identity, particularly as not-abnormal (unlike the
earlier fields which presume femininity as a lack or
deviance from the [masculine) norm).

But more importantly,

it theorizes the feminine identity as being many-faceted, or
multiplicitous ("richly constructed . . . unconscious and
conscious") and, interdependent with this, as developing via
relationships, or being relational ("connected to the
world").

While it stresses the importance of mothers to

daughters' developments, Object-relations also considers the
varied nature of consciousness itself and the many other
important interpersonal relationships as very influential as
well.
These theories oppose Freudian psychoanalytic
constructs as androcentric, essentialist, and incomplete
even as an investigation of the masculine identity.

Object-

relations describes men's identities as "based more on
denial of relation and on a more fixed, firmly split and
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repressed inner world"

(119).

masculinity problematic."

In short, it "makes normal

Furthermore, one branch (the

"interpersonal group") argues that our culture has
repeatedly undervalued the traditionally female-associated
values of "affiliativeness, relatedness, empathy, and
nurturance"--to all of our detriments (120). 3
These positions are in dialogue with current
psychoanalytic, textual, and cultural analyses by
continental thinkers like Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous, and
Luce Irigaray.

Their "Lacanian feminism" (building on the

work of Jacques Lacan) relies on and reacts to many of the
central tenets of Object-relations (Chodorow, 122, passim).
Also referred to as "post-Lacanians," they too value these
traditionally feminine characteristics, and in theorizing
identity they privilege the role of the mother-daughter bond
as well as multiplicity within the self and with
interpersonal relations.

Like Object-relations psychology,

these theorists also provide useful terminology for
discussing women-authored Realist fiction.
The key difference--and it is an important one--is that
whereas Object-relations theorists "focus on the experience
of self with other and how that comes to be organized," to

3

Chodorow is nowhere near as reductive as it may appear
from this, and in this article, an introductory summary, she
cites the appropriate full length and more complex works for
further study; her own The Reproduction of Mothering, cited
elsewhere in this dissertation, is a central text of
feminist Object-relations psychoanalytic theory.
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the Lacanians, "subjectivity is sexuality" (Chodorow, 122,
121).

For example, Luce Irigaray's "Ce sexe qui n'en est

pas un"--"This sex which is not one" (emphasis added)--seems
directly to contradict Freud's paradigm about sex and
identity, which is based on the unity of the phallus and
self.

Irigaray claims that this construct is insufficient

for women's psychology.

Because "woman has sex organs just

about everywhere" (her italics), "'She' is indefinitely
other in herself" ("Ce sexe," 103).

"Feminine" writing

(l'ecriture feminine), then, often expresses a sort of
utopic vision of identity, wherein multiplicity, variety,
and open-endedness are represented in psychological themes
and structures.

Working within the Freudian tradition of

bonding self to sex, Irigaray nonetheless radicalizes
subjectivity in a way that "valorizes women's construction
of self" as does Object-relations (Chodorow, 120).
Ultimately, both feminist psychoanalytic fields
critique the androcentrism inherent in our culture and
strive to rejuvenate certain values that have conventionally
been linked with feminine identity and social roles.

Though

they express things dif ferently--fighting "phallocentrism"
or "the defensive institutionalizations of a rigid
separateness" (119)--both Lacanian and Object-relations
feminists provide valuable tools for re-examining feminine
identity in turn-of-the-century Realism.

Their various

concepts are helpful for describing Feminine Realism's
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presentations of relational identity, mother-daughter
relationships, and love plots.

In a way, then, Object-

relations and Lacanian feminist theories were already
embedded--albeit very subtly--in the Realist texts of
Jewett, Freeman, and Cather, among others.
The concept of the relational or multiplicitous self
emerges in the structures and themes of many woman-authored
Realist texts.

Furthermore, what I am naming as "Feminine

Realist" writing often expresses a radically utopian vision
of identity, which is depicted as varied, relational, and
diffuse, yet which is also joyously synthesized.

That is,

the novels depict female being as a variable process that
synthesizes experiences and relationships with Others on its
way to a polymorphous self-definition.

Feminine Realist

novels try to depict a multiple, "both/and vision" of
identity that provides an alternative to oppressive eitheror kinds of thinking (Rachel Blau du Plessis, "For the
Etruscans," 276).

By stretching the boundaries of identity

and by playing with the distinctions between self and Other,
such novels throw into relief preconceived masculinecentered assumptions about identity and selfhood--especially
Freudian ones, for example.
Freeman's Pembroke presents multiple, fragm'ented, and
alternative philosophies of identity.

Though Marjorie Pryse

considers Pembroke to have a male protagonist (xix, note
13), she does not say who she thinks it is, and actually the
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story is more complex and experimental than her reading
implies.

Although many earlier nineteenth-century novels

changed their focus from character to character, Freeman's
shifts create the effect of representing a conception of
reality (the world "out there") that is likewise not unified
but is multivocally constructed by the perceivers of it.
Thus, this novel's structure seems to dramatize what du
Plessis calls "That shifting focus, bringing the world into
different perspectives" which she believes "is the
ontological situation of women because it is our social
situation, our relationship to power" (285).

For instance,

the repeated re-tellings of the story of Cephas' and
Barney's argument by the narrator and by various characters
constitute a rather blatant dramatization of multiple
perspectives and their synthesis into a narratorial
consciousness (Pembroke, 41-45, 59-62, 84-85, passim; other
stories are treated and re-treated similarly).
This shifting and synthesizing textual gaze prefigures
certain aspects of Object-relations psychoanalytic theories
on gender and identity, and the novel reads as a cautionary
type of case study.

Chodorow's outline of this field could

be directly applied to the characters, narratorial
perspective, and overall structure of Pembroke.

This novel

valorizes multiple perspectives (and personalities) and
interconnectedness by refusing to focus on one protagonist,
and it criticizes a totalized self by showing the dangers of
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being dominated by a unifying characteristic, specifically,
pride.

While this technique is not peculiar to women

authors, again it can be linked with non-patriarchal beliefs
about female identity that privilege multiplicity and
fluidity over unification and clarity.

The novel links such

unity with "'the basic masculine sense of self" as
"separate" and fixed (Chodorow, 119).

That is, identity as

singular and independent, to the point of isolation, causes
the problems that comprise the plot.

Such identity

exemplifies what DuPlessis or Kristeva would term
phallocentrism, no doubt

(119).

And the term would be

accurate for analyzing this novel, which opens with a
blustery argument between two psychologically isolated,
individual, stubborn men--an argument which divides and
embitters the characters and thus instigates the large
amounts of pain presented.
In the town of Pembroke, the chain reaction of
misunderstandings and conflict begins one spring night when
Barney Thayer has a bitter argument over election politics
with Cephas Barnard, the father of his fiancee Charlotte.
Over ten years, other stories of Pembroke residents weave
their way through this novel, evoking imagery of love as
dirty and shameful, of economic hardship as one of the
ultimate humiliations, and of stubborn pride as the dominant
personality trait in the town.

Pembroke is aptly named:

just like a town--a place filled with people, the novel is a
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location whose identity is comprised of many interrelated
consciousnesses.

Barney is of interest because of his

connection to Charlotte, Rebecca, Deborah, Ephraim, and the
others; Charlotte achieves her identity through her contrast
with and connections to others like her mother, cousin,
aunt, and Barney; and so on with other characters.

In this

context of multiplicitous and relational identity, we can
see how beliefs about psychology can be embedded in a
structure, especially one that seems to give credence to
women's traditional ways of being in the world: identity is
relational, de-centered, and uncertain.

I call this

structure an "ensemble" form, because it brings together
differing identities and perspectives into a group (versus,
say, the bildungsroman structure which is more singularly
focussed).
Instead of our following one main character through the
vicissitudes and triumphs of (textual) life, in Pembroke we
shift our gaze back and forth from one to another, and the
connections among characters are as crucial to the story as
the events or characters themselves.

The only unity

Pembroke (town and book) has is the characters' one-track
minds filled with pride that victimizes themselves and
others.

Because of the townspeople's domination by pride, a

sense of waste pervades this novel--waste of love, of time,
even of life itself--and this sense is only alleviated_at
the end when spring returns and the characters step out of
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their rigidly circumscribed personalities and shed the
bitterness of the past ten years like sackcloth.
The novel implicitly criticizes totalization which
masquerades as the "unity" of Calvinistic pride, and it
praises attempts to escape it by ignoring the hegemony of
pride, intolerance, and fear of rejection.

Success comes

from turning aside from the oppressing force.

For example,

Barney's and Charlotte's continued dis-engagement (and
family feud) becomes repetitive and loses its appeal, while
the interactions of Rebecca and William, Sylvia and Richard,
or even Caleb and Ephraim direct and re-direct the reader's
attention.

Their stories are all different, yet connected,

and Barney at one point even contemplates parallels among
the women characters (174-75).

He generalizes that since

"he had seen one woman's wounded heart" means that he has
therefore "seen the wounded hearts of all women" (175); the
narrator's ironic tone here implies that women differ within
themselves and from each other even when they share similar
needs and feelings.

Although the mere presence in a novel

of multiple female characters does not necessarily valorize
a multiplicitous feminine identity, in Pembroke the
similarities and movements among stories and the
interweavings of perspectives do end up creating this very
effect.

Trying to valorize the novel's theme of "pride" as

unifying is not very fruitful, then, since the variety and
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difference displayed by the characters and their multiple
relationships give the book its identity.
Jewett's Country of the Pointed Firs also illustrates a
vision of multiple, connected feminine identity, but this
text proceeds by consistently presenting positive rolemodels (unlike Pembroke's cautionary nature).

Pointed Firs,

also an ensemble structurally, is even more affirmative
thematically in its praise of multiplicity. 4

Because it

does have a singular narrator, who is herself the
protagonist, the work has a central focus, but it is
"unified" only if the term is stretched.

The plot is

comprised of the narrator's contact with and ultimate
assimilation of the many identities of Dunnet Landing:

she

develops her identity by hearing and then re-telling the
villagers' stories.
The narrator gains an identity by adopting those of
many others within it.

A kind of identity, in fact, which

Helene Cixous sees as characteristic of women themselves:
There always remains in woman that force which
produces/is produced by the other--in particular,
the other woman.

4

In her, matrix, cradler; herself

The textual history of Pointed Firs is relevant to its
ambiguous canonical status, but it is so well known that I
shall not rehearse it yet again here. Pryse's introduction
to the Norton edition, especially page vii, provides a
concise review of the controversy and Cather's role in it.
The text is a single work, but it is understandable how
other critics could have misread erroneous editions of it as
a collection of related short stories.
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giver as her mother and child; she is her own
sister-daughter . . . . There is hidden and always
ready in woman the source; the locus for the
other.

("Laugh, 252)

Cixous is defining a joyously interactive and relational
womanhood that retroactively describes the creation of
identity in Pointed Firs.

The narrator, a writer

("producer" of meaning), establishes her identity throughout
this text by representing (producing) other women:
Todd, her mother, Poor Joanna, for example.

Mrs.

They in turn

help produce the identity of the narrator by introducing her
to each other and their stories:

by reading the narrator's

re-telling of their stories, we come to know her.

This

plurality of identity, of finding self in (female) others,
is expressed more traditionally by Josephine Donovan:
Pointed Firs is Jewett's "vision of a transcending
matriarchal realm" (New England, 113) with its many timeless
depictions of women who enrich the narrator's identity.
In this work, the text's "shifting focus" exemplifies
"the female synthesis" that DuPlessis sees as illustrative
of female ontology in women's writing.

That is, DuPlessis

defines female being as a process that takes in and
synthesizes the experiences and identities of Others on its
way to non-hierarchical self-definition.

Without being

essentialist, we can see the synthesis that incorporates
shifting foci, and refuses to privilege one over any other
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(or Other) as descriptive of Feminine Realist texts.

They

try to depict a "both/and vision" of identity and the
reality it exists within that can be "the end of the eitheror, dichotomized universe,

[and] . . . monism" (277, 276).

Such a multiple project is one cause, I believe, for the
charges leveled at such writing: unfocussed, weakly
structured, attempting too much, etc.
Compared to the streamlined construction and apparently
clear language of Rise of Silas Lapham (elements considered
by some to be the essence of Realist writing), for example,
such works defy description as Realism.

In addition,

patriarchal unity ("monism") is implicitly evaded or even
critiqued by such a textual philosophy, and so it is easy to
see how more traditional critics might be disturbed by it
and subsequently marginalize it.

Disliking the structure of

Pointed Firs or Pembroke, then, may indicate a reader's
(unwilling perhaps) participation in the sexist gender
politics of the aesthetic:

the displeased reader reveals a

repugnance for the thing represented (pluralistic growth,
diffuse personality, femininity) by criticizing its form
(the multiple focus of the ensemble).
Unlike Pembroke or Pointed Firs, Willa Cather's The
Song of the Lark thematizes the more patriarchal aesthetic
of unity with both its form and its insistence on the
totalized self.

The most canonized of the three novels

under discussion here, Song's literary status is related to
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its adherence to patriarchal structure.

A bildungsroman in

the fullest sense of the tradition, this novel maintains its
singular focus on its artist protagonist, Thea Kronberg, and
it is unified in every sense of that criteria.

Although we

often see Thea through the eyes of Dr. Archie, Ray Kennedy,
or Fred Ottenburg, we always stay focussed on her.

In

addition, these several perspectives are uniform in their
admiration for Thea's beauty, talent, and strength as an
artist: that is, though many view her, they seem to see the
same person.

This novel not only accommodates patriarchal

visions of the totalized self, it celebrates such views.
But it is over-simplification to ignore that Song does
in fact also depict and explore images of multiplicitous
identity.

Thea Kronberg is a paradoxical depiction, for as

a diva of high art, she illustrates the artist's need for
self-actualization to occur via the development and
incorporation (and sometimes discarding) of multiple selves.
In this otherwise centered and unified bildungsroman, Thea
still strongly shows that "It takes a great many people to
make one--Bruunhilde"--the part which represents the
pinnacle in this Wagnerian soprano's career (687).

The

multiplicitous self is not ignored here; rather, it is
appropriated to serve the identity of the artist--again,
diva is doubly descriptive.
Unlike Pointed Firs, where the qualities and
relationships with others are synthesized into the
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empathetic, fluid persona of the narrator, Song shows how
the artist must use others (Others) as tools for producing
greatness:

for instance, Thea does not celebrate Spanish

music and voice itself but instead uses her experiences with
Spanish Johnny to enhance her operatic performances.

After

achieving success and returning to America a star, Thea
tells her old friend Dr. Archie that she is not the same
girl he once knew: "This is not I" (644).

Rather than

stretching the boundaries of the self to be inclusive, this
novel implies that only one at a time can pre-dominate, in
this case, that of the diva instead of the person.
Such exclusions are valued by this text, for not only
is Thea unarguably a great artist, but she also achieves
personal happiness by the end--by marrying Ottenburg, who
supports her continued success.

However, Thea's artistic

achievement is much more important to this text than is her
personal success.

As Susan Rosowski notes in "Willa

Cather's Subverted Endings and Gendered Time," the
"conventional [love] plot is secondary at best" (77), a
secondariness we can see in Cather's referring to her happy
ending in an arguably derisive tone as a "fairy tale" (Song,
705).

In a sense, the triumphant love plot here may

function simply to require all readers to recognize that
Thea is in fact a total success.

The primacy of the Artist

over the person here indicates that "personal"
relationships, in and of themselves, are simply not that
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important.

In this sense, Song of the Lark is a masculine

Realist text, because it confirms a patriarchal and
professional psychology of a totalized, ultimately unified
self. 5
Feminine Realist texts, in contrast, prioritize the
personal, especially in the area of interpersonal
connections--like family, marriages, and love affairs.

In

Pembroke and Pointed Firs, relationships are the most
important elements of the ensemble's or the "feminine"
protagonist's quest for selfhood.

In these and other

Feminine Realist texts, familial relations, romantic love,
and even friendship are not only key elements of plots, but
also of the construction of woman's identity as well.

These

novels go beyond the idea that "No (wo)man is an island" to
illustrate the concept that the self is in fact constituted
by others.

In short, the distinction between self and Other

is at the least problematized and at the most deconstructed
by being represented as virtually non-existent:

the self

only exists in its relations to others.
Pointed Firs, for example, dramatizes the effects of
female friendship on identity during the narrator's summer
stay in Mrs. Todd's home.

While some chapters, like "Mrs.

Todd," concentrate on this friendship, others indicate the

5while Cather does not seem to have required a
successful love plot to lend meaning (O Pioneers! alone
bears this out), many of her readers (especially women)
might have.
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growth of one relationship via a mutual focusing on others.
In the chapter "A Strange Sail," about the visit of Mrs.
Todd's friend Susan Fosdick, the women tell entertaining and
inspiring stories about other women, and doing so forges a
bond among them all.

After an evening of a "borderless sea

of reminiscences" (60), Mrs. Todd draws the narrator into
the friendship between herself and Susan:
"Yes'm, old friends is always best, 'less you can
catch a new one that's fit to make an old one out
of," she said, and we gave an affectionate glance
at each other . . . . (62)
Just as woman's sense of self is defined by her multiple
focus on relations to others, so does her plurality of
friendships combine into her identity.

That is, here

storytelling itself is a metaphor for female identity:
telling the stories of others enables you to construct your
own story (vision of yourself) because it is polyvocal, just
as "Woman" is really comprised of women.

We come to know

who we are by looking at others, just as the narrator's own
experience is finally constituted by those of the Dunnet
Landing residents.

This works structurally as well:

this

novel is itself started, continued, and ended by its
inclusion of many stories.
Of course, some critics view the friendship portrayed
in this novel as symbolic of a recapturing of the motherdaughter bond that modernity seems to have weakened.

Pryse
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believes that the "lost world" of Pointed Firs is not the
masculine "world of shipping" but the "world in which women
were once united with their mothers and inherited their
mother's powers" (xiii) . 6

Similarly, Donovan sees the world

of Dunnet Landing itself as "a symbolic universe which
expressed the longing of late-nineteenth-century women that
the matriarchal world of the mothers be sustained" (New
England, 118).

I agree with these readers, and find that

the mother-daughter relationship is in fact consistently one
of the most important identity-defining dynamics in all
woman-authored Realist fiction.

In these three novels in

particular, this gendered relationship foreshadows late
twentieth-century theories of female identity which oppose
traditionally patriarchal ones.

For example, Pryse and

Donovan repudiate the now of ten assumed Freudian dynamic of
the Oedipal stage--and see Pointed Firs as a woman-valuing
repudiation of the child's rejection of the mother in favor
of the father.

The other novels under discussion here are

also very concerned with mother-daughter relationships,
either as a problematic presence or as an even more
difficult absence.

Thorough explanation and illustration

would require a separate full-length study, but the
following sketch of some relevant feminist psychological
6

1 have already noted Parrington's and Brooks'
characterization of Local Color writing as nostalgia for the
male-dominated good old days; Rene Wellek, Alfred Habegger,
and Ann Douglas are among the many others who, in varying
ways, also express it as such.
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theories will enable me to open the discussion on this
subject. 7
Nowhere have feminist theorists been so interested and
interesting as they are in their many investigations of
motherhood, daughterhood, and their relation to writing.
Such theories of female identity and writing help to
illuminate Feminine Realism's divergence from masculine
models of writing and psychology.

Marianne Hirsch, Julia

Kristeva, and Judith Kegan Gardiner are three feminist
theorists who believe that the mother-daughter dynamic in
female identity formation also serves as a model for female
writing.

While their positions range from Freudian, to

object-relations, to Lacanian theoretical bases, their
generalizations are useful for exploring the psychology of
mothers and daughters in Feminine Realism.

Gardiner's "On

Female Identity and Writing by Women" briefly synthesizes
several mother-focussed identity and creativity theories.
She uses Chodorow's earlier articulation of the female
"personality structure" to theorize that "Female identity

7

Two other familial dynamics receive as much attention
in women's Realism, the father-daughter relationship, and
the love story. I will discuss the Love Plot below, but the
Father-daughter dynamic also requires further, future study.
Far from simply representing the Electra complex over and
over again, Feminine Realism depicts such relationships in
varied, complex, and non-traditional (non-Freudian) ways.
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formation is dependent on the mother-daughter bond" (179),
and then applies that theory to women's writing. 8
Gardiner's two main theses build upon the centrality of
the mother-daughter relationship in objects-relations theory
as delineated by Chodorow in The Reproduction of Mothering
(1978):

"female identity is a process" and it is

communicated with a "consciousness of .

identity through

paradoxes of sameness and dif ference--from other women,
especially their mothers" (Gardiner, 179, 184).

In short,

women's selves are continually evolving, never fixed or
unitary, as they move throughout life defining themselves as
similar to yet differing from their mothers.

Gardiner sees

this movement in women's texts, especially twentieth-century
autobiographical ones, but I see it clearly depicted in
Feminine Realist novels as well.
For example, the Pointed Firs narrator's identity is
established, not in the beginning, but over the course of
the entire novel.

We never even learn her name, but by

sharing her summer adventures with her, we come to have a
quite intimate relationship with a self.

Reading the first-

person narrative pulls us into the boat-rides, reunions, and
other activities of the plot, and we are thus witness to the
8

Chodorow's The Reproduction of Mothering (1978) is the
basis for Gardiner's literary theory as well as that of many
others. Originally innovative for combining sociological
research and psychoanalytic theory, it is now also regarded
as a model of interdisciplinary work. Nearly every work of
feminist literary criticism since its publication and
adoption in Women's Studies courses owes it a great debt.
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process of identity formation.

Because the narrator's

character is never described outright, and so never
solidified, we only come to "know" her through her
activities and relationships with other women.
Additionally, however, the differences among women are
celebrated, not ignored, by the accumulation of a variety of
women characters and their stories, which imply comparison
and contrast between the narrator and them.

The paradox of

similarity yet difference is also reflected in the novel's
structure itself, which moves us through many stories in
order to tell us one inclusive tale of identity composition.
Likewise, one can also apply Julia Kristeva's
psychoanalytic generalizations about contemporary women
~

writers to Feminine Realist novels:
Women generally write in order to tell their own
family story (father, mother and/or their
substitutes).

When a woman novelist does not

reproduce a real family of her own, she creates an
imaginary story through which she constitutes an
identity.

("Oscillation," 166)

Developing many of her theories from her studies of Freud
and Lacan, and through her private practice as an analyst,
Kristeva comes to a theory of feminine (writing) identity
that is nonetheless also compatible with that of Chodorow or
Gardiner: that women's identities or realities (and, I-add,
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hence their Realist texts) are formed by their family
stories--as lived or re-constituted in their fiction.
Kristeva's description "sums up the large majority of
novels produced by women" (166)--especially Feminine Realist
ones, because they seem to correct (or re-write) familial
relations.

Freudian identity theories--perhaps the most

patriarchal ones of all--dovetail nicely with American
canonical fiction's construction of masculine identity in
their emphasis on separation from the family.

By posing

alternative theories of identity, Chodorow, Gardiner, and
Kristeva attempt to articulate female identity and selfhood
differently--much as Freeman, Jewett, and Cather expressed
non-traditional views of female identity in their novels.
While none of these theorists argues that men are not
identified by their families, they imply that this
interdependence between self and family remains more
dominant in females.

This interdependence is repeatedly

textualized in Feminine Realist novels, which repeatedly
focus on familial structures and domestic settings.

This

recognition of the role of gender in identification need be
neither radical or reactionary; instead it is, in a Realist
sense, mimetic.

American society has historically

encouraged girls and women to remain within a domestic frame
for self-identification (concretely, by encouraging marriage
and motherhood as women's work; hence, the Re-production of
Mothering).

And it has encouraged boys and men to leave it
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and Go West, or to conquer the wilderness in order to
establish masculine identities as rugged individuals.

Such

novels are thus reflective of gender dynamics in society and
the family of their times; the works are as "Realist" as
they are "feminine," then.
A psychological basis for American fiction's
stereotypically gendered novels is already "gendered" by
society, then. The "male" novel requires chasing whales,
Indians, the frontier or the American dream, while the
supposedly typical female story consists of catching that
husband and raising those children.

While neither the

domestic or individual framework is essentialist, they
nonetheless help us see how Realism has been gendered in its
"[o]pposing against one another male and female realms of
meaning and activity."

Critic Annette Kolodny's examples

are "the barn and the kitchen," (both above from Kolodny,
"Map," 56), but other realms (or settings) illustrate the
contrast of gendered identity formation, too:

the factory

and the kitchen, the prairie and the parlor, or medicine and
marriage ground the opposing identity stories of male and
female characters in the Freeman, Cather, and Jewett novels
discussed in chapter one.
For instance,

Pembroke, with its insistent multiple

focus on intense personal conflicts, represents a family
structure via its literal depictions of the interrelated
families within the town.

In a graphic way, this novel
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depicts what we would now term a "dysfunctional family"
with weak or dominating parents, dependency and codependency, and struggles against authority imagined
repeatedly and in various configurations.

And it presents

it by setting much of the action in the female realm of
parlors; in fact, poor Sylvia's parlor furniture (and its
loss) are closely tied to her sense of self-worth (257-76).
It is irrelevant whether there are actual autobiographical
characters here; instead, Freeman depicts a sort of Urfamily which mimics the identity construct of woman as
multiplicitous, troubled, and relational.

Furthermore, the

variety of mothers and daughters and their relationships
point to that dynamic as the ground for identity.
Marianne Hirsch's The Mother/Daughter Plot:

Narrative,

Psychoanalysis, Feminism (1989) introduces various theories
(including those mentioned above) in order to use them to
examine British women's writing. 9

" (

MJother-daughter

bonding" as a basis for feminine identity, the "formative
influence of the pre-oedipal period,"

"connectedness" as

value (132)--such are some of the concepts upon which Hirsch
builds her definition of a "characteristically feminine,
affiliative, and relational sense of self" (20) which she
sees in women's writing.

9

My methodolgy is paralleling

Especially valuable is the thorough bibliography. ( 227237) and Hirsch's survey of "psychoanalytic feminists" on
female identity theory (130-33). Her work is dependent on
Chodorow and object-relations theories, as is mine.
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Hirsch's, and some of her syntheses are also helpful for
describing psychological issues in American Feminine
Realism.

Both Pointed Firs and Pembroke emphasize mothers

and daughters over other relationships, and in their
different ways privilege connecting and affiliating-Jewett' s text by way of affirmation of female bonds and
Freeman's through its negative portrayal of rugged
individualism (as isolation) which needs to be overcome.
Although some male Realists depicted familial
relationships, in Feminine Realist texts reconceptualizing
the very nature of the family constitutes an overriding
concern and a basis for fiction itself--and one of the most
important dynamics of all is the relationship between
mothers and daughters.

Such writing could be called

literary "motherism," a kind of feminism that celebrates the
traditional "role of nurturance" women have held and that
wants society and people to make doing this job easier, not
harder, and that wants more people to value these qualities
(not to do away with them in quest of equality).

Motherism

is the name Ann Snitow has given to those feminists around
the world today who "present themselves to the world as
mothers (hence, "motherists") acting for the survival of
their children" ("Gender Diary,
10

11

20) . 10

These motherists are sometimes risking their lives in
working against oppression; my usage of this term is not
meant to trivially equate their work with textuality:
Rather, I apply "motherism" to Feminine Realist philosophies
that similarly value the traditional work and beliefs of
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It is not surprising that women Realists would attend
to the maternal relationship.

As professional writers, they

all were also concerned with depicting woman's identity and
reality, both of which often depend upon maternity of some
sort or another.

That the narrator of Pointed Firs is

writing a book at the same time that she symbolically
recovers her mother (in Mrs. Todd) is telling; the two
chapters on the Schoolhouse Window (III and IV) tie these
two events together.

The text has "metafictional" elements:

it "draws the reader's attention to its process of
construction by frustrating his or her conventional
expectations of meaning and closure" with its structure and
references to writing and storytelling (Patricia Waugh,
Metafiction, 1984; p. 22).
But it does so within the context of women's history,
reality, and identity--all generated by the maternal
relationships among the narrator, Mrs. Todd, Mrs. Blackett,
and even some of the minor women characters who have gone
before.

That is, Pointed Firs is about the narrator's

achievement of selfhood, which is achieved via writing,
which is accomplished through the narrator's connecting with
the other women (the "mothers") characters, which happens
through the sharing of stories.

This is somewhat confusing

if we want a linear model of identity and writing, but the
stylized poetic prose of theorist Helene Cixous represents a
mothers.
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kind of post-modern rephrasing of this achievement of
feminine selfhood.

Like Jewett, Cixous depicts mother-

daughter relationships, reading, and writing as interwoven
into a multiplicitous, relational feminine identity.

In her

earliest memories, she "read" her mother's face--"the face
signified"

and then she comes to writing:

in fact, maybe

she has "always written for no other reason than to win
grace from this countenance"

("Coming to Writing," 2-3).

And as she has written, like Jewett's narrator, Cixous comes
to a multiplicitous view of identity:
What you didn't know [other women] teach you, and
you teach them what you learn from them.

If you

love them, each woman adds herself to you, and you
become morewoman.

(55)

That is, writing is mothering, and coming to writing is
a way of being mothered, too; and the processes cohere in
the processes that constitute the multiplicitous, motherlinked feminine identity.

These mother-love affairs, so to

speak, may "reflect a shared, felt need among many women
writers at the turn into the twentieth century to stay
attached to nonrational, maternal creativity" while they
also participated in the "masculine" world of publishing
(Elizabeth Ammons, 44).

Writing is not the only kind of

creative endeavor frequently linked to the maternal bond (or
problematic absence of it) in Realism; the protagonists'
mothers in Doctor, Portion, Pembroke, Pioneers, and Song are
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also crucial to their daughters' identities as creators in
medicine, education, sewing, farming, and singing. 11
The mother-daughter imagery of Pembroke, furthermore,
is multi-faceted, just like the rest of its plot.

I go

further than Josephine Donovan, who notes Freeman's
"ambivalence" toward the mother demonstrated in the
"domineering, overprotective" Deborah (New England, 121,
126).

While Deborah may be the most striking, there are

actually several mothers and their relationships depicted
with concrete detail, and the story repeatedly shifts in
focus from one to another.

Most of the mothers fail their

daughters to one degree or another, and illustrate how poor
mothering can hurt children (especially daughters) in
multiple ways.
Charlotte's mother Sarah is weak-willed in submitting
to her oppressive and even slightly mad husband instead of
defending her children; Charlotte finally defines herself in
opposition to her.

Sarah's domineering sister Hannah is the

mother of Rose, who tries to not define herself, perhaps in
opposition to her mother's excessive and dominating selfdetermination.

Most bitterly, Sylvia's and Richard's

mothers suffer long illnesses that keep the couple

11

Numerous other women Realists also depicted the
effects of the mother-daughter relationship on development
and vocation. Mary Hunter Austin's A Woman of Genius
(1912), Constance Fenimore Woolson's For the Major (1883),
and several works by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward are only a
few examples.
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separated.

The long-term health care required of them kept

Sylvia and Richard unable to marry until the mothers'
deaths; by then the town identified her as their token Old
Maid.

These many mother relationships point to "the

(maternal) difference within the feminine and the multiple
differences within the maternal, the differences among
women" (emphasis added; Hirsch, 13).

The variety of

maternal incompetence depicted in this novel could almost
serve as an example of what Hirsch calls "matrophobia,

11

often in women's writing "a predominant occupation" (136).
But the most debilitating mother of all is Barney's,
Ephraim's, and Rebecca's:

Deborah Thayer gives us all

matrophobia as fear of a mother.

At first she seems wicked,

and even more than the others, she destroys her children's
lives.

Donovan has commented on Pembroke's introduction

which illustrates Freeman's "anti-Calvinist" themes (136).
Indeed this book does function as an anti-Calvinist
dystopia, where iron-willed, Calvinist "mothering"
constitutes the single worst threat to society.

I use

quotes because such maternity is more controlling than
nurturing.

Deborah's hardness makes her children stubborn,

proud, and willful to a fault, and all nearly or actually
ruin themselves.

It is all too obvious that some tenderness

could have averted much of the tragedy.
Deborah is that perverse creature, the phallic mother.
Luce Irigaray has defined such a paradigm as a
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personification of a kind of takeover of the female by the
maternal concept:
This maternal would be phallic in nature however,
closed in upon the jealous possession of its
valuable product, and competing with man in his
esteem for surplus.

("This sex which is not one,"

104)
I take this idea to mean that sometimes woman can become
phallically imagined because she tries to totalize herself
by putting the fragments of her identity into a kind of
monolithic, universal identity--here, that of the Mother.
She tries to bring order to the universe in a traditionally
masculine way, by attempting to control, instead of being
content to remain in "the margins of a dominant ideology"

(104).
It is useful to note the economic metaphor Irigaray
uses in her descriptions, because here is a specific
location where psychology and politics intersect:

in the

realm of control over product--and in Pembroke, this product
is the children.

Deborah engages in exactly such a

masculine kind of power play:

she reverses the dominant

ideology of power in her mothering--and is more phallic than
her husband in this!

She tries to unify or center her

universe by dominating her world: her family.

As Cephas

originates, or "fathers," Barney's and Charlotte's wasted
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lives with his obstinate argument, so Deborah is the phallic
mother of the Thayer family's tragedies.
Authors, and subsequently critics and readers, often
seem most interested in such characters because of their
effects on their children.

In fact, more often fiction

focusses on daughters; mothers as protagonists are notable
exceptions, and perhaps complicate the very concepts. 12

In

Pembroke, readers identify with the damaged children rather
than the ineffectual or even abusive parents; this placement
of interest seems correct here, because events are dictated
from the start by parents.

And the children are controlled

by them (at least initially--Barney and Charlotte, for
example, eventually come together by stepping outside of
their own stubbornness, a trait which certainly came from
their parents).

But also, this emphasis mirrors critics'

general concentration on mothers as causes.

As usual, our

interest in causes arises from our dominant interest in the
results:

in the case of women-centered Realism, that is, we

observe the mothers because we are searching for information
about how the daughters, our primary interest, develop.
Charlotte and Rebecca of Pembroke, Thea of Song, and the
narrator of Pointed Firs are daughter figures whose mothers
participate in some way in their quests for selfhood.

12

Edna Pontellier, for example, problematizes both the
image of mother and of the protagonist in The Awakening.
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Barbara Clarke Mossberg's theories throw an interesting
light on these daughters.

Mossberg theorizes that women

writers speak from the daughter's "point of view" or
"persona," which comes to maturity by identifying against
the mother (205).

The theory assumes that creative women

identify with their fathers, or at least not with their own
mothers.

To varying degrees, Jewett's, Freeman's, and

Cather's protagonists bear out this theory.

Jewett's

narrator--the most complicated persona--apparently has no
mother of her own and seems to be searching for one in
Dunnet Landing; in a sense she "constructs" her own by
building relationships with Mrs. Todd and other mother
figures.

And it is by now clear that Rebecca and Charlotte

are nearly ruined by their domineering or weak-willed
mothers; the daughters eventually succeed by escaping or
ignoring them.

The clearest case, though, is Thea

Kronberg's apparent rejection of her mother (by not coming
home when she is ill [633]) in favor of her art, when it was
her mother's advocacy which enabled Thea to develop her
talent.

Yet Mossberg's dependency on patriarchical

definitions of creativity make this theory require a
supplement.
Gilbert and Gubar provide one needed theoretical
complement by raising the idea of ambivalence.

Although

they are more interested in biographical readings, we can
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also apply their "complex affiliation complex" to analyses
of women Realists' writing.

Gilbert and Gubar

believe that the existence of a series of
autonomous authorial mothers has inspired feelings
of intense ambivalence in turn-of-the-century,
modernist, and contemporary women writers.
("'Forward Into the Past',"

245)

If we psychoanalyze the woman-authored Realist text as a
kind of daughter of earlier women's writing (its "mothers"),
we can see such feelings thematized.

That is, ambivalence

about earlier women's writing shows up in such novels.
add a caveat:

I

in American Realism, this ambivalence is most

oppositional to the "mothers" in texts by women who "wrote
like men"--like fathers (and who, in my schemata, end up
being canonized).
Specifically, Willa Cather, among the most "literary"
of women writers of the period, had mixed feelings about
female literary affiliation; she did not wish to be
identified with women writers. 13

While I do not think an

author should be stigmatized for this choice, it does
confirm my larger thesis about how the process of
canonization depends on the accessibility of works to
masculine-identified readers.

13

Cather felt ambivalence about

Gilbert's and Gubar's similar characterization of
Edith Wharton in "'Forward into the Past'" has provided a
model for my paradigm about Cather's texts' ambivalence
(189-92).
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being identified as a woman writer and expressed it clearly
in her criticism:
With the exception of Henry James and Hawthorne,
Poe is our only master of pure prose.

When

a woman writes a story of adventure, a stout sea
tale, a manly battle yarn, anything without wine,
women and love, then I will begin to hope for
something great from them.

(1895; quoted in the

chronology of this edition of Song, 1302)
Song's allusions to literary history show Thea's successful
identification with men (613), with the past of myth (Part
IV,

The Ancient People, chapters I-IV) and with the great

men of history (441).
Thea appropriates and subverts the maternal metaphor of
creation by and dependence upon an other:

"Every artist

makes himself born," Thea's voice teacher advises her, and
she successfully acts upon it (447) by making herself her
own "daughter" to "owe nothing to anybody" (614, 613).

In

the plot of Song, the protagonist's relationship to her
mother is seen through the daughter's persona, and it is
fundamental to both Thea's and the plot's development. Thea
Kronberg's intense, contradictory love for her mother
demonstrates the intensity, ambivalence, and importance of
the mother-daughter bond (or problems with it) that Mossberg
and Gilbert and Gubar describe (in "'Forward Into the .
Past'").
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But Thea's gender-identification is ambivalent rather
than oppositional, so reading her as personifying genderrole reversal is an over-simplification.

Thea's artistry

is traditionally feminine--singing--and she has a warmer,
richer relationship with her own mother.

But she also needs

to incorporate traditionally masculine characteristics to
succeed:

strong self-esteem, confidence, determination,

hard work, technical skills, and financial support are
necessary, and all are provided by her many father/lover
figures.

Dr. Archie, Wunsch, Ray Kennedy, Spanish Johnny,

Harsanyi, and Ottenburg provide these for her, or enable her
to acquire them herself.
Thea ultimately privileges masculine success over
feminine bonding in her artistic quest, in spite of her
mother's consistent encouragement of her art.

She chooses

success over her mother by not going home when her mother is
fatally ill.

In Part VI, chapter III (631-636), Thea is

about to make her operatic debut in Germany when Dr. Archie
writes asking her to come to Moonstone to see her dying
mother.

He even offers to pay her way, but success in the

role would make her career, so she writes promising her
mother to return in six months when she will then do
everything for her.
It is telling that this Part of the novel is entitled,
simply, "Kronberg," because the theme seems to be that.
artists have no first names, no individualized identity (and
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therefore no feminine gender), and no mothers who may need
them in old age.

(Also, as one reader has noted, it is

telling that male artists are traditionally referred to by
only their last names.)

Dr. Archie subsequently describes

her as someone who "merely reminded him of Thea; this was
not the girl herself" because "she had somehow devoured his
little friend, as the wolf ate up Red Ridinghood" (640).
The Freudian image implies that Thea played out the Oedipal
drama within herself, with her wolfish ambition succeeding
in swallowing her girlhood and making her into a nonidenti ty.

Thea tells him that this artist he now sees,

"This is not I" (644).
from Harsanyi:

She has learned well, years before,

"Your mother did not bring anything into the

world to play piano.

That you must bring into the world

yourself" (447).
Such negativity about mothers and daughters is
expressed powerfully in The Song of the Lark.

If Pembroke's

Deborah is a phallic mother, then Thea Kronberg constitutes
a phallic daughter.

Again, this traditionally masculine

concept of identity has helped the novel's reputation in
critical circles--themselves conventionally, masculine.
Cather's androgynous heroines accommodate male readers in
the identification process needed for engaging with a text
(and eventually, then, valuing it).

Like Alexandra Bergson,

Thea is a man's woman, but in a different sense.

In this

case, the readers' identification process is somewhat more
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complicated.

On the most basic of all levels, this

identifying process is simply when one "must adopt the
perspective of" characters in order to experience the
fictional text (Culler, On Deconstruction, 52).

Male

readers can identify with both Alexandra and Thea because of
their Amazonian qualities, but with Thea they can also see
her through the eyes of male characters.

Not only does the

novel begin from Dr. Archie's point of view, but it
frequently is dramatized through the perspectives of the
other important male characters Kennedy and Ottenburg as
well.

Even those reading her from outside--those who resist

identifying with her but are still observing her as an
Other--can fall in love with her as does Kennedy, Archie,
and Ottenburg.
Unlike Alexandra, Thea does manage to fill both roles
of identification and love object.

Thea is more complex,

because her talent for opera singing is an acceptably
feminine one, in fact, it is necessarily so:
play those radiant, heroic Wagnerian
be a female soprano.

in order to

Amazons, one needs to

However, in order to succeed at it,

she must forego having a (traditional) feminine personality.
That is, she must suppress any sense of loyalty to her
mother, her town, or her self, actually, to be a success at
playing women characters.

Gender identity boundaries are
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problematized in the service of a higher value: operatic
art . 14
But this art that is served is not neutral or abstract;
it too is gendered by patriarchal standards.

In this sense,

then, Thea is also a man's woman because she and her
feminine talent serve patriarchally defined high art.

For

one thing, we see that Thea's formative years, years that
she uses to enhance her roles, were informed by her reading
in the great tradition:

while many people read for

entertainment, Thea read Anna Karenina (409).

(Although

reading the latter work has provided much entertainment for
many readers, its challenging contents and readability have
kept it from falling into the historical margins of merely
popular or sentimental fiction).

And unlike the rest of her

contemporaries, she'll "never sit alone with a pacifier and
a novel 11 --presumably a popular romance, from which other
women "get their most personal experiences" and then only
"second-hand" (595).

Thea's sanctimonious older sister Anna

is just such a case:

"She read sentimental religious

storybooks and emulated the spiritual struggles .
their persecuted heroines" (410).

14

of

Popular art is clearly

Unlike Rosowski, I do not see Thea's androgyny
resolved at the end into a privileging of the female over
the male, even though the marriage there places Thea into a
more conventionally feminine mold of success ("Willa
Cather's," 78); if anything, the masculine values are ,
advocated throughout and then only somewhat supplemented by
the ending.
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identified with femininity, while Thea is identified as
being above such pap because of her talent.
As Gilbert and Gubar have argued, this equating of
popular art with femininity is symptomatic of male Modernist
texts, and Cather was in the forefront of such beliefs with
Song. 15

And Ammons has correctly identified Cather's "elite

international standard" of artistic mastery (125).

Song's

Part III, "Stupid Faces," shows the wasteland of
philistinism in Chicago, a society that did not yet
appreciate Thea's specialness.

Instead, the audience

preferred the popular singer Jessie Darcey, a florid, fat
singer with less technical skill and more feminine fluff
than Thea had.

Thea was jealous of her success, and

therefore had to conclude that "Chicago was not so very
different from Moonstone, after all, and Jessie Darcey was
only Lily Fisher under another name" (519; sissy Lily had
beaten Thea to first prize at the Christmas pageant when
they were children by performing a more popular piece; 34647).
11

Still a starving artist, Thea has yet to defeat her

mother 11 --feminine, popular taste.
The narratorial

11

we 11 (320) that is sometimes used and

the passionate descriptions of Thea can draw readers into
her circle of admirers.

15

For example:

Gilbert and Gubar sketch out this argument in "Sexual
Linguistics," and in No Man's Land 1 (154), but they more
thoroughly explain it in "Tradition and the Female Talent."
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It was in watching her as she emerged like this,
in being near and not too near, that one got, for
a moment, so much that one had lost; among other
legendary things the legendary theme of the
absolutely magical power of a beautiful woman.
(607)

In short, like Dr. Archie, Kennedy, Ottenburg, and the
narrator, we readers also fall in love with Thea as the
repository of all magic and beauty.

The novel may overall

be woman-focused, but identifying with the men characters is
also quite easy, especially because Thea is so desirable.
The text is truly androgynous by giving us something for
everyone:

women readers can identify with Thea, as can male

readers who are concerned with preserving the values of
great art.

But readers have so many positions from which to

see Thea from the outside, too, as an object of desire, that
she is also our dream girl.
She does not discuss Song, but Judith Butler's theories
about Cather's "identificatory practice" can be adapted
here.

Butler reads masculine names in other works of

Cather's fiction as "site[s] of identification" (Bodies That
Matter, 143).

That is, she sees the male characters and

their names as signifiers of Cather's own sexuality showing
as a sort of textual lesbianism that "crosses" gender
identities, which are themselves "refracted" into
unintelligibility as "the very condition and possibility of
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lesbianism" (145).

While I am not interested in Cather's

sexuality per se, it is instructive to juxtapose this idea
of crossing (and extend it) onto the reading process
involved with identification in Song.

Thea Kronberg is a

female character with an androgynous name--in fact, Thea's
is actually a feminized version of a masculine name. 16
Furthermore, as she succeeds at her art, her identity
becomes even more "masculine" when she goes by "Kronberg"
alone (as discussed previously).

While this may be one more

way that masculine-identified readers can identify with the
protagonist, it also makes one more way that traditionally
feminine-identified readers must "cross" into another gender
framework while reading.
Of course, I betray my heterosexual bias in this
reading.

Certainly a woman reader's "loving" a woman

character is nothing unusual if the context (or reader) is
lesbian, but this text is strongly framed in heterosexual
ways of perceiving.

Archie, Kennedy, and Ottenburg, for

example, are obvious male mediators through whose eyes we
observe Thea and then fall in love with her.

Only the

omniscient narrator, whose gender is indeterminate, provides
the possibility for female-female love between reader and
Thea, but this very indeterminacy in such a key function
again allows for the possibility of male identification-16

This argument also applies, though somewhat
differently, to identification when reading Alexandra of Q
Pioneers!
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with the narrator, with whom women readers, perhaps
coincidentally, can also identify, too.

Song of the Lark

can be considered a precursor to Cather's more
wholeheartedly modernist (and male-narrated) texts, as its
androgyny places it securely in the Modernist/New Critical
canon that New Criticism established.
However, this novel is also, and very importantly, a
successful love story.

This recurring structure in Feminine

Realist novels is central to representing a psychology of
female identity wherein fulfilled selfhood is at least
partially (sometimes substantially) determined by the
success of this Love Plot (i.e., marriage or engagement by
the end of the story).

Song's problematic treatment of

romantic love parallels its ambivalence about other feminine
identity issues like mother-daughter relationships and
multiple identity.

In short, it appropriates historically

feminine characteristics to construct a predominantly
masculine-identified text.

The novel's ambiguous identity

is thus a kind of metaphor for female identity:
it is and is not "feminine."

like Thea,

Although Song distinguishes

itself from its literary mothers--that is, sentimental
romances--it also gives a nod to their conventions with its
ending. 17

17

As in many women-authored Realist novels, the

It must be emphasized again how deeply Cather admired
Jewett's work.
If she goes to pains to cut herself off from
most women writers of her time and that just preceding hers,
her adoption of Jewett as a literary mother complicates
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love plot here is very complicated, although Thea is
happily, conventionally, and successfully married at the
end.
Like Pioneers, and Freeman's novels as well, this novel
has a problematic ending:

Thea and Fred simply step out of

their previous preconceptions, and walk around the earlier
obstacles to happily march down the aisle.

The text pays

homage to the underlying premises of romantic love even as
it attempts to subvert them to practice Realism.

Yet the

self-proclaimed fairy-tale ending confuses the issue of
Truth by complicating it--by romanticizing it.

It is

important to distinguish between romantic heterosexual love
stories--which have frequently been disparaged as
sentimentalism--and literary Romanticism--the genre/period
whose aesthetics of idealism, passion, imagination,
spirituality and other abstractions have been privileged
throughout the last two centuries by literary scholars.

The

former takes a small "r," lacking critical legitimacy, while
the latter has become reified into a Period for literary
study.

American Realism began to define itself by reacting

against this Romanticism; Howells' now-famous valorization
of the Real grasshopper (life itself) over the cardboard one
(Romantic imagery) is only the most telling metaphor of the

any facile classification of Cather as a (literary) womanhater. I would argue that she has simply chosen the mother
who most suits her needs, one who is also ambiguously
identified with and yet different from other women.
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period.

Cather entangles the two, but it is her final

incorporation of success in love that is most interesting
here.
Thea's dreamy Aunt Tillie projects some of the
conflicting beliefs between Realism and romance:

"She had

always insisted, against all evidence, that life was full of
fairy tales, and it was!" (705).

The deeper truth "lies

beyond the obvious" and sometimes people like Tillie "who
are foolish about the more obvious things of life are apt to
have peculiar insight into" the truth about love (351).

It

is telling that Cather chose Tillie, whose identity is
overly sentimental--even silly at times, to project these
philosophical ponderings about reality (the way things are).
In the end, Cather utilizes (and thus acknowledges) the
tradition of Feminine Realist fiction with her happy ending
for the Love Plot (which is how most women-authored Realist
novels ended).

As Song symbolizes more abstract questions

about truth (in both a romantic and Romanticist manner), it
complicates Realism by representing it as a mixture of
actuality and spirit. 18

The successful combination of

personal love and great artistry--which the patriarchal art
theory presented elsewhere in Song argues is impossible--now

18

My description of this romantic ending is not the same
as Rosowski's, which centers on the ending's cyclic imagery
of time--although we both characterize the ending as
"feminine" per our differing definitions ("Willa Cather's,"
76-79).
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seems a possibility, even if it was not an actuality in
1915.
Though she might shudder, Cather's debt to her feminine
ancestry shows here; her ending recalls those of Freeman's
and Jewett's texts, which also conjure up standard romance
images.

Cather's Realism works its way from hard truth to

hopefulness by its conclusion.

As we shall see in more

detail below, happy endings--especially of love stories--are
usually considered antithetical to Realism as
patriarchically defined.

But Song appears to deliberately

entwine the two strands of feminine and masculine Realism by
grafting romantic feelings and ideals onto the graphic
detail and apparent clarity of vision that had previously
dominated the text.

The novel ends:

Any account of the loyalty of young hearts to some
exalted ideal, and the passion with which they
strive, will always, in some of us, rekindle
generous emotions.

(699)

Generosity, and emotions themselves, earlier seem to exist
only to serve Art, but finally, they seem to reassert
themselves outside the realm of the aesthetic as well.
The Epilogue reinforces this idealism--which is closer
to literary Romanticism than Realism--and it asserts the
text's sentimentalized goal of inspiration:
So, into all the little settlements of quiet
people, tidings of what their boys and girls are
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doing in the world bring real refreshment; bring
to the old, memories, and to the young, dreams.
(706)

The book adheres to standard definitions of artistry that
privilege masculine values and trivialize feminine ones, but
it also concludes in a very feminine way, by valuing
emotion, memory, dreams, and romantic love.

Because of this

romantic conclusion, Song actually ends with a coda
embodying Feminine Realism, by ultimately promoting the
power of romantic love (here also overtly linked to Romantic
idealism) to withstand and even to ameliorate harsh reality.
The Successful Love Plot (within an otherwise
"realistic" text) is one of the most telling characteristics
of Feminine Realist novels (and the final point of
discussion in this chapter).

Feminine Realism repeatedly

privileges this interpersonal relationship by utilizing and
adapting the romantic love-plot structure.

Of course, love

plots themselves are not inherently female:

the process of

gaining, not gaining, or losing a mate is often key to selfdefinition in female- and male-authored Realist texts.

One

needs only to remember the Penelope--Irene--Tom triangle in
The Rise of Silas Lapham to realize that the love story may
be important even when it does not seem to be primary.

But

while "Realist Love Story" may not be an oxymoron, finding
successful love stories as central plots in canonical
(usually "masculine") Realist novels is very difficult.
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The key gendering characteristic is "successful"; if
there is one quality that keeps relegating works by women to
the margins of Realism, it is the repeated success of love
in their Realist novels.

By "successful," I simply mean

that the love story ends happily, with the lovers married or
engaged, and without a loss of identity, particularly on the
part of the woman.

Most important, this plot structure

serves as an integral part of psychological development in a
"feminine" text, because the connection represented by
marriage is shown as critical to a female character's sense
of identity (which is itself relational, as noted above).
More traditional descriptions of the love story genre (as
"sentimentalism," for example) indicate that success in love
is an unrealistic expectation (of course, whose reality is
this expectation incompatible with?).

Again, romance with a

small "r" must be distinguished from Literary Romanticism,
as represented by Hawthorne or Byron--who, like later
"masculine" Realists (texts mentioned below), seem to revel
in depicting the disastrous results of romantic love.
But the Successful Love Plot deconstructs the binary
opposition of "victory versus surrender" by redefining the
two terms, because to win at love requires surrendering to
it, the rhetoric often goes.

But this plot structure also

can unravel the stereotypical hierarchy of powerful man over
weak woman:

her apparent surrender actually leads to -her

acquiring power.

The presence, notable absence, or
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subversion of love stories in the novels by Jewett, Freeman,
and Cather are crucial to their Realist art.

What these and

certain other woman-authored Realist novels share, and what
I describe as "feminine," is the representation of
satisfying romantic love stories as being congruent with
reality--in fact, as being necessary to reality, because
such success helps the female protagonists in their identity
process.
For example, contrast successful love stories with
"masculine" ones:

Sister Carrie, Maggie, MacTeague, A

Modern Instance, and The Portrait of a Lady are only the
most canonical of the Realist novels which seem to prove
that Love Conquers--well, nothing at all.

In masculine

Realism, instead of being a help in living, love is an
impediment, sometimes a major cause of failure.
Additionally, in a general sense, the line between love and
obsession is sometimes blurred in these masculine texts.
Again I am attributing gender to textuality, independent of
the biological sex of its author:

I also consider The

Awakening, Ethan Frame, and The House of Mirth to be among
the most "masculine" works because of the absence of
successful love plots in them.

The Song of the Lark, then,

is masculine--until its very end when Cather problematizes
the whole issue (some say the whole novel) by marrying Thea
and Ottenburg.
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The Love Plot is actually a structure and a theme at
the same time; it functions as a framework for moving a
novel's story along, but in Feminine Realism it also
simultaneously attempts to demonstrate ways of working
through women's political and psychological problems in
fictional texts.

The popular-culture critic Tania Modleski

has recognized this "working-through" aspect of the Love
Plot, and attempts to express its feminine nature.
Loving With a Vengeance:

Her

Mass-produced Fantasies for Women

(1982) is a landmark materialist study of love-stories in
popular contemporary women's fiction, and its terminology
and paradigms are useful here.

She (rightly) describes

novels of the early and middle nineteenth century as
precursors of today's phenomenally popular Harlequins,
Gothics, and Soap Operas.
Modleski's central thesis is that in contemporary
women's fiction, female sexuality is dealt with in
particularly feminine, socially acceptable, satisfying, and
yet even subversive ways to fulfill important needs of women
readers that are not met in a patriarchically oppressive
culture (this plot can thus be thought of as a product of
that culture, then).

This paradigm is applicable to

Feminine Realism also; the need for control over one's life
and identity is often projected onto the Love Plot, and so
by fantasizing through fiction, a reader can vicariously
have it all.

Even though Modleski's investigations are more
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marxist than psychoanalytic, her paradigm helps generate
psychological readings of turn of the century Realism's Love
Plots, and can illustrate the ways certain elements recur
and vary in women's Realism. 19

So, for example, Pembroke's

ultimately happy (if superannuated) love stories--those of
Charlotte and Barney and of Sylvia and Richard--show the
women's difficult (but attainable) achievement of personal
power, meaningful work, self respect, and independence
tempered with companionship when they finally get their men.
The ends and the means are socially acceptable in their
text's world, even if the women end up with more power than
any other citizens of Pembroke.
On the other hand, Pembroke also warns of the tragic
converse of the love story:

that is, if successful love can

be seen as victorious feminine achievement, then failed
romances and their consequences--like those that nearly
prevail in this novel--can constitute feminine tragedy.
Prevented marriages, tyrannical relationships, and
repressive, narrow selves constitute this multiply-focused
work's dark twist on love stories.

In fact, Barney's and

Charlotte's broken engagement is the ignition that sets the
rest of the novel's plot in motion, a plot which mostly

19

A thorough examination of Realist love stories is
beyond the scope of this project, but it is needed: for
example, simply contrasting the love plots in James'
Portrait and The Bostonians with those of Austin's Woman of
Genius and Atherton's The Californians would require a fulllength study.
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consists of other thwarted love stories.

When the

characters are hurt and rejected, they retreat under their
single most defining trait, which is usually stubborn pride,
and totalize their identities under its hard banner.

The

power plays here result in destruction, because they do not
proceed out of and in to love.
Pembroke tells the story of late-blooming, on both the
levels of character and of plot.

The lovers are older than

in many romances when they finally marry (or "succeed" at
love):

they have taken this long (some are well past their

thirties) to develop to the stage of maturity required for
becoming partners.

The plot itself takes a long time to

develop as well; the literal spring at the end of Pembroke
takes ten years to flower, when finally, somehow, fate
itself detours around prideful selves in order to express
the love that the citizens of Pembroke have univocally
refused to openly pursue.

All the self-pride is simply

surrendered (a repeated term in love stories), the rigid
personalities are sidestepped, and revenge is forgotten.
But this irrationality is the point--even in the darkest of
scenarios, there must be hope.

Logically, the residents of

Pembroke should all end tragically or at least wither away
bitterly, but while there is some death here, by and large,
most characters end up happy--especially the lovers.
They bend, submit, succumb--all these are terms with
great potency in popular romance ("I felt myself bending to
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his will").

Such language at first glance seems to indicate

passivity and domination, but it can also be symptomatic of
a valuing of fluid and relational identity--again, a
historically "feminine" trait.

But however one interprets

the ending, the characters do the right thing, finally, by
doing the feminine thing of popular romance:

they stop

hurting each other over stupid abstractions, and start
loving each other.

The characters win (a mate, personal

power, respect) by losing (stubbornness, pride).

Apparently

more interested in psychology than society, Pembroke is more
gloomy and apparently hopeless than is Portion, and so its
theme might be that the personal requires more of a miracle
to change than does the political.
Like other love stories, Pembroke expresses "a sense of
the insufficiency of female selfhood,

11

"feminine selflessness" (Modleski, 33).

and the value of
This statement

means what it seems to and something a little more complex
at the same time.

According to Modleski's paradigm, love

stories depict women developing their fullest identities by
giving of themselves to a spouse; thus a character's lack of
a mate can symbolize a lack of complete selfhood, while the
acquisition of a husband represents an achievement of a
sufficient feminine identity.

Taken together with a belief

in a multiplicitous self, this construct need not mean that
love stories depict mere dependence or weakness.

Rather, it

indicates a "more the merrier" kind of desire for Otherness
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to synthesize into identity.

And in Pembroke this desire

radically opposes the status quo of the town:

the older

generation clearly regards love as shameful and even
subversive, and parents are thus overly concerned with the
mating of their offspring, while the single characters and
younger girls desire it like salvation.
For example, the spinster Sylvia, like others, "had
been trained to regard love as one of the most secret of the
laws of nature, to be concealed, with shamefaced air, even
from herself" (27).

But she wants Richard just as

passionately as the "pagan" Rose "worshipped Love himself"
(132).

At the cherry picking party (obviously and

beautifully a mating ritual), all the young people "heard
only that one note of love which .

. . sang to each other

through all the merry game" (130-138, 138), but the young
women especially need to mate in order to achieve an
identity in their society.

Charlotte, Rose, Rebecca and

even the supposedly mature (over thirty) Sylvia are clearly
questing for a mate, and their success at acquiring one will
determine their success at self-definition.
So success comes from a surrender to love, but it is
also more complicated than this.

The "surrender" at the end

of this story can be read as a feminine victory, because the
surrender enables the characters to achieve love (a goal of
romantic love stories, a historically feminine genre);
do the women, after all, really give up?

What

Pride, loneliness,
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and grief.

But accomplishing the age-old goal of mating

also represents a self's accepting, even synthesizing
another's self (needs, desires) into its own identity.

As

noted before, women perhaps do not psychologically develop
into unitary, totalizing, phallic structures but are
multiplicitous and fluid in identity-building.

To some

readers--perhaps a Nina Baym--this concept may read like a
critical stereotype; to others--Helene Cixous, e.g.--it is
the basis for revolution. 20

Thus the green festival, the

convergence of all the happy endings, and the proposals and
acceptances that conclude Pembroke can represent more than
rapid-fire loose-end tying in order to sell books; instead,
the happy endings of the love plots indicate a feminized
vision of reality which parallels a "feminine" psychology.
This is a Realism of hopefulness that is based on the
improbable strength of love to empower and define
multitudinous, changeable selves against apparently
insurmountable odds.

Such endings are, really, beginnings,

since they imply a new stage of selfhood (the green
festival/fertility motif is thus still appropriate) instead
of indicating completion or totality.
In contrast to Pembroke's distopian warning which
swings into jouissance with its ending, The Country of the
Pointed Firs consistently depicts a utopic vision of love.

20

see "Why I Don't Do Feminist Theory," and "The Laugh
of the Medusa," respectively.
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While critics are even still debating its status as novel
versus "collection-of-linked-short-stories," most agree that
the work achieves its coherence via the narrator. 21

This

narrator does not, in fact, participate in a typical
romantic love story herself, but the entire work champions
love as the narrator retells us many tales of love.

In a

sense, her namelessness and lack of participation
demonstrate a "feminine selflessness" on a literal level
(emphasis added, Modleski, 33).

But our narrator is neither

the standard invisible one, nor is she a stereotypical
sacrifice.

Instead, she achieves a self by synthesizing

Love Plots of others into her own identity.

"Where

Pennyroyal Grew," "Poor Joanna," and "Along Shore" all are
love stories, and taken together these chapters function as
facets in a viewpoint on love that is polyvocal even as it
is incorporated into the narrator's developing
consciousness.
In the first tale, Mrs. Todd tells not only about her
marriage, but about her first and real love.

In the second,

Mrs. Todd tells about the thwarted love of Joanna, who was
abandoned and in turn abandoned the world.

And in the

third, we witness one of the most poignant loves I can think
of, through the narrator's observations about the widowed

21

Philip Eppard' s bibliographic essay "Local Colorists:
Sarah Orne Jewett, Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, and Mary N.
Murfree" includes an excellent summation of this critical
debate, especially on pages 28-29.
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Mr. Tilley.

The old fisherman's keeping of the cottage the

"same's poor dear left 'em" (121) helps illuminate a sweet,
gentle love that survives beyond the grave.

These love

stories express a belief in the "insufficiency" of lone
11

selfhood 11 --for both women and men (Modleski, 33).
This text is representative of what Julia Kristeva

calls "female writings," although she is referring to
contemporary women's works.

Like them, Pointed Firs seems

"to be concerned . . . with reformulating love" ("Talking
About Polylogue,

11

112).

Noting the link between romantic

love and Christianity, Kristeva notes a failure of religion
to satisfy women's needs for love and thus sees their
writings trying to construct love which will work.

She says

that in such female writings
It is as if no single Other could sustain their
abrasive dissatisfaction, but that, paradoxically
. . . they call upon a host of others to fill this
vacuum.

. . .

We are not surprised, then, to read

of women who proclaim another sort of love,
whether for another woman or for children.

(112)

Pointed Firs' experimental structure (or non-structure), its
emphasis on the love stories of "a host of others," and its
representation of satisfying mother-daughter relationships
(Mrs. Todd and her mother and the narrator)--these all
indicate attempts to reformulate love.

(On the other hand,

Pembroke represents a cautionary reformulation with its
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apocalyptic disillusion with life which finally is swept
away by the cataclysmically happy endings.)
All of Pointed Firs' stories about love and loss help
develop the narrator's persona (self) as her writing them
constitutes their integration into her self.

And they

contribute to the meta-love story here, that between the
narrator, a writer, and the place she goes to in order to
write, Dunnet Landing.

No lover ever grieved more at

leaving his or her lover than does the narrator in the last
chapter.

While the main focus of her love is Mrs. Todd

(leaving her is the hardest), clearly it is Dunnet Landing
itself with its multiple others which plays the predominant
role of lost love here.

She refers to herself as "a lover

of Dunnet Landing" (2) and indeed, the first chapter, "The
Return" is as poignant a description of a lover's return as
one will ever read.

Likewise, the "Backward View" of the

last chapter dramatizes the sweetly painful farewell to a
summer romance.

This identification of the narrator as a

lover places the story in a framework of the Love Plot, and
it is likewise successful.

At the end, though she does not

stay here, the narrator has achieved a bond with Mrs. Todd,
with Dunnet Landing, and with her own self.

Her collection

of stories is her accomplishment which seals her identity as
a writer, an identity that seems to make permanent the many
feminine selves represented by the women's stories told
here.
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So, in a sense, the narrator does act out a successful
love story--by stretching the possibilities of the form.
While she does not literally gain a husband, she achieves an
enriched sense of identity and bonds with many other
identities (especially women, but also men).

In particular,

she constructs a symbolic marriage with Dunnet Landing and
its inhabitants; only death will part the narrator from her
beloved memories, since they are so integrated into herself
by the end.

Pointed Firs is the most radical of the three

works under discussion here, but only in its redefinitions
of the codes, because it actually rests among the most
successful love stories of any genre or period.

The book

sews together successful love stories into a reformulation
of the love story itself--questioning, as it does so, the
very nature of selfhood, writing, and reality itself.

It

seems to conclude that multiplicity is more desirable than
static totality, that synthesis structures texts as
beautifully as does unity, and that vision is integral to
reality.

*****
"Feminine Realist" writers, at virtually all turns,
attempted not to do only one thing when they wrote, but to
explore many textual, psychological, and social processes at
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once.n

On one level, their texts participated in the

larger Realist literary discourse of their times by trying
to concretely depict specific realities, especially in
representing conditions that affected women's lives in
society and personally.

While they worked at depicting

realistic detail, Feminine Realists also constructed some
utopian and distopian visions that actually tried to reimagine women's identities and therefore their psychological
"realities."

Jewett's and Freeman's detailed

representations of beliefs in multiplicitous and relational
identity, in the necessity of relationships--especially the
mother-daughter bond--and in the importance of successful
romantic love for developing women's identities illustrate
the three major psychological issues which I believe they
have gendered as "feminine" in their opposition to or
subversion of more traditional assumptions about identity
and Realism.

That Cather appropriated these feminine

concepts to serve her more andro-centric text's psychology
does not indicate her greater literary skill or Jewett's or
Freeman's lack of talent.

Nor does it indicate that Jewett

and Freeman are any more "authentically" female in their
art.

Textual androgyny (dominated, as Song is, by the

2

2This statement does not mean that male Realists did
attempt to just do one, unified thing in each of their
texts; on the contrary, I would argue that multiple
(textual) goals are one reason texts like Jennie Gerhardt or
A Hazard of New Fortunes, for example, are routinely
criticized for their supposed formlessness or lack of focus.
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"andro-" part) itself is no more or less essentially female;
it is simply more valued by the historically male and
patriarchically-influenced canonizing reader.
When critics like Pizer, Borus, or Parrington label
Feminine Realist texts "Local Color," I believe that too
often they shut down, in effect, the polyvocal nature of
this writing by pigeonholing it.

Traditional critics like

Bloom, Kazin, and Trilling--or "professional readers," as I
have named them before (O'Brien, 241) have always considered
Cather an equal, and have accorded her works the stature of
canonicity--even if they find fault with it on technical or
thematic points.n

Such professionals tend to value texts--

like Cather's--with "masculine" identity beliefs because
they are more hospitable to their own psychological
assumptions about unified and artistic identity.
On the other hand, Pembroke and Pointed Firs depict
psychological ideas that may discomfit, or even radically
oppose, such assumptions.

Therefore such gendered aspects

of psychology are relevant to the reading involved in the
canonization process; in short, gender is again involved in
this exercise of power.

As Annette Kolodny has noted more

generally about the canonization process,

nHarold Bloom's 1985 collection Willa Cather gathers
essays by these and other illustrious readers. They
generally agree that Cather "has few rivals among the
American novelists of this century" (1), although they_
disagree on whether Song itself is her most perfect or least
perfect work.
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male readers who find themselves outside of and
unfamiliar with the symbolic systems that
constitute female experience in women's writings
will necessarily dismiss those systems as
undecipherable, meaningless, or trivial.
("Dancing through the Minefield," 148)
This is what has happened with Feminine Realism; in the
cases of the authors discussed in the following chapters,
the marginalizing process has been even more notable for
keeping their texts and reputations relegated to the trivial
and meaningless corner of American literature.
The psychological visions thematized by Jewett's and
Freeman's Feminine Realism can teach readers about not only
actual realities of women in turn-of-the-century societies,
but also about their dreams (and worst nightmares, in the
case of the near-tragic Pembroke).

Without claiming that

novels are merely fantasies that simplistically dramatize
some psychological system or another, we can nonetheless see
these texts as thematizers of certain general desires for
self-development, respect, and fulfilling familial and
romantic relationships.

Object-relations and post-Lacanian

feminist theorists provide constructs to help modern readers
of Feminine Realism understand the psychological issues of
this period in women's literary history.
Cather's Song participates in teaching readers despite
its accommodation of masculine psychology:

Cather's very
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act of critiquing the feminine (by appropriation or
opposition) demonstrates the power such vision had on many
writers of Realism.

The texts have political goals, then,

in their attempts to shape readers' ideologies about women-and so to shape reality--on the psychological level.
Instead of trying to be photographic slices of life,
Jewett's, Freeman's, and Cather's texts help us to see that
even an apparently politically-neutral novel has at least
one telos, and often has many.

Such complexity and

interestedness seem to rest far afield from our usual
conceptions of turn-of-the-century American Realism.
In these first two chapters, I have tried to
conceptualize Feminine Realism via re-visionings of novels
by Jewett, Freeman, and Cather with the aid of feminist
political and psychological theories.

The next chapter aims

to show that our very notion of Realism must be broadened
even further when we consider more Realist texts by women in
light of such theories.

The Jewett, Freeman, and Cather

works can be imagined as primary patterns of turn-of-thecentury woman's Realism:

they are at least read and

occasionally taught by Americanist scholars.

Even though

they represent a variety of canonical or marginal positions,
these novels are still "mainstream" or Literary compared to
the majority of women-authored Realist texts from the turn
of the century.

It is these now-invisible Realisms I attend

to in the following two chapters.

Because so many women
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were writing then, we need to look at more examples in our
attempts to construct a more accurate, "re-envisioned"
history of Realism.

The next discussions are only the first

two steps toward a new view.

CHAPTER 4
RE-DISCOVERY AND RE-VISION:
GERTRUDE HORN ATHERTON'S
THE CALIFORNIANS

Gertrude Horn Atherton (1857-1948) has yet to receive
the number and quality of full-length critical studies
necessary to fairly evaluate her literary status.

A

minimally substantial body of criticism exists, but most of
the works repeat each other, depend too heavily on biography
rather than critical judgment, or tend to summarize instead
of analyze.

Emily Wortis Leider's California's Daughter:

Gertrude Atherton and Her Times (1991) is a stimulating
critical biography.

The other expert on Atherton, Charlotte

S. McClure, has also provided important initial scholarship;
her "Checklist of the Writings Of and About Gertrude
Atherton" and "Gertrude Atherton (1857-1948)" remain the
definitive bibliography and introductory article (American
Literary Realism 1870-1910, Spring 1976, 95-162). 1

The

provocative scholarship of Leider and McClure (to be
1

McClure's Gertrude Atherton (Boston: Twayne, 1979) is
also a valuable short introduction to the author. While
this slim volume is immensely helpful, like most in the
series it represents "first stage" research and is best for
summarizing and starting discourse on an author. However,
it is not enough alone and Leider's is the only book since
then.
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referred to more later) could lead to debate and discussion
of Atherton's works, but she still attracts too little
positive attention from critics of Realism; she therefore
remains at the far margins of the genre and period.

Without

trying to fully resuscitate Atherton's reputation, this
chapter nevertheless strives to re-vision the Feminine
Realism exemplified by The Californians (1898).
Many critics of Atherton would agree with Leider that
"she wrote and published too much, revised and self-edited
too little"

and that "[h]er importance lies in her accuracy

as a social historian . .

. and in her embodiment of many of

the values and fantasies--particularly those of women--of
her time" (1; unless otherwise specified, all Leider
citations are from California's Daughter).

Some feel her

writing is mediocre, but such value judgements cannot be
divorced from the politicized reading and canonization
processes (described at length in chapters one and two of
this dissertation), which have a circular relationship with
how often her works are studied.

Because of the absence of

any sustained scholarly efforts to examine, place, and
interpret her works, Atherton is now virtually forgotten by
all but a small number of feminist, Realist, or
Western/Californian specialists--readers who approach texts
with markedly different goals than that of interpreting
texts with "aesthetic" criteria.
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Because Atherton's work is now so obscure, this chapter
will begin by briefly surveying the critical issues
regarding her oeuvre and status.

Her placement in the Local

Color, Naturalism, and Psychological Realism movements will
be indicated by discussions of the connections she and her
writings had with certain key figures like Bierce, Crane,
and James.

Next, Atherton's synthesis of aspects of these

movements' styles into her own form of experimental Realism
will be examined with regard to her oppositional reactions
to the prescriptions of William Dean Howells.

Then, a

selective interpretive reading of The Californians will
highlight the plot, character, and theme elements to be
foregrounded.

A partial survey of some interesting

misreadings of the novel will be followed by new readings
that emphasize some of the issues previously mentioned in
this dissertation.

An analysis of the novel's treatment of

political and psychological themes will link it with
comparable Cather, Freeman, and Jewett works.
Re-examining certain elements of The Californians
(1898) yields particular insight into the kind of Realism
Atherton constructed, one which combines attention to
detail, location, and character development with
representations of political and psychological themes.

Like

Cather's works, this novel celebrates American Dream
politics, but in this case the ideology is simultaneously
critiqued from a problematically rightist position.

Like

A
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Country Doctor, Californians illustrates the Exceptional
Girl theory; however, the novel's bourgeois feminist
politics are less flamboyant than the author's political
pronouncements elsewhere.

In addition to these political

contents, the text also utilizes historically feminine
Gothic love story elements and images of multiplicitous
identity delineate its psychological concerns.

In a very

loose characterization, Atherton's political treatments are
more traditionally "masculine" while her psychological ideas
are more "feminine," but the closer examination which
follows will show that such descriptions are inadequate
alone to describe Atherton's work--even this one example of
it.
A review of the critical issues shows that placement of
The Californians in the field of American Literature must
necessarily be bound together with the status of Atherton
herself and her entire oeuvre.

There exists no recent

criticism on this novel, her most-respected work, and very
little attention has ever been devoted to it alone. 2
McClure and Leider really only mention and describe the
novel.

In "Gertrude Atherton:

The Limits of Feminism in

the 1890s" (1975), Sybil Weir includes one of the most
insightful discussions on the novel, but it consists of only

2

In addition to the works on Atherton cited in this
dissertation, I have also reviewed over a dozen other specific writings on her which should have had material
relevant to this novel but which are not at all pertinent.
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two pages (30-31).

And significantly, in her autobiography,

Atherton herself very briefly quotes some favorable review
sentences--and then only to assert how the book's success
"made" her (292).

Thus, most judgements on Atherton's work,

and about this novel, tend to generalize about her entire
body of work, even though it is quite varied.
Critics have relegated Atherton to the quaint group of
local-colorists, in that obscure corner specifically set
aside for non-New England and non-Southern writers--the
Western Writer.

Or, she has been dismissed as a failed

Naturalist, of weak attraction to those who study Theodore
Dreiser, Frank Norris, or even Sinclair Lewis.

Finally, she

is sometimes seen as a feeble imitator of Henry James'
psychological realism, whose experiments with depicting
consciousness she tried herself.

While I think Atherton can

most profitably be read as an innovative Realist, her
writings do demonstrate important elements of western Local
Color, Naturalism, and Psychological Realism, and she
herself did contribute to the critics' desire to pigeonhole
her in one of these three categories.

For example, although

it portrays Lena's psychological development and her
victimization by patriarchal oppression in a graphically
Realist manner, The Californians also contains elements of
Gothic horror, heterosexual romance, bildungsroman, and
Californian cultural history that sometimes seem to compete
with each other for textual primacy.

This diversity is the
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novel's strength, yet Atherton repeatedly and
contradictorily pronounced herself as concerned with only
one aspect at any given time, thus laying herself open to
charges of not fulfilling her own criteria.
Most of her novels exemplify Local Color because they
are heavily indebted to their California settings for their
richness.

Even when her work openly addresses women's

political and psychological roles and rights, her feminism
is firmly grounded in its settings, whether in California or
Europe.

McClure correctly describes one of Atherton's

recurring concerns with women characters acting "out the
struggle between the conditions of a place . . . . and their
heritage of social attitudes" (Gertrude Atherton, 1979, 22).
In other words, the location of women's identities,
achievements, and feminism was important.

Atherton herself,

furthermore, seemed to identify herself more as a western
writer than a woman novelist, going so far as to align
herself with men and disparage women.
In her autobiography, letters, and miscellaneous
critical pieces, Atherton linked her own literary values and
practices with those of Mark Twain, Bret Harte, and Ambrose
Bierce, rather than with Mary Hunter Austin, for example,
whose writings she virtually ignored.

She complimented

Twain by remarking that "His pathos is more poignant than
that of all the women writers put together" (cited in Budd,
18).

And she admired Harte's "originality" and
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"independence," both literal and literary, in his ability to
publish in his own magazine and to thus maintain his own
bold "standards" (Atherton, "Why is American Literature
Bourgeois?" 772).

Like Cather, Atherton valued the male-

dominated canon of high art (and like her, she also had her
one exceptional woman writer role model--Cather's was Jewett
and Atherton's was Charlotte Bronte).

And even if she

disparaged her male contemporaries' mainstream Realism, she
despised other women writers' modifications of it just as
much.

Atherton went beyond Gilbert's and Gubar's "complex

affiliation complex" (245; discussed in the previous chapter
of this dissertation); even more than Cather did, Atherton
constructed her identity as a writer in opposition to
previous women writers (in her criticism and autobiography).
Atherton and Bierce had the most interesting of all her
relationships, both literary and personal, and a full-length
study of both their writings and relationships would enrich
the field of western American fiction studies.

In letters,

in newspaper columns, and in person, they maintained over
the years "a skirmish of wits worthy of Beatrice and
Benedick" (Leider, "Your Picture," 338).

Their verbal

affair is more interesting than their supposed physical one,
because they left much of interest on the record.

Bierce's

dislike of intelligent women--especially writers--strongly
influenced Atherton's fiction; by functioning as antagonist,
Bierce's sarcasm strengthened her own stubborn resolve to
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succeed and then to create women characters who could be
both as smart and as sexy as he made her feel (see Helena
Belmont, e.g.).

Atherton in turn provided Bierce with

satiric opportunity:

when she asked him regarding his

criticism of women writers, "Do you mean any one in
particular--me, for instance?"

Bierce returned, "You are

not particular, Mrs. Atherton" (Leider, "Your Picture,"
342).
Bierce was also a Naturalist, and Atherton admired and
tried to incorporate some of Naturalism's key qualities into
her own writing.

That is, both authors used "meticulously

observed detail" to "photographically reproduce[s] the
surface phenomena of society" within an overarching
framework of uncertainty, alienation, pessimism, cynicism,
or even sarcasm (Eagleton, Marxism, 30-31).

Her reading in

continental literature (old and contemporary) and her
periodic travels and residencies there made her familiar
with certain techniques and themes that some European
Naturalist writers were using.

For example, she presented

graphic images of poverty, injustices, and sexual topics as
manifestations of the larger philosophical investigations
that informed writers like Tolstoy, Flaubert, and Zola (who
in turn influenced Crane, Norris, and Dreiser).

Atherton

objected to American tastes for idealism, which showed "this
world not as it is, but as it ought to be" ("Why" 777).
familiarity with the journalists, like Bierce, of her day

Her
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made her come to value using what she saw as truth in her
fiction, contributing to what some still characterize as
Naturalism's preoccupations with the seamy or sordid side of
life.
And she participated in what many genteel critics (then
and now) seemed to hate the most about the Naturalist
movement:

like many Naturalists, she regarded women's

sexual drives as valuable and healthy, while depicting the
societies which doomed sexual heroines as evil machines of
patriarchy (see Maggie and Carrie for two more famous
examples of such heroines).

The English critics who first

gave Atherton her fame called her and Stephen Crane the only
two worthwhile American authors worth reading (Crane gained
fame in England first as well).

Lionel Stevenson praised

her depictions of "the sensual or animal side of sex" while
Atherton's tendency to put "subversive theories into the
mouths of her protagonists, chiefly the feminine ones" made
her more traditional critics seethe (Stevenson, 471). 3
Her experiments with Naturalism overlapped with her
explorations of psychology as well; Atherton's work also
includes interesting, if sometimes disturbing, forays into
Psychological Realism's territory.

3

Like Henry James, whose

Compared to Stevenson's other examples, The
Californians contains very little of such animal sensuality
or subversion; but then, it is more subtle than many of her
works in all ways. The discussion below of the novel's
Gothic elements will show her very restrained control of
such material in this case.
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work she loved, she was more admired in England and Europe
than in America.

Another western writer, Willa Cather,

criticized her for "imitating" his style (quoted in O'Brien,
1302).

Atherton's concern with the intimacies of human

psychology (especially women's) as it conflicts with rigid
upper-class society is in fact congruent with James' works-but this concern is also autobiographical in genesis.

She

read and knew James--and nearly everyone else, it seems--and
The Californians can be read as an experiment in the
Psychological Realism he seemed to have perfected (McClure,
Gertrude Atherton, 1979, 63, describes this parallel).
This novel also represents a kind of personal history
of her hometown area (San Francisco and Menlo Park) and her
family.

And, it illustrates the influences of her broad

reading in ancient classics, British classics, and
contemporary fiction and criticism on her writing (Atherton,
Adventures of a Novelist, passim).

Despite her repeated

praise, however, apparently James did not return the
admiration; in a review, he "appeared not to comprehend the
point of view of Mrs. Atherton's willful American heroines"
(discussed in McClure, Gertrude Atherton, 1979, 26).

It is

just possible that the creator of Daisy, Olive, and Isabel
may have thought Magdalena, Helena, and their sisters too
successfully feminist.
Of course, Local Color, Naturalism, and Psychological
Realism compete with more canonical or mainstream Realism
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(sometimes to their own advantage, as in the case of James).
But trying to lodge Atherton's oeuvre into one of these
grooves or another is a problem that has kept her work at
the margins of these smaller f ields--her fiction just does
not fit well into a single category.

The elements of

Atherton's novels that embody these three sub-genres, taken
separately, apparently justify her location at the far
margins of American literature.

But these qualities exist

as in a polylogue with each other in her writing, making
Atherton a Feminine Realist who experimented to make the
genre itself broader and more inclusive.

Rather than being

a substandard iconoclast who merely tagged on to the
innovations of Bierce, Norris, or James, she was playing
with all three styles in service to her own Feminine
Realism.

Although Atherton is occasionally discussed in

certain circles (e.g., Western literature sections at
conferences), she is still outside the canon of Realism.
And again she played a role in her own marginalization, by
her open critiques of the "masculine" Realism that
predominated at the time she was beginning her writing
career:

she called it "Littleism."

Instead, she practiced

a Realism of her own making, a synthesis, which exemplifies
her own brand of Feminine Realism.
Atherton vehemently despised the Realism of William
Dean Howells, generating controversy that stimulated the
sales of her writings (See McClure, Gertrude Atherton,
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Twayne, 130-31), but she described herself as a Realist of
the Jamesian order and had a thriving career against the
odds of her genteel family, her sexist society, and the
negative tide of American criticism of her work.

She felt

herself, and all writers she admired, to be exceptional, not
typical, and her scorn for Howellsian Realism shows through
her characters in her fiction.
she says:

Of the ordinary Realists,

"They are all good family men, who eat well,

rarely drink, are too dull to be bored with their wives"
and she believed that "No writer with a real gift . . . has
any business with a home, children, the unintermittent
comforts of life which stultify and stifle" ("Why" 780).
She did practice what she preached, remaining single and
unattached to a home for the majority of her life.
But Atherton was a mass of self-contradictions when it
came to the theory and practice of Realism.

She believed

valuable writing would depict actual reality, for good or
ill, with graphic detail, even when that meant depicting
poor, uneducated, or mentally ill people (Daughter of the
Vine was revolutionary in its thorough depiction of
alcoholic characters as diseased).

But she also felt that

the best writers were bohemian, apart from the masses and
bigger than life.

She was inclusive rather than merely

ambiguous or contradictory; that is, her Realist practice
mimicked her vision of reality.

Thus I disagree with

Leider (California's Daughter 79) that Atherton's
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"preoccupation with surfaces, with external appearance
rather than 'the woman within'" was a flaw; instead, she
incorporated both inner and outer into concrete
manifestations of reality.

So clothes, social rituals, and

topical details often serve to illustrate some less tangible
reality.

In The Californians, for example, women's fashions

are described with the social reporter's eye while horseback
riding is a key activity of life; both are equally important
demonstrations of social status and the culture of San
Francisco.
While Atherton frequently described the lives of the
poor and uneducated (even without their being her major
concern), she despised what we would call the middle class-ironically, the strata that made up most of her readers.

In

her autobiography Adventures of a Novelist (even her title
makes her life sound exceptional), she condemned the popular
and powerful Howells because he "made all life seem
commonplace . . . . He founded the school of the commonplace"
(102).

His universalizing of "typicality" as a literary

value (typical for men, that is) she labelled a component of
"littleism," which he had decreed the current "fashion."
Her own lesser popularity (which did end up equalling his in
terms of sales) only meant that the "majority of fiction
readers were necessarily commonplace and enjoyed reading
about their own kind" (all from 102).
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But ironically, Atherton's writing style and topics
were not so radically different from Howells except in one
way:

nearly all her novels focus on women characters

struggling with and then succeeding in an upper middle-class
society, managing at the same time to be passionate, even
sexually active as they did so.

These characters contrast

with Howells' passionate women, who always failed (or
repented), or else they were too bloodless to excite: Marcia
Hubbard pathetically failed at marriage, Dr. Grace Breen
backs out of her profession, while Annie Kilburn is rather
boring or

11

inconsequent 11 (Pattee, A History, 214).

Both

Howells and Atherton actually wanted to teach women readers,
to further their education and independence in society--but
they had differing attitudes and goals.

He felt that since

suffrage was inexorable, women should learn about the real
world of common sense, work, and responsibility.

Atherton

was interested more in individuals being able to achieve
their potentials and still live interesting and emotionally
happy lives.

He begrudgingly presented women of intellect;

she drew colorful, strong, attractive women who excited
readers as well as instructed them.
Gail Thain Parker discusses the differences between the
ways Howells and some other women writers created role
models of New Women for the New century; her contrast
applies to Atherton's women characters as well.

According

to Parker, women readers felt that Howells' fiction
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instructed by "appealing to his readers' heads rather than
their hearts"; she then cites the reactions of influential
readers who found such novels inadequate for re-shaping
women for modern times.

Suffragist leaders like Elizabeth

Cady Stanton, for example, preferred their fictional
counterparts to be exciting and enjoyable to read about
while they demonstrated independence and autonomy (142).
Atherton's novels--like other women-authored fiction
Parker describes--exemplif ies this more emotional profile
that readers like Stanton would prefer.

Parker links

evangelical religion with romantic and sentimental popular
literature:

all "shared set(s) of common assumptions about

the way humans could know truth" (143).

Though Atherton

herself would have scorned the religious cast to this idea,
she was indeed deeply concerned with how we come to the
truth, and she believed we must feel it to know it.

Now

this is called affective learning, where we utilize emotions
in teaching instead of ignoring them.

So, for example, The

Californians' Don Roberto does not just die of old age or
get ignored; instead, the cruel patriarch meets a symbolic,
self-inflicted death by hanging in order to make a visceral
symbolic feminist point (and his use of the California flag
politicizes his suicide in a histrionic way).
Such Gothic elements (which I will discuss further
below) are not mere devices; they are part and parcel of
Atherton's brand of inner or emotional Realism.

That is,
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she follows the British originators of the form in
furnishing Lena's inner and outer worlds with "an uncanny
atmosphere of terror" and "brooding."

But Atherton's

"ghosts, clanking chains, and charnel houses" are the actual
reality of the poorer sections of San Francisco at the turn
of the century (standard Gothic motifs from
204-05).

c.

Hugh Holman,

Elinor Richey has noted that "What American

critics had called abnormal and farfetched, the English
termed 'true realism'" (10) when she accounts for Atherton's
success in England preceding her acceptance in America.
Richey believes this success was because the English were
removed from actual American life, but they also, in a notcoincidentally Jamesian way, valued inner life on the
emotional and psychological level. 4

Unlike Howells'

democratic typicality, which stressed that people (men) are
all alike really, Atherton and the British felt that we all
function very differently, even idiosyncratically, inside.
So in The Californians, Lena's grief, breakdowns, and her
attempts at violence are illustrations of tumultuous
psychological reality, even while they strike the Gothic
chord in readers' expectations.
In practice, then, Atherton's Realism depicted
"material that had both contemporaneity--the world as she

4

Henry James' own Gothic tales are similar
manifestations of psychological reality rather than mere
sensationalist panderings; most critics have esteemed them
as such.
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saw it"

in a journalistic concreteness combined with

"romantic elements appealing to her audience" of popular
(even sensationalistic) romance readers.

Her novels are a

kind of link in late Realism's "union of the romance and the
novel" (McClure, Gertrude Atherton, 1979, 33-34, 38).

This

romantic Realism participated in the explorations of reality
during the time, by Psychological Realists, Naturalists, and
even early Modernists.

More than the more canonical writers

in these fields, though, Atherton's work specifically was
concerned with women's psychological realities, and this
kind of feminism contributed to her marginal position.

That

is, the historically feminine appeal of Atherton's Gothic or
romantic elements made it easy for traditional critics to
place her outside the currents of American literature.

As

Rosalind Coward has noted about all Realism, "there are no
neutral conventions in novelistic writing;
reality are versions of reality" (227).

all accounts of

Atherton's

"version," as exemplified in The Californians, simply
differed too much from the predominantly androcentric ones
of the Realist canonizers.

Her Realism, couched in such a

historically feminized framework as the Gothic romance, was
not "appropriable" enough for critics with these "masculine"
biases to canonize (term from Barbara Herrnstein Smith,
184).
Patience Sparhawk and Her Times (1897) was lauded_ for
advancing the cause of women's rights and suffragism,
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although later Atherton claimed to have been unaware of its
political implications.

American Wives and English Husbands

(1898), which deserves comparison with James' The Portrait
of a Lady, sealed her reputation as an important writer with
British critics and American publishers.

In between these

two came The Californians (1898) wherein she strengthened
her technique, hinted at her interest in Spanish folk
culture (to be later developed more fully in several works),
and explored female identity through the protagonist,
Magdalena Yorba, and her foil, Helena Belmont.

The

following analytical summary will contextualize the
subsequent discussion of the novel's treatments of
psychological and political issues.
One of Atherton's less sensationalistic novels, The
Californians may also be "her best novel" of all (Weir, 29),
and it is almost certainly her most respected.

Helena

Belmont is sixteen as the novel opens in San Francisco in
the 1880s.

She is vivacious, wealthy, spoiled--and a great

blonde beauty.

Helena is bright and well-read, but

rebellious against education, and willful.

Although she

resembles Atherton herself at this age, her friend Magdalena
(or Lena) Yorba is the protagonist of this tale. 5

Also a

daughter of a well-born and wealthy father, Don Roberto, the
Hispanic-Anglo Lena is shy, dark, and "uncomely" (4).
5

She

Helena earlier appeared in A Whirl Asunder (1895),
which had a similar plot, but it clearly was Helena's story
and the "events" occurred "later" than this novel's.
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is not exceptionally intelligent or talented, but like her
literary ancestress, Jane Eyre, she is smart enough to
recognize her mediocrity.

Timid and fearful, over the

course of the novel she does grow into a more self-assured
and articulate woman.

The Californians is on one important

level Magdalena's bildungsroman, because she starts as a
child-like (yet observant) sixteen-year old, subject to her
father's discipline and beatings, and she accumulates
experience and insight as the novel takes readers through
the next several years of her life.
Although Americans may not admit to having such a
class, Atherton depicts the society of the upper classes, as
a kind of aristocracy (in fact she uses that term herself in
"Why").

The history of San Francisco's elite is represented

in the families of Don Roberto and Colonel Jack Belmont:
such pre-colonial aristocrats, speculators, rakes, and
wildcats (prospectors who struck it rich) were among the
founders of this city.

Leider calls Helena "that

concentrated essence of California" (168), very much as
Atherton herself came to be regarded by her fans in Europe
and California.

But Magdalena represents the culture of the

region as well:

with her New England mother, and her

grandee, pre-colonial father, she is an awkward meld of two
races and cultures, with hints of some of their past
strengths and weaknesses showing through her

hybridiza~ion
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of qualities. 6

Yankee morality clashes with Spanish passion

(Atherton details these stereotypes into archetypes), while
emerging feminism struggles with ingrained obedience to the
patriarch--these are only two of the battles that take place
within Magdalena's psyche and which symbolize the turbulent
culture of the novel's time.

If Helena represents "the

great I AM of the American maiden" (Californians, 42),
Magdalena is in turn the great I AM of California itself.
But there exists in this novel (and the California it
portrays) an already entrenched high culture of drawing
rooms, at-home days, coming out balls, and unwritten social
codes that takes on a curious flavor; the young women get
their clothes from Paris, and their horses from California,
and both are equally important.

One of the most memorable

scenes in the novel involves Lena and Helena dressing as
boys to go see a fire--and Magdalena is severely punished
for the adventure (31-47).

The wild excitement of the

frontier clashes violently with entrenched patriarchal codes
of gentility in this bildungsroman/romance which also
attempts to capture its place and time in its depiction of
late nineteenth-century California's culture and people.
Because of the climate, upper class society retreats to
the country for the summer (while the men stay in town to
6while race is worthy of a full-blown study in the
women's writing of this period, such a study is beyond the
scope of this work. Racial matters are treated as trace
elements only in The Californians; this would be a fruitful
area for further study in Atherton's or Californian writing.
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continue banking and drinking), but the rural social
calendar is as hectic as the season's.

Still, the balls

given in the summer occur by moving all the furniture
against the wall and rolling up the straw matting--as in all
of California, the story implies, social rituals took on a
flamboyant and quasi-casual quality from the start.

Into

the second summer of lunch parties comes Mr. Trennahan.

In

his late thirties or early forties, tall and handsome, he is
well-travelled and "skilled in woman" (90).

He is "tired of

types" (98) and gradually comes to love the unassuming but
straight-forward Lena, who loves him as well.

A quiet

affection based on respect and friendship between two
intelligent people, the engagement seems to illustrate the
conventional Realist views about love--i.e., that honor and
companion-ability are more important than passion (which is
ultimately destructive in traditional Realist love stories;
see the discussion of the Successful Love Plot versus
canonical Realism in the previous chapter).

And the

marriage would also free Lena from the oppressive rule of
her father.

Entering into a relationship of equals with

Trennahan would allow her to grow in confidence,
independence, and intellect.
But this calm engagement occurs before Helena returns
from school abroad, and when this glittering, magical
creature enters, all equilibrium is destroyed.

Like other

Great Beauties, "Helena was the type of woman for whom such
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men as meet her have the strongest passion of their lives"
(240).

She cannot help it if every man must adore her, and

soon Magdalena discovers Helena and Trennahan in a
passionate embrace.

She terminates the engagement, and soon

Helena and Trennahan are engaged.

They become the golden

couple, and in addition to sorrow Lena also has to endure
the humiliation of seeing them in society.

At home her

father is furious with her--he wanted the marriage--and she
knows that he is "quite capable of killing her" (255) as he
begins his descent into madness which intensifies his
domineering brutality.

Within months, however, the

irritatingly disingenuous Helena breaks the engagement after
learning that her worldly forty-year old f iance has had
affairs.

Calling him a "human slum" (284), Helena renounces

him to Lena just before breaking off with him and going to
Europe.

Like Lena, the reader also feels an impulse to

plunge a dagger into Helena (287), to punish the naivete
that only serves Helena's narcissism.

Trennahan does the

manly thing and goes to sea for an indefinite period.
Magdalena's life over the next three years includes
Gothic elements such as grief, depression, family deaths,
fear of her father's madness, physical punishment (for her
loss of Trennahan), self-hatred, the physical decay of her
home and family, and her own near-madness.
she starts to pull herself back together.

Intermittently,
She reads

classics, newspapers, and Henry James; she starts to write
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fiction and history, and she begins to recover her mental
health and intellect.

Writing saves her, although she

finally renounces her writing: after her "critical faculty
took long strides ahead of her creative power" (317) and she
realizes that her stories of old California will never equal
Henry James' writing, she throws her manuscripts into the
fire.

Magdalena's venture into historiography reflects

Atherton's own quest elsewhere to write and preserve her
culture's past (but as Atherton did not give up, she must
have felt herself more successful).
Afterwards, she again experiences a breakdown, wherein
her epiphany results in a kind of cynicism that leads to an
alienated sort of self-reliance.

Here this work that

combined romance, bildungsroman, and cultural history in a
Realist format takes a distinctly Naturalist or even
existentialist tone.

It would be too much of a stretch to

link this work to any particular Existentialist movement.
But The Californians here has a general kind of existential
cast to it, by dramatizing Lena's coming to believe that
there is no transcendental universal telos (e.g., God) and
that she alone is responsible for her actions, if not for
her fate.

It becomes cynical in a way that eventually leads

to a kind of cosmic acceptance.

Cut off from all previous

faith in God, her father, or the social order, Lena is set
adrift in the universe's flux, without any set of
hierarchies to help her find meaning or truth; with the best
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of the Naturalist or existentialist protagonists, she is on
her way to make her own meaning.
In this second breakdown (after acknowledgement of not
meeting Henry James standards!), she "experienced that
disintegration of will" (325) and concludes: "I am nothing"
(330).

After a desperate, self-destructive tour of Spanish

Town (as seedy and dangerous as Lewis' or Norris' slums,)
wherein she experiences sexual threats, attack with a bowie
knife, and a mugging, Lena gets "herself in hand once more"
(335) and refuses to contemplate the "infernal abyss" of the
future (336).

Magdalena seems to realize in these closing

chapters that there is no great moral plan or purpose for
her, and that she will just have to make her own fate.
Immediately following this realization, Trennahan returns,
and just after the re-unification of the right lovers, the
novel closes with the mad Don Roberto's death:

he hangs

himself with an American flag.
A review of criticism on The Californians is a
miniature history of misreadings; some of these mistakes are
telling given the parameters of this dissertation's analysis
of gender and reading.

For example, a remarkable number of

Atherton's major critics mistake one or more of the male
characters for the protagonist although even a perfunctory
reading must reveal Magdalena as the heroine.

Yet both

Starr (354-55) and Courtney (123-24) regard as central the
Don Roberto and Polk characters.

As exemplification of
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California's robber-baron, colonial past, and because of
Atherton's pointed portrayal of them and the state's
history, they are important, but not the major emphasis.
And Trennahan has such overt Jamesian qualities that readers
could be forgiven for attaching more attention to him than
he warrants.

McClure accurately notes that Trennahan was

"weary of both the civilization of the old aristocracy and
the new democracy," when he enters the "post-Arcadian bloom
of San Francisco in the 1880's" (Gertrude Atherton, 1976,
25).

McClure then erroneously sees him as the protagonist,

as do Underwood (399) and some others.
But this is Magdalena Yorba's tale, mainly the
"struggle of a young woman striving to readjust herself to
the new order of things .

.

. to put aside the conventions

on which she has been nurtured and to live her own life"
(Underwood quoting F.T. Cooper, 401).

This admittedly

Jamesian kind of theme parallels his, but differs
significantly.

Unlike James, Atherton is more interested in

Lena's adjustment and "putting aside" rather than her defeat
or acquiescence to the old order (see Daisy and Isabel, for
example).

Still, as Lionel Stevenson acknowledges, "One of

the most striking [elements of her work] is her devotion to
aristocracy--not necessarily when indicated by hereditary
rank but always when involving contempt of the bourgeoisie"
(469).

Although Atherton's usage of "bourgeois" diffe_rs

significantly from today's common one (and I will discuss
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that more below), she was sufficiently admiring of wealth
and power along with artistic exceptionality to give leftist
critics like Stevenson or Underwood reason to emphasize this
"problem" with her politics--even her feminist ones.
Most critics recognize The Californians' feminism as
thematizing Atherton's recurring "devotion to the
independence of her sex."

Like many of her heroines, over

the novel Lena becomes
a woman who claims the right to think and act for
herself, to play a part in the political and
intellectual world and to be no more ashamed of
her sexual impulses than men are.

The

propagandist is clearly perceptible when one looks
back at the procession of superwomen that Mrs.
Atherton has created. (Stevenson, 469; emphasis
added)
My above underlining means to show two key elements that
repeatedly both disturb and appeal to Atherton's readers.
Like Stevenson, most note how she deals with class from a
conservative political position which seems to undermine her
apparent radical feminism.

But her competing propagandas

are not necessarily contradictory: her feminist "propaganda"
simply favors freedom for the Exceptional Girl (superwoman)
over an "equity feminism" (Naomi Black, 1-11) that leftist
critics may prefer for all sisters.

Instead of celebrating

sisterhood, over the course of this bildungsroman Lena
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Yorba's development privileges learning how to take care of
oneself first, within her own class, rather than all women.
Atherton intermingled the politics of the American
Dream and the Exceptional Girl theory with her distinctive,
even problematic, political views.

That is, along with her

fiction's dramatization of the American Dream and her
advocacy of the Exceptional Girl, she also signified her
preference for aristocracy over the bourgeoisie, both of
which carried her own peculiar definitions in their
thematizations in The Californians.
There is only one way in which man or woman can
develop real strength, and that is to fight
unceasingly and to stand absolutely alone.
("Why,

11

781)

Atherton's pronouncement pithily sums up her belief in the
American Dream which she thematizes in most of her fiction.
Like Cather, she celebrated the rugged individual who
succeeded by traditionally masculine characteristics like
determination, physical and mental strength, and especially
from application of exceptional talents.

These underlying

ideals make her novels, including The Californians
"appropriable" by traditional readers (Smith, 184).

But

intertwined with these patriarchally-influenced politics is
their feminine version, the image of The Exceptional Girl.
Atherton repeatedly drew flamboyant, beautiful, or otherwise
unusual women protagonists, and Magdalena and Helena are two
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cases in point.

While they do not make the text as

appropriable to masculine readers, such characters do not
confront them by insisting on equal rights for all women,
but only for the very best ones.
The politics of The Californians are anything but
leftist, liberal, or radical--unless, like Terry Eagleton,
one believes that there is such a thing as "a radical
conservatism, hostile like Marxism to the withered values of
liberal bourgeois society" (Marxism, 8).

That is, if one

can be so far right as to be left, then this novel would
allow us to classify Atherton as a radical.

The masses,

downtrodden as they are depicted here, are stupid and dirty;
the middle classes are just stupid generally.

While

Magdalena expresses compassion for the victims of poverty
she comes to learn about (e.g., 38, 335), her eventual
desire to help them comes more from a sense of noblesse
oblige than from any solidarity.

Though he oversimplifies

the beliefs of all three, Grant C.Knight correctly notes
that Atherton favored "the Hamiltonian way of life as
against the Jeffersonian"
reading masses (65).

and that she "scorn(ed]" the

Still, Atherton felt that women

deserved equal opportunities to rise to the top or sink to
the bottom with their own individual talents or idiocies.
Sometimes her social criticism "attacked women at least
as often as it championed them," but she also "praised such
a woman as Clara Barton for her 'aspirations above the
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commonplace'"

She admired and championed women at the top

(the "aristocracy" of womanhood), "but heaped scorn on
ordinary women . . . 11 (Leider, "Your Picture," 343).

Her

"Exceptional Girl" feminism is even more exceptional than
Jewett's, for Magdalena (and Helena as foil) are depicted as
very unusual--even for their upper class families:

Lena's

passion, intellect, and multiple heritage make her an exotic
to the New Englanders and a mystery to the Spanish-descended
relatives (while Helena's beauty and spirit lead others to
make exceptions for her).
One of Atherton's most important critical pieces is
"Why is American Literature Bourgeois?" (1904).

There she

defined "aristocracy,"

"middle class," and "bourgeois" in

her own peculiar ways.

In criticizing American literary

culture during her time, she argued that it was
not aristocratic, but distinctly middle class.
is the expression of that bourgeoisie which is
afraid of doing the wrong thing . . . of that
element which dares not use slang, shrinks from
audacity, rarely utters a bold sentiment.
It is as correct as Sunday clothes and as
innocuous as sterilized milk, but it is not
aristocratic. (778)
Atherton approved very much of "aristocracy," but as used
here (and as thematized in her fiction) she means the term
as exceptional--in terms of intellect, talent, and skill

It
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that in turn will necessarily lead to worldly success.
While she valued American women's freedoms, and indulged
herself in them repeatedly (for instance, she went wherever
she wanted to whenever, and often alone), Atherton also
cherished a belief in hierarchy, a "disdain of petty
conventions," and a hatred of the "timidity" of the current
"aristocracy of American letters" ("Why," 771, 777).

She

felt that American literature (apparently, the canonizers)
"proscribed" what she placed at the pinnacle of values (in
life and letters): "originality" (777).
She linked together the upper and the middle classes
more than we would today, by melding them into her own
version of philistine "bourgeoisie."

Both workers and

management, as she saw it, participated in and perpetuated
the repression of originality she so valued; like Howells,
they were too caught up with "the small side of daily life,"
to be able to recognize the "magnificent audacity" so
necessary to greatness (772-73).

She was a proponent of the

heroic, the bigger than life, and felt that American society
and criticism conspired to constrict American values to
narrow, rigid, Realist aesthetics and politics of
ordinariness.

She wanted the pioneers, the golden girls, or

the superwomen, instead, to illustrate her stories of
America.

Grant Overton accurately recognized that "always

she has written of men and women who had backbone" (42)--and
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his praising her for it illustrates the common acceptance of
American Dreamism. 7

But she goes further:

originality is the final and supreme touch which
secures an artist a permanent position on the
heights, which commands forever the attention of
the intelligent masses below.

(772, emphasis

added)
Her pantheon includes Mark Twain, Bret Harte, and Henry
James and few others.
Political history was also an interest of Atherton's,
and she thematized her views on social issues in The
Californians.

While the domination of nature and native

American peoples is subtly referred to as having negative
effects, the partnership of colonialism and venture
capitalism is not wholeheartedly condemned.

These aspects

of California's history and society are concretely depicted-often somewhat graphically--although they are not the focus
of the story.

It is, rather, the upper class society of

established wealth that is the milieu for the depiction of
Magdalena's struggles.

Like A Country Doctor, this novel

mostly stays within its own class and keeps that depiction
subservient to its upper-class feminist interests; class
issues only show up as trace elements in such novels.

7

In this area, she precedes H.L. Mencken's sarcastic
critique of the "booboisie, 11 and comparing their
·
philosophies would make a useful future study in cultural
criticism.
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Atherton's interest in the "great I AM of the American
maiden" (42) is thematized as an advocacy of personal
development--in the form of meaningful education, training
for professional or creative work, and physical freedom from
Victorian sexual double-standards--for her heroic heroines.
Atherton does in fact critique the American dream
somewhat through Polk and Roberto, two of the most
successful yet villainous robber-baron imperialists one
could find in fiction.

Their financial success, built upon

colonialism and land speculation, clearly does them no good,
since both are miserable and die wretched deaths.

But she

does advocate these men's aggressive methods to achieving
success--for women bold enough to apply them.

Thus her

accommodation of the American Dream is interwoven with the
upper-class feminism of her Exceptional Girls.

Helena, for

example, while not the protagonist, is nonetheless equally
valued by her creator, and her success is achieved by her
"stealing" other women's

11

property 11 --their beaus.

As

Underwood complains, Atherton's heroines, and especially
Helena, engage in the "same old male pirate formula, the
same old tactics of grab all you can comfortably or safely
hold" (438).
Even Magdalena, less powerful or vivacious than Helena,
is still not representative of "the average American woman";
in her own quieter--almost intellectual--way, Lena is still
unusual in her wit, honesty, and ability to grow in self
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awareness over the course of the novel.
correctly notes that Atherton

11

Carolyn Forrey

was trying to create the

image of an ideal New Woman who would deal triumphantly with
the problems peculiar to woman's experience" (195) via her
many female protagonists.

Magdalena is on her way to

becoming a New Woman (though if she stops short of an ideal
it should be remembered that this is still an early attempt;
her later heroines develop even further).
In short, the criticisms of the well-to-do implied by
this text mean to make the existing hierarchical system
better for exceptional women, not to destroy it altogether.
The American Dream lives in Atherton's California, which
being a frontier opened by wealth and imperialism, is able
to sustain capitalism even as it allows for the growth of
ideas of personal freedom for women.

I have previously

labelled similar beliefs of Jewett and Cather as "bourgeois
feminism," as seen in A Country Doctor and in o Pioneers!
(chapter two).

I resist using that same label here because

of Atherton's own particular usage of the term "bourgeois";
she and I do not mean the same thing by the same term.
Atherton's brand of feminism can more accurately and less
confusingly be called an "upper-class feminism."

Hers is

nonetheless a kind of feminism that historically has been
most effective--the well-to-do suffragettes won the vote,
not their enslaved or proletarian sisters.

Elinor Richey

misreads Atherton's feminism as thematizing the exhortation,
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"Every woman might fulfill herself, she bountifully
promised; every woman can!" (62).

Inserting an

"exceptional" after the "every" makes Richey's
generalization more accurate, even if its tone is still too
perky to describe Atherton's characters or themes.
Atherton was critical of the upper-class society of her
husband's family--and she felt its stings in her own
strivings for independence--but she also wanted admission
into it (Leider California's Daughter, 58-59).
Californians expresses this ambivalence.

The

While she did make

"the tyrant Don Roberto a mouthpiece of the prejudice she
had battled" (59), especially sexism, The Californians stops
short of calling for wholesale destruction of aristocracy
(the wealthy and exceptional) in general.

While on one

level many of her works seem to indict capitalism, on
another they support the status quo, and Atherton herself
desperately wanted its advantages.

She eventually was

admitted to upper class society--ironically, because of the
fame of those very writings.

This novel critiques the

inherent sexism of the upper classes, especially about
education and writing, in an overt enough manner to make
such upper class readers uncom-fortable.
But it does not do so in a way that might make workingclass or leftist readers any happier; nowhere does the novel
imply that the very existence of an hierarchical class
structure itself is wrong.

In its upper-class feminist
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presentation of The Exceptional Girl Theory, this is a
bildungsroman for the upper classes or those who aspire to
them.

The Californians problematically crosses the border

between "masculine" and "feminine" in its gendering of
political themes; that is, it's American Dream beliefs are
even more conservative than traditional Realism's.
Furthermore, the Exceptional Girl politics signified are
nearly pro-aristocrat as well.

So even though the work is

woman-centered and even feminist in its advocacy of women's
needs for work and independence, it resembles Jewett's A
Country Doctor with its "both/and" kind of feminism (Du
Plessis' term, 276).

And like Cather's American Dream

politics, they are appropriable enough for masculine readers
to ignore.
However, in terms of its psychological themes, The
Californians is predominantly feminine.

This novel charts

the growth of Magdalena Yorba from a terrified, submissive
teenager into an intelligent, tentatively independent woman
in her twenties, via conflicts with her parents, a love
affair and loss of fiance, a subsequent brush with madness,
a struggle to creativity through writing, and a final
acceptance and valuation of her own identity.

The character

of Helena Belmont, Lena's girlhood friend and later enemy,
functions as a repository for psychological issues that
perhaps could not coherently be addressed in Lena's
characterization.

The two characters provide overt
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exemplifications of multiplicitous identity, and Objectrelations theories of female identity (discussed in the
previous chapter in more detail) are exemplified by the
Successful Love Plot's significant role in constituting that
self-hood.

The connections and separations of the two women

characters with each other and with Trennahan parallel
identity theories that posit women's selves as multilateral
and defined by their relationships with others (especially
by romances).

Apparently an alter-ego for Atherton (since

she used her in other works), Helena provided a valuable
persona for exploring psychological, political, and sexual
issues in fiction.

Nonetheless, The Californians is Lena's

tale, and Helena serves it; both women help Atherton explore
gender, from the cross-dressing incident through Magdalena's
knife incidents (as perpetrator and victim).
Throughout the novel, the feminine conventions of the
Successful Love Plot and the female bildungsroman
predominate to gender this text as Feminine Realism-especially because the novel functions within a framework of
Gothic romance (itself historically a feminized genre,
written largely by women and for women).

Yet Magdalena's

story is a struggle for an identity that is multiplicitous
and inclusive yet satisfactorily whole and independent--even
if it ends with a marriage.

By "selectively dramatizing

several instances in Magdalena's development" from youth
through young adulthood, Atherton "controls her multiplicity
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of impressions" by spacing them out over time (McClure,
Gertrude Atherton, 1979, 65).

But they accumulate into

Magdalena's identity ultimately.

The cross-dressing

incident (31-48), her almost-attempted-murder (287-88) of
Helena, and her final breakdown and attack (324-36) are
three of the most important instances that dramatize Lena's
development.
Initially, the teenaged Magdalena and Helena dress as
boys and sneak out one night to witness a fire in Spanish
town.

This exposure to poverty also points out the gender

restrictions the girls chafed under:
merely for wearing boys' clothes.

they are arrested

Lena also suffers her

first racist insult when the policeman calls her a
"greaser," an epithet which also hints at the class snobbery
of San Francisco society as well (39). 8

Her father's severe

punishment (whipping) for her stolen freedom forces her into
dissatisfaction with her life in general and leads to her
struggle against the patriarchy of her family and her
(Catholic) religion.

Meanwhile, Helena's impunity for the

same behavior shows Lena that such systems are not universal
and therefore not necessarily given.
Later, Magdalena stands over Helena with a dagger in a
blind rage.

Devastated at Trennahan's passion for Helena,

Lena is equally hurt that her friend is the one who steals
8

These two distinct kinds of prejudice are interrelated
in this text, albeit in subtle ways because race is an
undercurrent rather than a major issue in the story.
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him.

But it is Helena's sublime carelessness about others'

feelings which pushes Lena to the brink of murder.

She

pulls the dagger only when Helena is seeking Lena's sympathy
for breaking her engagement to Trennahan because of his
previous liasions (which Lena had known about and maturely
accepted; 285).

Lena learns that she can feel passion for

herself and another when she recognizes her desire to murder
her beloved friend Helena, even as she sees her
"unselfishness" toward Trennahan as "misdirected" (288);
after all, he was silly enough to be infatuated by such a
flirt.
Finally, her breakdown after burning her manuscripts
leads her almost full circle, to wandering the poorer,
rougher sections of town alone.

The burning illustrates an

unfortunate acceptance of standard definitions of literary
quality.

There is something supremely disturbing about

Lena's declaration that "she could not write; she never
could write"--because her writing did not resemble that of
Henry James (293).

Still, Lena's subsequent travels through

Spanish town and her own psyche start her questioning the
old values and ways--and the universe itself--and she begins
to let go of her anger and try to find her own meaning, "a
new religion" (338) to grope for in the "abyss" of the
future (336).

Trennahan returns to her in her newly serene

state and she is able to accept him, and happiness, back
into her life, which can now proceed without the demons (Don
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Roberto's death is a physical manifestation of the loss of
the old madness).
Her journey to the underworld works very much as it
would in classical literature; she learns her own strengths
there via an encounter with violence.

Atherton herself read

widely in the classics and her reading was crucial to
establishing her identity and independence as a young woman
(Atherton, Adventures, 89).

But too much biographical

emphasis would be risky here, for she read newspapers and
journals, philosophy, history, Gothic romance, and the
Romanticists voraciously as well.

As Leider says, her self-

education "was essentially anarchic" (California's Daughter,
74, 33).

Yet perhaps that is fact is telling, because it

seems that Lena must undergo an "anarchic" kind of education
in order to achieve her identity.

In The Female Hero in

American and British Literature, Carol Pearson and Katherine
Pope adapt archetypical patterns from classical mythology to
formulate their construct of "the female hero," that is, a
female character who acts upon her own destiny rather than
waits to be rescued.

Their descriptions of the general

elements applies to Magdalena's story:
The heroic journey is a psychological journey in
which the hero escapes from the captivity of her
conditioning and searches for her true self . .
she descends into the underworld of her psyche to
encounter the life-denying forces, or "dragons,"
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within.

These are the forces of fragmentation,

self-loathing, fear, and paralysis. (63)
The cross-dressing incident is only the first escape
attempt; Lena must journey through San Francisco's
underworld and her own near madness to slay her dragons.
The attack on her restores her "sexual pride"
(Californians, 333) which she had lost with Trennahan.

This

incident is problematic in feminist terms, because it almost
equates sexual violence with love or admiration, and today
we generally divide these items.

But it is illustrative of

the reflective nature of identity traditionally attributed
to women--and which Atherton herself relied upon.

Still

depressed at losing Trennahan to the more glamorous Helena,
Magdalena is wrapped in self-hatred because she feels
undesirable.

The "ruffian" and "her deliverer" at least

establish the possibility that she may be able to attract
male desire.
Because Lena lacks esteem from others, even this
pathetic possibility is necessary to make her start valuing
herself:
And when an unprepossessing woman of starved
affections and implacably controlled passions sees
desire in the eyes of a man for the first time,
her vanity of sex responds, if her passions do
not.

( 333)
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Her ensuing view of Spanish town's sordidness forces her "to
face her own soul," and seeing value there, she can get
"herself in hand once more" (336).

Lena's "search is

primarily mental and emotional" (McClure, Gertrude Atherton,
1979, 64) and some of these passages almost read like stream
of consciousness, but over time they add up to building a
self that comes to terms with its own various needs and
qualities:

freedom from patriarchy, meaningful work, and

love with self-esteem, instead of father's approval, mere
financial security, or dependency on Trennahan for identity.
Sybil Weir notes Lena's need to "reconcile her mixed
heritage, reject her paternalistic, Catholic rearing, learn
about the existence of prostitution and poverty, and accept
a self that is neither beautiful, graceful, nor talented"
(31).

These needs are addressed separately, but Lena

integrates her solutions into a more serene, wise character
by the end of her tale.

In representing the "California

experience," Atherton thus shows that even within
individuals, "there was more than one California experience"
(29); and I would extrapolate that this novel thematizes the
more general need to recognize the multiplicity of all
women's experiences, too.
Still, Trennahan does come back in the end, leaving
critics undecided about whether the text is truly feminist
or only romantic.

The text itself is a model of

undecideablity, because the positive depiction of the
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multiple self is not balanced with the Love Plot's success.
Instead of determining Lena's future upon her achievement of
self esteem, The Californians concludes with Trennahan's
happy return.

This novel's ending warrants comparison with

that of Freeman's Pembroke and The Portion of Labor; for
rapid pacing of the resolution it would be hard to better
all these works.

After Magdalena's intense, detailed, and

sometimes excruciating quest for her own independent yet
integrated identity which took almost 350 pages, less than
four are needed for her and Trennahan to reconcile.
This ending has contributed to the marginalization of
The Californians, while simultaneously it fascinates the
scholars who periodically "re-discover" the work.

As Weir

has accurately pointed out, Atherton could explore and
expose feminist ideas of sexuality and identity, but she
ended up coming back to a happy marriage in the end.

As I

have argued earlier, there need be no inherent contradiction
between feminism and the feminine Successful Love Plot, but
historically, canonizing readers have assumed a conflict.
And feminist critics have co-opted this conflict by their
defense of women writers as "just as good as" men, basing
their judgements on hitherto masculine-defined criteria.
Sybil Weir disappointedly says that Atherton was merely
meeting "sentimental expectations" (26, passim) with this
novel's happy resolution; less pejoratively, such an ending
is simply a defining element of Feminine Realism.

More
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generally, I would call such expectations and their
fulfillment central to Feminine Realism as well, because
they lie outside the more traditionally (read: masculine)
constructed literary values of logic or rigor.
Other readers are even more critical than Weir, and
their comments recall the reaction to The Portion of Labor,
a work I also categorize as Feminine Realism.

Courtney

hates the ending's "breathless" speed (127), but I believe
he also just hates the ending, period.

If it is not a

tragedy, it must be a sellout:
it is a pity Mrs. Atherton had not the courage to
carry [the tragic elements) out to their
inevitable conclusion.

Magdalena is a tragic

figure, or nothing at all, and we do not want to
see her solaced . . . . (128)
Courtney must not identify with Lena, because I certainly
did want to see her "solaced," even if not necessarily by
Trennahan, an admittedly imperfect catch.

Of course,

Courtney's shocking racism shows through as well, because
what he "can neither understand nor forgive is that" she
might then "become the happy mother of a more degenerate
race of half-breeds than herself" (128).
But as in the huge number of Feminine Realist novels
popular (and often respected) at the turn of the century, in
The Californians the Successful Love Plot is key in
achieving identity--for Magdalena, Helena, and even for
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Trennahan.

Such novels dramatize the exploration for

identity--like Lena's existential journey--within a
traditional love story structure in order to encourage
readers to believe that they could become more self-aware
and independent without foregoing marriage and love.
Rosalind Coward tries to theorize the connections between
feminine and feminist in "women's novels" (without always
succeeding).

Though she is discussing more contemporary

writing, one point applies to Feminine Realism.

In

attempting "to construct a version of reality" successful
women's novels "rely on definite constructions and
conventions of what is and is not appropriate to build up a
particular sense of reality" (227).

Such textual realities

would then match the perceptions of reality held by their
intended audience (women).
In The Californians (and all Atherton's novels) women's
reality is depicted as structured like a love story, and if
that story is a success then so is the rest of the plot.
Using the conventions of romance stories, Atherton (and
others) stretched that construction as well as ideas of
women's reality, all while also playing within the genre of
Realism.

In other words, unlike some male writers (Crane,

Dreiser) who also pulled against Realism's conventions,
Atherton used a traditionally feminine set of constructs to
do so:

love stories, and furthermore, a particular kind,

the Gothic romance.
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I agree with Patrice Gray's assertions that
"(g]enerally romance has been used pejoratively by critics
without a close examination of its concerns and ultimate
impact . . . 11 and that it was, at the turn of the century,
simplistically seen as the opposite of "objective"
structures (8).

male

She argues that "the moral fantasy of

romance" shows "the importance of love and its ability to
resolve sordidness and social corruption"
personal and social levels.

(20) on both the

Interestingly, Magdalena

actually seems to achieve marriage as a reward for selfactualization while for Trennahan marriage (to Lena) is
itself his salvation.

When they finally do unite at the end

of the novel, being with her "might be the last chance
granted . . . to make anything" of his life; to her "It
merely seems quite natural and rather pleasant" (348).
Kevin Starr correctly sees the successful marriage of
Magdalena and Trennahan as symbolic of California's
potential to synthesize many facets of its own memory and,
in turn, of individuals. 9

They finally "achieve a

rapprochement with California, a moderation of ambition and
a realization that whoever opposes California's call to a
harmonious, many-sided life . . . fights against a unique
life-imperative" (355).

As Gray argues, the personal is the

political when such love stories are read allegorically.
9

Though he elsewhere misunderstands the novel's
emphasis; he reads it as chiefly being about the male
characters!
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But Atherton goes further than many Feminine Realist writers
by emphasizing the.Gothic elements of the love story. 10
Atherton was familiar with the genre and valued the
tradition, furthermore, as a young girl she had stealthily
indulged herself with the forbidden Byron texts Childe
Harold and Don Juan when her grandfather was away (Leider,
California's Daughter, 33).

With their anti-heroes and

their quests, such Romances might have been a inspiration
for Lena's own journey to self-hood.

But these poems also

adapted a tradition that started as best-selling writing,
and in Atherton's own time, continued to be so; years later
Atherton recalled Vathek and The Moonstone as among her
favorites from her early days (Adventures, 96).

This

particular genre from its very beginning was especially
linked with women writers and readers (Ann Radcliffe and
Jane Austen are only the two most famous ones).
The Gothic romance's explorations of the dark side of
society and the psyche enabled the genre to examine female
sexuality, identity, and fear using very determined criteria
(secret rooms, madness, underworlds) to make the ineffable
concrete.

Such explorations "traditionally have been

popular with women because women have had to search out the
truth behind societal myths in order to survive" (Pearson
10

one work which brought to attention the now-standard
and common Gothic and gender terms used below is Tania
Modleski's Loving With a Vengeance: Mass-produced Fantasies
for Women (New York: Methuen, 1982); see especially 59-84,
"The Female Uncanny: Gothic Novels for Women."
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and Pope, 71).

As in that other popular form, the Detective

story (also popular with women readers), the female hero and
reader can learn "that she is not the villain, and that the
villain is real and outside herself "--in patriarchal
society's demands, that is (71).

Of course, Henry James

also experimented with Gothic elements, and because of her
admiration for him, we can assume Atherton's interest was no
coincidence.

Instead, because she did read and praise his

Psychological Realism so much, it is logical that she would
share a similar interest in the inner reality as well. 11
Identity explorations in Gothic fiction are strongly
dependent on age-old symbols (as are all quest stories), and
their transplantation to a California setting did not change
this.

The double nature of selfhood is only one of the

images Atherton uses to depict feminine identity.

With

Helena and Magdalena, dualities are asserted and
complicated.

Helena is heart, selfishness, and physicality

while Lena is head, selflessness, and spirituality.
they also represent a more multiplicitous view:

But

both are of

mixed heritage, both need each others' friendship, and both
live in a time of new possibilities for women, making them
masses of desires.

Carolyn Forrey is not quite right when

she says that Atherton
11

here discards "the dark lady-fair

Likewise, her distaste for Howells' Realism makes
sense; his attention to the everyday, the logical, the.
surface, might in fact make his writing "little" to those
more interested in spelunking the nether recesses of human
consciousness.
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heroine concept . .

.

(to value) strong character and a

capacity for the most exalted kind of love" (195) for the
New Woman.

Atherton does play with the old stereotype,

though, in the combination of Lena and Helena.

After all,

the heroine is the dark exotic one here, and if there is a
female devil, the fair-haired Helena embodies it.

While the

Helena/Lena "antithesis" (Courtney, 126) is unmistakably
Gothic in genesis, it nonetheless ends by being stretched
past its limit.
Similarly, madness and underworld journeys also serve
as symbols in the development of Lena's mature identity.
Not only does Magdalena have a classically brutal father who
goes mad, she also undergoes several instances of
disintegration herself.

The breakdown after she reads Henry

James's works leads to her wanderings about San Francisco's
infamous underworld (pun intended).

Lena's "recognition of

her limitations in art as well as in love, led to a Jungian
night journey of the soul through the real streets of San
Francisco" (McClure, Gertrude Atherton,1976, 26)--a
contemporary reality as horrific as any imagined Gothic
subterra.

Atherton uses graphic descriptions of one part of

social reality--prostitutes, thugs, poverty, and filth--to
concretize the nightmare required in the Gothic heroine's
quest for self-hood.

And as with all Gothic heroines,

sexuality, fear, and madness are intermingled as well:
Lena's survival of her entry in this world enables her to
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re-gain the self-esteem necessary for desire to grow again
in her.
Another Gothic element is the text's representation of
mother-daughter and father-daughter relationships.

While it

is easy to read the ineffective or absent mothers and
domineering fathers in this text as autobiographical
figures, they also represent psychological functions that
have historically been relegated to feminine Gothic tales,
but which we now know are important to describing feminine
identity.

Thus these character-symbols also serve as links

among gender, genre, and identity.

These vivid Gothic

images combine with Realist techniques in deference to this
novel's forerunner, Jane Eyre.

McClure is only one of many

who note Atherton's strong attraction to this novel and its
recurring influence on her (GA, Twayne, 29).

Bronte herself

wrestled with conflicts between romance and reality, between
psychological and social experience.
So in both novels realistic detail co-exists with
Gothic symbol:

social strata--upper, middle, and lower--are

depicted graphically to flesh out the symbolic structures of
character and setting.

Jane's school experiences parallel

Lena's ghetto travels; both represent with accuracy certain
social situations of their times.

And Bertha Mason easily

translates into Don Roberto, the stormy Yorkshire moors
become Spanish Town, and Trennahan is a New-World, Jamesian
update on Rochester.

But most obvious is the similarity of
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Jane and Magdalena, two dark, plain, smart Everygirls who
are nonetheless singular in their capacity to develop
identities that synthesize their relationships with others,
their history of being abused, and their own psychological
strengths into multiplicitous yet finally integrated selves.
And in the process they gain love and marriage as well--two
timeless role models for women trying to negotiate between
traditional ways to happiness and modern roads to selffulfillment.

*****
This re-vision of Atherton's The Californians and
comparison of it to other women's Realist writings aims to
stimulate debate about Atherton's large body of complex
works.

Her thirty-seven novels, five volumes of short

stories, and large amounts of "magazine fiction" alone
indicate her importance to late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century literature.

But she also researched and

wrote three histories of San Francisco and California, three
separate collections of essays, her autobiography, and a
landmark biography of Alexander Hamilton and an edition of
his letters (catalogued in McClure, "Gertrude Atherton
(1857-1948)," 95).

For their times, her works were frank

and audacious about sex and caused heated controversy; many
enjoyed multiple reprintings.

Between 1968 and 1976, six

different reprint publishing houses and three microfilm
companies had reissued nearly all her longer works (McClure,
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98), but few are stocked in bookstores or libraries today.
Only a few full-length works have been done on Atherton
(none on The Californians alone), and except for Leider's
and McClure's, no significant work has been written on her
since the 1970s.
A rich example of an unstable text, The Californians
illustrates Realism's battle with Naturalism; the text's own
internal conflicts between Gothic and Realism, Naturalism
and Psychological Realism, mimic California's ambiguous
identity, and even America's, as the century turned.

All

negotiated between looking back or progressing forward,
between idealization and concretization.

Turn-of-the-

century America and Naturalist writers, in much the way
Kevin Starr sees Atherton herself, were "torn between
nostalgia and alienation" (Starr, 350) in representations of
the past and present.

The Californians manifests such

ambivalence by representing Lena's desire for personal
happiness within conventions while she simultaneously
witnesses the evil of the status quo.

One example in

particular is her own suffering at the hands of patriarchal
domination even while she desires love from a man.

Another

is in her disgust with her own race even as she ultimately
takes responsibility for helping it.

On her journey through

Spanish Town, she sees the "riff-raff of the world" there
(331), where "the women looked stupid, the men
weatherbeaten" and she realizes that "[n]othing could be
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less picturesque, more sordid" (333-34).

Still, Lena

concludes that "she was glad to know of the distress of her
people; it should be her lifework to help them" (345).
After she reaches her decision, Trennahan returns to marry
her; the novel leaves open whether Magdalena will then
escape or save her cultural heritage.
Starr follows the majority in evaluating the novel as
flawed rather than experimental or Naturalist.

Instead,

like many critics, he juxtaposes his own traditional,
masculine-influenced Realist aesthetic onto it and finds the
novel "disappointing."

But if "none of Atherton's heroines

came to a coherent, sustained accommodation with
California," (364) perhaps that is only because of the
difficulty of determining what form that accommodation might
take; The Californians, like many Feminine Realist novels,
ends at the achievement of accommodation, with the
successful culmination of a love story.

This achievement is

only incoherent to readers who reject marriage as a suitable
option.

As document or artifact, this novel provides a

woman-centered perspective on some cultural history of
California.

At the same time it stretches the boundaries of

Realism to include gendered treatments of political and
psychological ideas.

In fact, The Californians can be

located at the intersection of History with Local Color,
Realism, and Gothic traditions.

As do many

ninetee~th

century novels, this one struggles toward cultural history
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before it was a respected discipline (but Atherton's work is
even more transparent about its project than most).
Such experimentation and inclusiveness are only one
reason to re-examine Atherton's ouevre; Sybil Weir points
out another.

She aptly argues that "The popularity of

Gertrude Atherton's novels during the 1890's suggests we
need to refine our notions about the attitudes of the
reading public" (24).

By studying authors like Atherton,

American Realism scholars could revise our own judgements
about women readers in the past.

Similarly, aesthetic

criteria that view woman-centered fiction and feminism as
oppositional to Realism should be altered.

And the current

feminist distaste for happy romantic endings (as
unrealistic) could stand re-visioning itself.

Atherton's

conflicted heroines--like Magdalena, who struggles darkly
for identity yet also happily marries at the end-"contradicted the Victorian myths about female moral
superiority and sexual imbecility."

It is important to re-

invite them into American literary history, because "the
public--although not the male critics--apparently loved
them" (both quotes, Weir, 25) and because they personify
another facet of turn-of-the-century Realism.

CHAPTER 5
RE-DISCOVERY AND RE-VISION:
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S

K

Mary Roberts Rinehart (1876-1958) died a year after I
was born; moreover, although she eventually traveled the
world, she grew up and lived in the Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, suburbs that are close to the area my family
is from.

My excitement at rediscovering her is thus very

personal--! felt recognition, empathy, and a local pride
upon reading her biography.

Rinehart's Realism was not that

of Europe, Chicago, or even of New York--but of a mediumsized industrial city that I had been to often as a child,
peopled by characters who could have been my relatives.
Such an individualized reaction to reading Rinehart
parallels her style of Realism, in fact:
autobiographical, too.

it is heavily

Of course one of the defining

qualities of the genre of Realism is relying on observation
and experience, but Rinehart herself admitted her extra
heavy debt to her own life in K (1915).

This novel will be

discussed below as representative of her Feminine Realist
qualities, characteristics that mimic a reality that is
243
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intimate rather than universal, and which attempt to appeal
to readers on the basis of familiarity.

As Sybil Weir

argued about the successful Gertrude Atherton, Rinehart's
popularity deserves another look, because it would tell us
much about readers during the early twentieth century, and
about Realism as well.

Such knowledge and more makes

Rinehart's fiction a good candidate for re-vision.
The autobiographical emphasis of her fiction and my
reaction symbolizes the major trend in Rinehart criticism:
virtually all of it is dominated by biography.

That is,

critics' "readings" are actually summaries or their
"contexts" tend to simply repeat biographical information.
Rinehart herself set the pattern for this type of critical
treatment by producing many pieces of autobiography during
her life.

Because of her exceptional popularity, many

magazines clamored for (and received) personal essays from
her; her own publishers also produced many pseudobiographies (that were actually forms of advertisements) and
had her participate in them by writing new small pieces for
them.

She even went so far, as Jan Cohn has argued

convincingly, as to fictionalize her own life into a mythic
text . 1
In My Story (1931), Rinehart characterized herself as
an unexceptional woman, one who simply worked hard and loved
1

See Cohn's Improbable Fiction, to be cited frequently
below, probably the most sophisticated work in existence on
Rinehart.
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her family; she implied, in the process, that she did not
seek writing success and that it was merely a fortuitous
bonus for her workmanship.

While her phenomenal success

belied this simple image (the fortune from her book sales
allowed her sons to found the Rinehart publishing business),
there is some truth to it, for in personality, writing
style, and fictional themes, Rinehart is undoubtedly one of
the most "typical" examples of the upper-middle class
working family woman.
in novels like

K,

She thematized her moderate feminism

exemplifying a Feminine Realism whose

popularity spoke of and for the masses of American women in
the early decades of the century.
This chapter's re-vision of Rinehart will show that her
work explored several of the issues this dissertation has
already discussed, making Rinehart and her fiction very much
of their times.

Thus, an initial contextualization of the

novel (including a survey of the criticism and a summary)
will provide a useful basis for the discussion of her
political and psychological concerns.

In particular,

K

presents Rinehart's moderate political views via its images
of the Unexceptional Girl heroine, the proletarianization of
the American Dream for women, and the Successful Love Plot.
These elements help structure a philosophy I will call
"Bridge" feminism because of its connecting characteristics.
Rinehart communicated her beliefs about female psychology
through her uses of the Successful Love Plot and her use of
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mystery symbols; this chapter's section on these inner
issues will show how they are dependent on her more dominant
concern with outer manifestations of them.

These

examinations will lead to a concluding discussion of
Rinehart's particular brand of Feminine Realism; in more
traditional terms,

~

could be called "genteel social

romantic" Realism, but such an overdetermined label is too
likely to close off the very discussion this study intends
to provoke.
While this study has no intention of rehearsing the
biographical data already presented by Cohn and others,
there is simply too much of the textual Rinehart extant to
comfortably ignore; therefore, some of her remarks will be
incorporated into this chapter's discussion of
above-mentioned issues.

~

and the

And somehow, that is an appropriate

starting point for discussing this novel as a representative
of her Realism.

Both the main settings--the Street and the

hospital--of the book are graphically described in terms
that would have made them recognizable to turn-of-thecentury Pittsburgh residents.

Rinehart grew up in a small

midwestern industrial city that was nonetheless
geographically and demographically close to the farmlands of
western Pennsylvania:

as country and city met on the

streets (and on "the Street" in the book), "both the
security and warmth of family life and the trap, the
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narrowness, of middle-class mores" were represented in
Rinehart's life and her fiction (Cohn, Improbable, 6).
But even more autobiographical than the Local Color
quality is Rinehart's presentation of the nursing profession
and its training programs during that time, providing her
"the opportunity to recall and reexamine her own early
experiences" as a nurse trainee (Cohn, Improbable, 1980, 17;
14-22 describe Pittsburgh and the nursing profession then).
The protagonist Sidney is one of the earliest significant
fictional nurses to achieve massive popularity while
enabling her author to depict the New Woman of this
particular profession in a successful but non-threatening
way within the genre of genteel Realism.

And as the

receptacle of her author's perceptions, Sidney acted as the
readers' guide to the slums and problems of the small city
at the turn of the century, enabling them (and now us) to
witness the "life in the raw" that Rinehart herself had
witnessed when she was sent out on cases (Cohn, 1980, 1922).
Like many aspects of her work, Rinehart's position in
American literature is paradoxical:

she achieved the height

of popularity, but even during her life she was placed at
the bottom of the hierarchy by critics.

She is actually

still well known today--in certain circles, that is:
popular culture specialists and mystery aficionados are
generally aware of her biography, her many works, and her
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best-seller status in her own time.

Indeed, judging from

the 1993 Books in Print, we could even gather that she still
has the ability to attract readers, because at least twentythree hardcover and twenty paperback titles are currently in
print, with even more if one counts duplicate editions such
as the three hardcover publications of The Window at the
White Cat or the reproduction and large-print editions.

MY

Story (1931; 1948) remains in print, as does the relatively
recent biographically-oriented study of her mysteries by
Frances Bachelder.
her now:
Rinehart.

There is even a biographical novel about

Crown of Life:

The Story of Mary Roberts

Although it is admittedly fiction, the work

incorporates facts about Rinehart the authors have found
from archives. 2
But although many of her works are "in print," they are
not commonly available at lending libraries (university or
public).

With the significant exception of a handful of her

mysteries, her novels are not stocked in popular or academic
bookstores; one has to order them through Inter-Library Loan
or bookstores.

For an author who was a leader of all

bestseller lists and categories for nearly seventy years
(Alice Payne Hackett, 70 Years of Bestsellers, 7), Rinehart
is painfully inaccessible.

While some readers argue that

her works were purely escapist (Hart) or politically naive

2

Information gathered from Books In Print, New
Providence, NJ: R.R. Bowker, 1993.
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(Greene), neither of these qualities has ever hurt more
famous bestsellers or even certain canonical fictions.
Furthermore, even critics as traditional as Fred L. Pattee
concede her status as a "pioneer" whose name was synonymous
with the detective story genre she so much enhanced (234).
That still-thriving gauge of popularity, the movie
industry, fell in love with her stories instantly.
serious ones like

~

Even her

were made into films, but audiences

especially liked her detective stories, and the relationship
with Hollywood endured for years.

One contemporary critic,

Blanche C. Williams, went so far as to propose that Rinehart
might become the cinema's own bard:
It has been urged that some genius may do for the
movies what Shakespeare did for the drama.
person might well be Mrs. Rinehart.

This

. No other

writer reflects more accurately the age of the
motion picture.

(320, 309)

While she did not live up to such glorious predictions,
Rinehart did nonetheless occupy a space in our culture, one
which is paradoxically central and off the margins at the
same time:

the middle.

Coming of age between the old and

new centuries, wanting and achieving both work success and
family, trying to present role models for women while
maintaining traditional values, and synthesizing fictional
genres and formulae yet enjoying immense publishing success
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--Rinehart adroitly hovered at the intersection of all these
issues and more in her own life, but more importantly, also
in much of her fiction, like

~-

Virtually every critical reader of Rinehart's work has
noted or even been dismayed at her attempts to perch in
between positions or techniques; some would think of her
work as thus being "on the fence."

I prefer to characterize

her as a mediator, though, who tried to deal with certain
social issues pertinent to women by appealing to a broad
readership and who thus positioned her work at the
intersection of various competing political and aesthetic
ideas.

With bestseller standing as contributing "to the

entertainment of the greater number" of readers, regardless
of whether it is "enduring literature" (concepts from
Williams, 310), Rinehart is truly a novelist of the middle
(biggest) class.
As a gentle experimenter with Realist techniques and
topics (the domestic novel of manners, women and work,
topical detail), she also incorporated popular romance with
her Realist "attention to contemporary problems" and so
resides in-between Realism and romance.

While "she was

careful to offend neither editors nor audience" morally
(Cohn, 1979, 477-78), she also sympathetically depicted
extra-marital affairs,

u~wed

mothers, and working women.

Pattee used Mencken's concept of the "middle layer" of
American literature to describe the locus of fiction with
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such broad appeal (234); ironically, that appeal seems to
have been one major barrier to serious critical attention.
A survey of criticism on Rinehart will show the amount
to be as small as it is inadequate.

Just as the wealth of

work on Cather highlights its advanced stage and reflects
her canonical status, so, conversely, the work on Rinehart
signifies her nearly total marginalization.

As Arnold

Hoffman noted in 1972, Rinehart's oeuvre is "virtually
unresearched work" (155); his survey of criticism at that
time was a "quick study" requiring only two pages--not much
has changed since then.

My research has uncovered a number

of scholarly articles on her mysteries and her contribution
to American popular or mass culture during the first half of
this century, and she is included in all three important
ground-breaking and discipline-defining works in this field:
Alice Payne Hackett's 70 Years of Best Sellers, 1895-1965,
James D. Hart's The Popular Book:

A History of America's

Literary Taste, and Frank Luther Mott's Golden Multitudes:
The Story of Best Sellers in the United States.

While a

dearth of full-length works on an author is alone no
indication of obscurity, in this case the lack signifies the
overall thinness of the discourse on Rinehart.

Even though

there are articles, they are incomplete or esoteric (or
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both), with virtually no debate on any significant or
sophisticated issues anywhere. 3
Rinehart does have her own expert, Jan Cohn, who has
done the lion's share of the basic research necessary for
starting the field of Rinehart studies.

Cohn has located

the primary materials, evaluated them and the contemporary
criticism, and has incorporated her research into a larger
theoretical project of examining romances and mass culture.
But the situation parallels that of Atherton and her
experts, Leider and McClure.

That is, like them, Cohn

repeats much of her own work, she emphasizes biography, and
the analyses she does perform, while serving as an excellent
beginning, are just that, preliminary.

No one has yet

responded to Cohn's works or moved beyond them.
Even Cohn herself has serious misgivings about the
quality of Rinehart's work (leading her to imply,
periodically, that too much attention to them is not quite
warranted); she seems to regard Rinehart's works almost as
quaint artifacts that never fulfill their own potential:
Today, Rinehart's serious novels are dated by her
cautious attitude toward popular morality; she was
careful to offend neither editors nor audience.
(Cohn, 1979, 478)
3

Furthermore, as in my research on Atherton, I reviewed
just as many irrelevant works on Rinehart as applicable
ones. So, again, even the sparse bibliography on Rinehart
criticism makes it appear as though there is twice as much
discourse on her as there actually is.
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Cohn believes that

~'

"like Rinehart's other serious novels,

suffers from a failure to carry out its premises" of
exploring "freedom" for women (Improbable, 76).

As I shall

discuss further below, Rinehart herself acknowledged her
writing's tentative feminism, and accounted for it
pragmatically:

she was a liberal, after all, not a radical,

and had no desire to alienate those she would change by
rejecting their conservativeness wholesale.

Instead she

maintained a mediating stance between old-fashioned marriage
and New Woman ambition.
With advocacy like Cohn's, a marginalized (or totally
obscured) author needs no enemies to remain one.
Nonetheless, the best work existent on Rinehart is Cohn's
Improbable Fiction:

The Life of Mary Roberts Rinehart

(1980), but it is already out of print; the difficulty of
acquiring texts by and about Rinehart belies her former
popularity.

But this material situation is in fact symbolic

of Rinehart's status outside the canon.

Many scholars seem

to know about her, even to praise her as a mystery
innovator, as a force in the world of mass-market
publishing, but when it comes to analyzing her Realism (what
Cohn calls her "serious novels"), the silence is deafening. 4
She is best known today as a mystery romance writer, and in
4

Even Cleanth Brooks mentions her in The Well Wrought
Urn (232) without instantaneously denigrating her, but as an
example of literature whose appeal differs widely from that
created by T. S. Eliot.
(San Diego, New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1947, 1975.)
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fact, most of the existing critical attention is paid to her
detective works.

But Rinehart actually was "more popular in

her own time for her serious novels" (Cohn 1979, 477)--or
what I define as her Feminine Realist works.

Those novels,

like much Realism, investigated contemporary social
problems, in this case, children born out of wedlock, the
changing status of social classes, and the rights and roles
of women.

K, in print but only in hardback, is one of these

Feminine Realist novels.
Autobiographical in its protagonist and setting,

~

is

only the second of Rinehart's serious novels, but it was
very popular and critically praised.

Some readers (like

Cohn) consider it one of Rinehart's best works period, and
certainly one of her best early ones.

Hollywood almost

immediately made it into a movie (some things do not
change), which also must have been popular, for it began
Rinehart's successful and long partnership with the movies,
and it was remade at least once (Cohn, Improbable, 73).
Because of her popularity, she was one of the earliest women
able to maintain creative control in the movies: she wrote
the scripts for all her books' movies as well.
At the time of its initial publication, Grant Overton
gushed that K was "Possibly more representative of her work
than any other single work.

It illustrates perfectly her

ingenuity in contriving and handling a plot" (The Women,
62).

At just under 400 pages, the length is just about
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average for the fiction of the times, but like much Realist
fiction it does not summarize easily.

Intricately plotted,

it is one of many novels wherein she attempts to capture
some of the reality of her times by drawing on her own
experience, and to subtly depict the New Woman as she
imagined her (herself) in a positive light.

Although we do

occasionally see into the psyche of the mysterious title
character, K, this novel is predominantly about young Sidney
Page, the female protagonist.

The dense character

descriptions, intricate sub-plots, and movements back and
forth through time make K an interesting hybrid of novel
technique, or artifice, with plain language, or apparent
artlessness.

The novel melds social description and

situation with the tale of the mysterious stranger (K), with
the female bildungsroman structure, and importantly, with
the romantic love story of Sidney and K.

Yet the "attention

to contemporary problems" (Cohn, 1979, 477), especially
those encountered by a young woman trying to make her way in
work and love in her society, makes this novel Realist in
character.
During the novel, the protagonist Sidney Page, trains
to be a nurse in what is considered by some of her friends
and neighbors to be a stubbornly independent decision.

Her

family lives in genteel want ("poverty" is not entirely
accurate) on The Street of a small, middle-American city.
Sidney's dreamy, inventor father had died five years before
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the opening of the novel, leaving Sidney and her mother
penniless, and his sister Harriet's loan unrepaid.

Then,

Aunt Harriet had moved in and started sewing, more or less
supporting them all, but now Sidney, upon her graduation
from high school, wants to earn her living and contribute to
the household too--by becoming a nurse. 5
Having been told that she was a "born nurse" by Dr. Ed
(28), the friendly, sacrificing family doctor on the Street,
Sidney enrolls in the local nursing school and moves to the
hospital to train for her vocation.

We are given realistic

detail about her life as a nurse in training, and so get an
impression of how life was when Rinehart herself was
training to be a nurse.

Today, after television shows like

St. Elsewhere, characterizing these descriptions as "Life-in the raw" (30) may seem quaint, but it points up the
alterity between then and now, in terms of general knowledge
about hospitals and medicine, and in the advances made since
then in treatments. 6
5

Rinehart herself successfully trained as a nurse, met
her husband, a doctor, at the hospital, worked awhile, then
assisted him in his practice until her children were born
and she started writing. The details of Sidney's training
are from Rinehart's own experiences and so serve as firsthand information about nursing at the turn of the century.
6

Pittsburgh, PA, the city whose Street and hospital are
so graphically described in this novel, is now known as the
city with the highest number of hospitals (many of them
teaching or specialty ones) per capita in the world. These
are the legacy of the Carnegie and Mellon capitalist
success, since they endowed so many of the original and
originating hospitals and research facilities.
This growth
would have been well under way by the time Sidney and
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Eventually Aunt Harriet (who is a role model, of sorts)
will move her tailoring downtown, succeeding enough for all
of them, but in the meantime the stranger "K. LeMoyne" (he
goes by K until the very end), helps by renting a room with
Sidney's invalid mother Anna and hearty Aunt Harriet.

K's

tragic secret is gradually revealed to the reader throughout
the novel, while he does clerical work for the gas company,
and coincidences occur to expose and ultimately resolve the
problem that caused his secrecy.

Still, the omniscient

narrator, in illustrating some of K's inner thoughts,
repeatedly shows the reader that K is a saddened yet good
mysterious stranger--not a dangerous one.
While in training (which lasts a little over a year,
during which time she boards at the hospital with other
student nurses), Sidney falls in love with and becomes
engaged to--and then breaks up with--Dr. Max, who grew up on
the Street too but is now a brilliant and wildly successful
/

surgeon.

Dr. Max, however, has fallen into fast ways and

holds false values because of his worldly success, and he is
unfaithful to Sidney.

By the time Sidney becomes a nurse,

she (and we) learn that Max is not for her.

Max learns from

K's example, and he finally comes back to practicing
medicine for people, not just on them.

Sidney and K, who at

Rinehart started their careers. A worthwhile future study
would be analyzing Rinehart as a social historian of ·
Pittsburgh, in much the way Kevin Starr treated Atherton's
works.
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the end re-enters the world of openness and medicine, become
intimate friends during the two years that pass in the book.
They finally recognize their love as real and become engaged
by the end of the novel.

Because K is actually a doctor

(that is part of his secret), Sidney may continue to work
with him, and we know that they will marry and have a future
based on love and mutual respect for their work.
that middle-class dream of her time:

Sidney has

to be useful to her

family and to society, and she is successful at achieving
her version of the American Dream.
Like Pembroke, this novel is strongly grounded in a
locale whose identity is constituted by the stories of an
ensemble of characters.

The story opens with the mysterious

K's arriving on The Street in order to room at the Page's
and thus to escape, he hopes, from his past.

We are

subsequently witness to his perceptions of this microcosm of
the small urban world of turn of the century America in the
descriptions of the architecture, activity, and needs and
hopes of the middle-class personalities on this street.
Here much of the "action" will take place or will be set in
motion:

characters are defined as being from here or from

outside, and the people of the Street form a community
against which to measure the outside world.
Likewise, the hospital constitutes a world, a symbol of
the greater world at large.

One of the most interesting

activities of this text is its movement between Street and
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hospital in representing the worlds of home and work, of
emotion and intellect, of social mores and bodily weaknesses
as conflicting with and still needing each other.

And like

Freeman's novel, this work also shifts frequently from
character to character in
perceptions of them.

describing events and differing

But this work is more dominated by

Sidney's story than Pembroke is by Charlotte's; even though
the discovery of the truth about K is central, it is
Sidney's discovery of it that is most important.
~

is also a female bildungsroman because the stories of

Sidney Page's nurse's training--and even that of her failed
romance with Max--illustrate her achieving success and
maturity.

Unlike Nan Prince of A Country Doctor or Thea

Kronberg of Song of the Lark, however, Sidney is not an
Exceptional Girl.

Pleasantly pretty and reasonably bright,

Sidney has no mythic stature (like Nan) or unusual talent
(like Thea).

Instead, she has a family of women in

financial need, a desire for a modicum of personal and
financial independence, an affectionate personality and
common sense, and the friendly local doctor who can help her
gain admission into the nearby nursing school.

There is no

mention of suffrage or women's rights in the novel, but a
mild, middle-class feminism serves as an undercurrent
nonetheless.
nurse simply:

Sidney tries to explain her desire to be a
"Let me take care of myself for a while" and
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"I want to do something" (10) are her prosaic attempts to
articulate her desire for independence.
Remembering the novel's times contextualizes this last
glimpse of the Realism that many writers saw becoming
obsolete (Rinehart was not initially one of them).
Published on the brink of America's entry into World War I,

K is the most recent novel discussed in this dissertation,
and serves in some ways as a farewell to the period of
Realism.

At the time of writing this almost "genteel" or

sentimental work, Rinehart was, like many Americans,
isolationist in politics and pariochial in literary tastes,
but by the time this novel was published in book form, she
had been to Europe and seen the ravages of modern warfare
firsthand; the mother of three sons, she covered the war
from this perspective and then became respected for her
wartime journalism.

K depicts the turn from the nineteenth

to the twentieth centuries, especially in regard to women's
roles and positions during this change of sensibilities.
But in its pre-war timing, it also represents the last of
America's Realism that addressed the changing world of
modernity before the jolt into Modernism that World War I
precipitated.
Alice Payne Hackett's work briefly discusses Rinehart,
but it is one of the most interesting treatments; in her
study of bestsellers, for each year she includes a one or
two paragraph cultural history beneath each bestseller list.
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Instead of discussing the novels, Hackett seems to find the
historical moments of their popularity more useful, and
foregrounding them briefly does illustrate the currents
supporting

K and

its appeal.

It is worth remembering that

at the time of this novel's genesis and immediate success,
the archduke was being assassinated in Sarajevo, "U.S. war
industries were booming," a controversial play ran on
Broadway about venereal disease, the Lusitania was sunk,
Birth of a Nation opened, and competing with Rinehart's
novel were books by Booth Tarkington, Zane Grey, and a
wealth of "juvenile" fiction, including Pollyanna (Hackett,
110-113).
According to Cohn, the time when Rinehart started K
"seems in retrospect a period of extraordinary pleasure and
charm" (Improbable, 60), but Victorian American culture was
visibly beginning to wane.

Automobiles were becoming a

common and even accepted feature on streets and roads; they
figure prominently as machines of doom in
travel was becoming more feasible.

K.

Even airplane

Movies were everywhere,

frequently debated as to their moral impact.

And in 1912-

1914, when Rinehart was finally able to rent an office of
her own in downtown Pittsburgh, she saw evidence of working
women in the neighboring offices all around her:

women were

increasingly and visibly "beginning now to carry the double
burden of home and profession, or of home and earningP
(Cohn, Improbable, 65).

Linking the old and the new, the
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the home and the
workplace was the New Woman, but now she was not necessarily
the Exceptional Girl she had to be twenty years before.
Sidney Page personified Feminine Realist fiction's heroines
turning from the nineteenth century's Exceptional Girl into
the twentieth century's New Woman, a worker who by 1915 was
so familiar as to be an Unexceptional Girl.
The droves of turn-of-the-century women in the middle
class work force are represented by young Sidney Page,
likeable and admirable, but not so very different from many
of her readers.

This Unexceptional Girl heroine acts as a

bridge, then, between old and new times, between feminism
and family values.

She is not a completely independent New

Woman nor a retrograde romantic damsel or sentimental
heroine.

Sidney is a "Bridge" heroine, because competing

political goals are linked within her characterization and
her successful outcome.

Additionally, she links Realism

with the twentieth century as well.

Sidney is reminiscent

of Howells' heroines in her quiet desire for moderate
independence and rights, plus a working, loving marriage-Annie Kilburn springs to mind, for one comparison.

Yet

Rinehart's protagonist is more successful, on both personal
and professional levels, than are most other Realist
heroines.
Gertrude Atherton would probably call Sidney a supreme
Littleist creature, although Sidney is more successful than
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most of Howells' heroines.

But what some might unkindly

call Sidney's mediocrity makes her like many other average
working-class heroines who want to escape poverty through
meaningful work, and through true love.

Unlike her better-

known sisters of canonical Realism, however, Sidney
accomplishes her goals.

Dreiser's Carrie Meeber and Crane's

Maggie are similarly unexceptional in skills yet they have
bold desires to do better than they have been trained for;
it is this conflict between desire and aptitude that helps
cause their tragedies, I believe. 7
These heroines differ from one another in their
situations in class, geography, and the options given them
to "solve" their problems.

Even with an exceptionally high

level of talent, their goals are often presented as
unfeasible.

That is, some of the more canonical heroines

illustrate that trying to have both love and work dooms a
woman to tragedy.

Whether they move among the middle or

upper classes, heroines who want too much are doomed:
Carrie, Maggie, Edna Pontellier, Isabel Archer (she moves in
both middle and upper classes), and Lily Bart, for example,
are all complicated characters with complex situations.

7

They are in Sister Carrie and Maggie, A Girl of The
Streets.

But
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they are all similarly burdened by their overreaching
desires combined with their average inabilities. 8
That is, they may be unexceptional in their aptitudes,
but instead of bridging the divide between women's
traditional desires for a family and their ambitions for
careers, the canonical heroines highlight a drastic
disjuncture between the competing needs.

Edna's need to be

a great painter, Isabel's need to do important work (even if
it consists of supporting the arts via an important
husband), and Lily's need to live well and shine in society-all their needs represent their desires to excel at work
they value.

And their desires are all frustrated, as well:

Edna by her lack of skill, Isabel by her mistaken choice of
a husband, and Lily by her own fear and others' gossip.

The

exodus from farm to city is also represented during the
period:

Hamlin Garland's Rose of Dutcher's Cooley (1895)

illustrates the middle-west farm girl's search for skills
via education when she studies medicine in the big city
(though interestingly enough, Rose does much better than her
more urban sisters).
But Rinehart's feminism is notable for its mildness in
attempting to balance the competing sides in the debate on
women's place.

She "avoided a hard didactic line on any of

the social issues.
8

In 1908 she was not a young rebel

The latter three heroines are from Kate Chopin's The
Awakening, Henry James' The Portrait of A Lady, and Edith
Wharton's House of Mirth, respectively.
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advocating social upheaval" (Hoffman, 168).

She was

clearly, from the start, advocating women's rights to
meaningful work (and thus to the required training) and to
financial independence, even as she also obviously favored
marriage and strong family bonds.

Her Realist novels

thematize this measured and mediating kind of feminism, and

K is one of the best examples.
Soon after this novel was published, Rinehart publicly
formulated the "philosophy" she was trying to fictionalize
in this and other novels:

she valued both "love and work.

And that, after all, is the foundation of every normal life"
("My Creed," 17; Rinehart's underlines).

Judging from their

criticism elsewhere of Rinehart's flaws, one could suppose
that readers like Cohn, Greene, or Pattee might characterize
such a philosophy as sentimental; Rinehart has been
dismissed as a sentimentalist by some readers (see Pattee).
But in fact, she was simply trying, with difficulty, to
articulate what many feminists today take for granted:

that

having a healthy, worthwhile life should include both
personal and professional happiness.

After all, no

theorists even in the nineteenth century required that men
make an either/or choice between work or family.
Applying this philosophy to women constitutes an
evolving type of feminism, one that links the traditional
values of love and family with women's rights to work in the
world as well.

This political position can be called
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"Bridge" feminism, since it connects beliefs from "equity
feminism" (Naomi Black) with "motherism" (Ann Snitow).

That

is, more work opportunities for women and marriage plus
motherhood are shown as equally valid goals--and they are no
longer incompatible.

Like her Bridge heroines, Rinehart's

feminism is moderate and moderating.

Rinehart's repeated

articulation and thematization of Bridge feminism is not
illogical if we remember that she came to writing after
being happily married and having her babies; though the
rigors of childbirth made her an invalid for ten years (she
finally recovered robustly), its enforced immobility spurred
her to use writing as her creative outlet--she says she
learned to type with a baby on her knee (17-18).

Her own

success must have made her believe that the middle road
would work for others as well.
But her politics were not mere complacency:

she did

openly admit to having feminist goals elsewhere, even if in
her fiction they seemed to be deeply embedded, even buried,
in popular romance.

Cohn, one of the most sophisticated of

Rinehart's readers, nearly misses the manner used here to
foster social or feminist change.

In the romances, of which

she considers K one, "the moral faculties" are "excused from
labor" and "the censor relaxes its surveillance over the
unconscious" ("Romances," 587).

In accounting for the

popularity of such fiction, Cohn then ignores the fact that
this is exactly how it promotes its moral vision; in this
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case, the Bridge feminism is a kind of moral project for
Rinehart, linking work and love issues into its synthetic
feminist goal for women.

That is, when the readers' mental

censors relax, then the text's beliefs, politics, or moral
goals can have the most effect on a reader--it is quite
reasonably called, in Reader Response theory, "affect"
(586).

Affective fiction, then, can actually have the most

political effect, after all.
But, perhaps because she then does not further pursue
her own theories in interpreting novels like

"K,"

Cohn does

not see Rinehart's novel as interweaving romance and
feminism, but instead as merely a "failure to carry out" the
feminist goal of the text.

Cohn projects her own kind of

feminism onto Rinehart's work, which actually resembles
Freeman's The Portion of Labor.

I believe both novels

promote certain feminist beliefs by offering encouragement
within already desired patterns.

That is, the Successful

Love Plot wherein the heroine achieves both success and love
by the end of the tale, encourages readers to want both,
believing both can be attainable.

Structuring a theme in

this manner constitutes subversion as Frank Lentricchia's
Criticism and Social Change outlines it.

He forcefully

argues that subversion can effect radical change better than
outright rebellion by incorporating traditional forms or
images into critiques of the capitalist hegemony.

As.a

Marxist, he is not concerned with gender, but his paradigm
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works as well for the feminist subversion of such
11

romancers" as Freeman and Rinehart.
It is just not the case, then, that Rinehart starts her

novel as a feminist,

"but she could not carry out in her

story the full implications of the theme 11 --that is,
"freedom" for women (Cohn, Improbable, 7 6) .

Instead, I see

Rinehart as utilizing "the conventions of popular fiction"
to subvert traditional views that opposed women's working
outside the home,

in order to change via subtle subversion,

not militant opposition.

Sidney does not "sacrific[e]

freedom in the interest of love" (76); rather, she tries to
have them both.

She incorporates her moderate yet

significant achievement of freedom by becoming a nurse into
her identity as a person who then achieves love with K, the
better man, not Max, the romanticized ideal.
On one level i t seems true that the feminist premise of

K is set up but not carried through.

Sidney does need to

articulate her reasons for wanting to go into nursing, prove
herself, and continue to swim against the tide of convention
among the residents of the Street--they think she should not
work as a nurse, even though many of them have some kind of
work.

Her responses to the objections of others and her

standing fast compose a feminist theme.

However, the final

success of the novel rests in the climax of her romance with
K (a doctor), perhaps leading us to believe that all her
work can now be forgotten as she takes on the role of wife
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instead of nurse.

But the particular nature of medicine is

ignored in a reading that remains on this basic level.
Doctors even then could be helped in private practice by
their wives as nurses, so that such a marriage would be
amenable to the working wife.

Although unequal by today's

standards, such a partnership for those times was
nonetheless indicative of an ideal paradigm for marriage
that combined love and meaningful work for women.

As a

nurse who married a doctor, Rinehart lived it for a while;
Sidney and K could model it as well.
Over and over in her autobiographical writings,
Rinehart tried expressing her feminist goals in simple
prose, and her lack of theoretical bases (e.g., Freudian
psychology, or suffragist philosophers like Cady) makes her
sound rather self-centered and inconsistent.

But that is

only because her empiricism is grounded in her own
experience and she tries to moderate between the subsequent
apparent lapses in logic without benefit of a system.
Throughout "My Creed,"

Writing is Work, and My Story, for

example, Rinehart repeatedly uses herself as an example to
set up paradigms for New Womanhood.

Her inclusive model

illustrates the value of work outside of and within the
home, and does not need to exclude her own participation in
woman's progress.

She is, thus, her own best role model.

In arguing that women need not feel too guilty about

~orking

away from home, for example, she recounts how her family
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really did not suffer when she did so, and concludes that
she and they have all been "better for the change" ("Creed,"
27).
In describing the three main types of women she sees
around her, Rinehart transparently uses herself as a model
for the feminist role.

As "a very extreme individualist,

who would like to be the wife, the mother, and the
individual at the same time," she contrasts herself with the
vast majority who are "content with husband, home, and
family" and with the minority, who have "no flair whatsoever
for marriage; they have masculine minds" and are happiest as
career women.

Eager to iterate her happiness in marriage,

she nonetheless does not want her situation perceived as
without burdens:

"I wouldn't give up my chains for anything

in the world, but I would never fail to recognize that they
are chains."

While she "doesn't want to do without her

chains," she still rather "resents them because she feels a
capacity for doing something which marriage and its
resultant factors have prevented" (all above quotes are from
diverse primary sources, some unavailable; quoted in Cohn,
Improbable, 200-01).

Here, for once, she places herself

between the elite and the herd, acknowledging her
"extremity," positioning herself yet again as in-between-this time, between the very kinds of women she acknowledges
as having valid roles in society.
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It is telling that Rinehart slips into very traditional
modes of thinking about marriage and creativity, and instead
of wanting to change the flawed system, she seems to just
want to adjust the fit of it.

She doesn't think of breaking

or discarding the "chains" of marriage, and she still thinks
of women who won't accept them as having "masculine minds."
Rather, she implies that the real feminist, today's woman,
must bear the burden for "compromise."

She places herself

in the pantheon of successful women writers as an innovator,
because she has managed it:

of those successful women

writers in the past,
almost all had failed to make the compromise
between marriage and a career.

The theory was

that the true artist lived and expressed herself
only in her art, and that everything else was
relatively unimportant.

Above all, she must be

free.
Yet she still slips into a traditional, individualistic
framework for describing the conflict between artistry and
motherhood.
I had never known freedom, so it did not occur to
me that I had bartered it for a family.

But I

felt confident that this compromise could be made.
(both above blocks from Writing is Work, 111)
Gertrude Atherton would vehemently disagree that it c?uld
not, and would scathingly describe Rinehart's confidence as
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bourgeois naivete; Willa Cather would not even deign to
discuss the topic as too feminine.

But, probably because of

her own success, Rinehart happily thematized her middle
ground in her fiction, with heroines who succeeded in
marriage and work--even if neither success was exceptionally
heroic.

The Rinehart heroine, like the twentieth-century

woman, "must carry a double burden, that was all" (112), and
if she was a hard worker and really desired to, she could do
it.

K dramatizes Rinehart's own brand of politics in its
use of the traditionally feminine romance format to present
a heroine who also is successful at work.

Sidney Page must

have seemed the perfect role model for this century's New
Woman.

Unexceptional in her skills and personality, she

nonetheless combined, perhaps un-Realistically, the
requisite feminine talent and desire for romance with common
sense, ambition, and drive; Sidney personifies the Bridge
feminism of Rinehart's Unexceptional Girl.

On the romantic

spring evening which opens the novel, Sidney "was quietly
worshiping the night" even though simultaneously "her busy
brain was working" (16).

She is clearly a romantic heroine

in her sensitivity to beauty and desire--she eagerly
anticipates "the great mystery of life and love . . . . the
divine fire" (19) of sex that lies ahead for her.

But she

also has a "practical brain that she had got from hermother's side" of the family (17) which helps her to keep
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her balance.

This novel makes it seem as if the mythic

synthesis of success in both love and work as depicted in
earlier Feminine Realist novels (like The Portion of Labor,
or even the Love Plot portions of The Song of the Lark) has
trickled down, so to speak, in to the more prosaic Realism
of the middle-class best-seller.

That is progress, because

it indicates the acceptance of women's financial
independence and meaningful work by the popular romance
formula which is so of ten integrated into Feminine Realist
texts.
Jan Cohn and I differ markedly in our evaluations of
Rinehart's feminism, but it would be a mistake to ignore
this critic; our interests are too similar.

She rather

disappointedly calls all Rinehart's "romances," part of a
popular "pseudo-realistic" genre.

Cohn simplistically

labels any popular novel with a love story in it a
"romance," perhaps because she is most interested in the
social issues that are dealt with by this plot.

Rinehart's

"realistic treatment of the conflict between love and
marriage" and her perpetuation of the "moral values" of
maintaining the bonds of marriage ("Romances," 584) interest
Cohn for their own sake.

But she does not seem to see that

the love plot(s) in K also illustrate Rinehart's own
personalized take on feminist politics which she synthesized
into her fiction. 9

That is, I would follow up on one of
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Cohn's issues, engagement for marriage, as a political
exploration.

She is correct that

Engagement .

. . as a social contract . . . serves

a useful representative purpose, suggesting the
indissoluble bond of marriage while cautiously
avoiding the dangerous subjects of divorce and
adultery (584).
This is one way it functions in

K,

but I would further argue

that Sidney's three engagements can almost be read as
parables, and taken with the other two "love plots" they
help represent a re-thinking of the "social contract" for
modern times.
Sidney and Joe illustrate the young love paradigm that
even contemporary readers must have known would fail, but
Sidney's need for work will enable her to extricate herself
from it before it is too late.

Though "she thrilled to the

touch of his lips on her flesh," Sidney suspects that she
will not marry Joe:

"her future lay visualized before her,

heroic deeds, great ambitions" (7).

Even though her heroic

ambitions are simply to take care of herself and her mother,
for the Street they are very unusual.

Joe is not a modern

man, though, and his inability to conceptualize marriage as
a union of partners will cause his troubles with jealousy,
his job, and ultimately the law.

Because he can only

believe in love as passion and a kind of possession on his
part, he will have to lose Sidney and be left behind.
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Sidney's engagement to Max illustrates an almost
opposing, albeit equally doomed, model for the social
contract of marriage for the twentieth century.

Even though

they are both from the Street, Sidney only becomes attracted
to Max as she engages in her nurse's training and starts to
see and work with the brilliant surgeon around the hospital.
As the narrator tells us, "Men, like jewels, require a
setting" (55), and Max really only shines professionally.
Instead of romanticizing physical attraction, which Sidney
does manage to avoid, she idealizes a meeting of minds, and
of a professional partnership as a basis for marriage.

Max

ultimately proves the inadequacy of this model by slipping
into a more physically-based relationship with Carlotta.
Sidney's awareness of that affair wakes her out of her New
Woman reverie into acknowledgement that more than respect is
also needed for marriage;

Sidney then realizes that

intellectual love and respect (so prized by independent
women) are only part of the requirements for a successful
relationship.
The ultimately successful engagement between Sidney and
K is obviously the one meant to be, and it can win out
because of Sidney's learning the truth as well--in this
case, about K's identity and prowess (as a surgeon and an
ethical man).

But it is not just another idealized

professional romance.

Instead, it succeeds because it is

based on knowledge, and because it incorporates the best of
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the two previous engagements.

K and Sidney will enjoy

mutual fondness (as Joe and she might have) and of course,
working together.

But the greatest contributor to this

engagement's success is the trust Sidney can come to have in
K after not only re-evaluating her own previous naivete, but
also upon learning the whole truth about his identity.
While the secrecy of K's identity is pretty standard
mystery novel fare now, knowledge of the person you are in
love with is also important in establishing a solid
relationship.

Though there are no specific readings of this

novel that address mystery elements, critics could read this
mystery-solving aspect as simply accommodating mystery
readers' desires (and thus a bookselling technique);
Rinehart's biggest success was as a mystery writer.

But I

would disagree with any characterization of her as pandering
for several reasons.

Most importantly, in using a mystery

convention to help describe the engagement that must be seen
as a role model because of its success, Rinehart is
sensationally dramatizing the learning process necessary to
every romance--without simply depicting standard courtship
rituals used to enable the couple to learn to know each
other (some more reasons will be mentioned in the below
discussion on Realism).

Her apparently unintentional use of

this effect does not negate its presence.
On the other hand, the engagements or relationships of
Christine and Palmer and of Carlotta and Max provide
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alternative pictures of romantic bonds, and they are not all
pretty ones.

But they are important as negative models or

as indicators of the possibility of salvation after mistakes
are made.

As Cohn asserts without elaborating, in this

novel engagements and other romances can help Rinehart
explore the issue of adultery and its consequences
("Romances," 584).

Christine and Palmer, for example,

demonstrate the misbegotten marriage that ensues when both
are not faithful, even at the engagement stage.

Cohn says

that such pre-marital wanderings were considered more
acceptable in Rinehart's day.

Thus Palmer's cheating was

behavior for Christine to have changed instead of ignored,
although he was not simply an evil scoundrel to immediately
be hated (perhaps he could be seen as a potential
Hurstwood) .
But the seriousness of engagements as "social
contracts" should also be remembered.

After all, the entire

premise of Wharton's later work, The Age of Innocence (1920)
hinges on Archer's and May's refusal to break their
engagement even when both clearly recognize his passionate
love for someone else.

Thus, depicting cheating in

engagements was still serious business, even if it allowed
readers to consider it in a more complex or even sympathetic
way than they might if the topic were presented within
marital boundaries.

We cannot totally reject Max as a

worthless rogue because of his dalliance with Carlotta--
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after all, he saves many lives and is heroic in other ways-and we do not need to since it is not his wife but only his
somewhat cool fiancee he is straying from.

And we can more

easily accept Carlotta's repentance and change at the end
because instead of being an incorrigible homewrecker, she is
simply misguided and can be saved.
Suzanne Ellery Greene sees books like K as participants
in a trend of the early twentieth century to extol the
"Simple life" by ignoring social or political problems.

She

thinks of the "coupling of young love and moralizing" (14)
as illustrating mere
personal themes, and the working out of personal
problems predominate over any social theme.

The

largest social concern expressed in the books is
the problem of how to find personal happiness in
the contemporary world.

(16)

Her definition is very narrow, however, for she seems
oblivious to the possibility that proposing ways to find
"personal happiness" can be loaded with political import
(the American Dream is only the most obvious example I have
been discussing).

And she ignores the possibility that

feminist politics could inform the love stories she is so
critical of.
The many explorations of marriage that Rinehart
presented in novels like K participated in a political
project that tried to redefine women's personal and
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professional roles and rights in a country in which they
still had no vote.

In fact, after her first look at Europe

with its war looming, Rinehart became more outspoken in her
feminism in her other prose.

She recognized that wars are

fought by mothers' sons; her own three all went.

Yet women,

who rear these men, have no say so about whether wars or
peace or sought:

"And the decision will not be" the

mothers' ("My Creed,"

33).

This later feminism of

Rinehart's is a kind "motherism," the term I have borrowed
earlier from Ann Snitow (22).

This kind of feminism grounds

arguments for women's power in their responsibility as
mothers.

While there is a long history of mother-

glorification in Victorian England, the motherism of
Rinehart and others is distinct from this tradition.
Motherism wants more power for mothers in the world, instead
of just "implor[ing] women to accomplish their grand and
glorious destiny within the home" as some nineteenth-century
theorists (like Sarah Lewis) did (Helsinger, et al, Vol. I,
8) • 10

But

~

is not as preoccupied with motherist feminism as

is some of Rinehart's later fiction.

Instead, it lays the

groundwork for it by championing the first step that could
lead to motherhood:
10

the Successful Love Plot.

Combining

Also of interest on the topic of mother-glorification
is Helsinger, et al., Vol. III, "Mothers, Muses, and _
Makers," 3-25, which claims that the "majority" of Victorian
women writers "endorsed their domestic responsibilities"
( 9) •
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love stories and apprenticeship plots (Sidney's is one of
the most literal ones of the period) is one way to try to
change the ways people think about, treat, and educate
women.

And K was firmly grounded in middle class values as

well; thus, its proposing success for the Unexceptional Girl
was a promotion of working women's success within
contemporary standards for many women, not just a few highly
talented iconoclasts.
Rinehart did have another admitted political goal for
her fiction, and she synthesized it into the love stories of

K as well as in other works:

supporting tolerance and aid

for "illegitimacy" (My Story, 76). 11

In her autobiography,

Rinehart describes the contact she had as a nurse with unwed
mothers and their children.
Ever since that time, I have felt the cruelty and
bitterness of our attitude toward the unmarried
mother and her child.

How stupid we are, to

believe that two wrongs can ever make a right.
(76)
Her own pregnancies were dangerous and problem-laden; they
must have influenced her sympathy in retrospect as well
(79).

The Tillie and Schwitter relationship in

1111

K,

which

Illegitimate" is no longer a valid legal nor a
politically sensitive term. Though Rinehart used it--and
was not being pejorative--! will substitute "unwed
motherhood" or "out-of-wedlock children."
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results in an out of wedlock pregnancy, is resolved rather
facilely at the end by a nick-of-time solution (338-56).
But in the process of the novel, this subplot forces
characters, like Christine and even Sidney, to confront
their own hypocrisy and to develop empathy.

Tillie's

relationship with the married Schwitter (who is nonetheless
sympathetic because his wife is institutionalized)
ultimately resolves into marriage and a supposedly happy
ending, but in the meantime the woman's suffering is
depicted and the coming child's non grata status is
predicted.

Without satisfactorily pronouncing on the

subject, though, Rinehart does nonetheless confront readers
with it--softened into sentiment as it may ultimately be.
Rinehart credits her "hospital experience" as a nurse for
making her "radical in many of" her opinions (123).

While

such radicalness seems actually quite tame to us, for her
and her society, such tolerance and empathy represented
significant progress on a social and a medical level.
Likewise, the American Dream as represented in

K may

now seem quite unexceptional, but at the time the approving
depiction of such commonplace success was itself unusual.
That is, there were quite a few novels at the turn of the
century in which a young woman decides to pursue a career in
medicine, but most of their protagonists were bourgeois
doctors, not working-class nurses.

There is a historical

reason for this; nursing as a bona fide profession was not
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widespread earlier, and the certification of doctoring (and
its resultant masculinization) was well in force by the
teens.

But then, there was no recognized nursing profession

in the 1880s--the story of the development of that field is
gender-bound as well.

Even in Rinehart's time, for example,

some nurses fought the stigma of being "loose women."
Nursing as a woman's profession at the turn of the century
was more acceptable than being a doctor, perhaps because by
then it was established as subservient to doctoring, which
was secure as a male bastion.
Phelps Ward's Dr. Zay (1882), Jewett's A Country Doctor
and Annie Nathan Meyer's Helen Brent, M.D.

(1892) depict

career success in medicine for exceptionally bright women
who make great personal sacrifices.

These novels serve in

some ways as predecessors to the later Feminine Realist
novels like

K·

Few argue (like the unusual Dr. Zay did)

that this success can continue after marriage and be
compatible with the fruition of a successful romantic love
affair.u

K is

a granddaughter text that shows some of the

societal changes such Feminine Realism had generated by the
turn of the century, especially in the way American Dream
12

There were quite a few women physicians depicted in
Howells' and James' fiction as well; Howells purported to be
honestly exploring new work for women with some of his women
doctor characters. But few of these women achieve happy
personal lives or professional success--and James' women
doctors usually only are caricatures. Garland's Rose.of
Dutcher's Cooley, a much underrated novel, does imply that
Rose will succeed as a doctor and as a happily sexual woman,
but it ends at Rose's decision.
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politics had shifted to accommodate the entry of masses of
women into the industrial workforce, and thus the bookbuying
public. 13
But particularly, Rinehart's novel shows the
democratization of medicine back into a woman's caretaking
realm.

Mrs. Todd was a herbalist in the Pointed Firs, and

midwives were the accepted birth practitioners through the
1880s, but such medical workers were for the middle or lower
classes--the upper classes relied on doctors by then, and
those women who tried to become doctors were aspiring to the
profession and the class status.

The more manual work of

such herbalists and midwives became the task of nurses (who
also had assisting doctors to their list of duties).

By the

time of K's publication, nursing was an acknowledged field
for middle class women, even if it was debated for such
"genteel" young women in need like Sidney.

The phenomenal

increase in the number of nursing schools alone signifies
the growth of this field:

"The three training schools of

1873 became 432 by 1900, and 1,129 by 1910" (Paul Starr,

13

My concept of a granddaughter text is simply an
extension of the maternal metaphor for female texuality as
formulated by Gilbert and Gubar in "The Complex Affiliation
Complex," and by Gardiner in "On Female Identity."
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156). 14

Succeeding in this profession could provide the way

to the American Dream for many such girls.
Thanks in no small part to groundbreaking efforts of
real and fictional grandmothers like Nan Prince, later
heroines and women can have more widespread success in the
professions.

They no longer have to be so exceptional, and

they are beginning to want happiness within marriage as
well.

Whereas Nan resisted and overcame her temptation to

marry by devaluing its worth compared to her work, Sidney
has no problems whatsoever wanting both to fall in love and
to work.

That is, it seemed necessary for Nan to choose one

over the other.

But the comparably open later society no

doubt contributed to how easily Sidney can take for granted
that her desire for work is valid.

After witnessing thirty

years battling for access in medicine and in texts, Sidney's
society would be more accepting of women working, so the
next step is then to accommodate desires for married life as
well.

Related to this change is the difference in the two

professions depicted:

to be a doctor and be married was and

still is perhaps harder than to be a married nurse.

To

generalize loosely, at the end of the 19th century, women
protagonists fighting their way into medicine as doctors had

14

Starr's comprehensive The Social Transformation of
American Medicine includes a brief narrative on the
professionalization of nursing (154-56), but he also points
to other more detailed histories with his references. ·Also
of interest are Anne Summers' cultural-historical studies on
nursing in History Today.
Full cites are in Works Cited.
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to be Exceptional Girls, in their education, stamina, and
talents (the "middle class" in the 1880s was not the
widespread working class the middle strata became in the
1910s).

By the next generation, though, Feminine Realism

could depict realistically middle class protagonists who
truly were "middle" and successful, yet who needed to love,
work, and be independent too.

The turn of the century's

pervasive industrialization and its companion, universal
education, created a widespread working class of readers
(Hart, 183; passim).

Workers and their wives began knowing

(and starting to accept) workers who were wives as well.
This relative commonness of the woman worker was then
reflected in the popular Feminine Realism exemplified by

K·

Certainly, lower class women had worked outside the home for
years, in order to help their families subsist.

As

servants, and later in factories, women had long been
helping their families.

But such work was a necessary evil,

not an embraced way of life, and certainly not as depicted
in fiction.

Instead, working class women had wanted to

escape into the home; but now such work could be linked to
women's independence. 15

15

There are many histories that document and discuss
women's work outside the home. Thomas Dublin's Transforming
Women's Work: New England Lives in the Industrial
Revolution (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1994) is comprehensive
in scope. More narrow but just as deeply researched is
Susan Strasser's Never Done: A History of American
Housework (New York: Pantheon, 1982), which also includes
examinations of servants and pieceworkers.
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In a general way during the turn of the century, the
American Dream was becoming more proletarian:

the goal was

not necessarily to become a wealthy landowner or capitalist
any longer; perhaps security, respect, and success in
whatever was one's station were enough.

Though Greene

misses the political significance of her own point, she is
correct in summing up one of the period's fictional trends
regarding work:
Success at one's chosen task is rated of greater
importance than the specific occupation.

But even

this success is presented not in terms of material
gain or conquest of other men but rather as a
fulfillment of oneself, as the means of becoming a
whole man or of giving service.

(25)M

There was well-established tradition for such a holistic
ethic about work (Silas Lapham is easily a grandfather text
in this regard), and Rinehart's application of it to women
serves as an extension of feminine work politics like those
in Portion.

And if this wholeness became insufficient by

the end of the war, at least by the 1910s such fulfillment
and basic independence were considered a right by many
(e.g., see Greene, 24-26).
If we judge by the Realist (some of it is now called
Naturalist) fiction of this period, we can see a shift from
MGreene repeatedly uses the masculine generic, lending
her work, which discusses few works by women, a further
androcentric flavor.
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the American Dream for exceptional success toward a hope of
general success.

For women, that meant being nurses if not

doctors, for marrying as well as changing society.

The fall

in class was accompanied in popular fiction by a rise in
appreciation for that working class--that friendly
admiration for the Unexceptional Girl is "feminine"
textually and specific to its historical moment.

This

feminization of American Dream-ism is more than a simple
flip of traditional masculine-dependent values (as in

A

Country Doctor).
Even that exceptionally successful wife and mother,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, felt herself in step with the rest of
the country's workers:
it is a conspicuous fact that most of the people
who really work are totally un-Bohemian.

. . . The

real workers, men and women, are those who, with a
family life carefully fostered, living normal
existences and thinking clean and sane thoughts,
are quietly doing their work in their homes.

("My

Creed," 30-31)
Her theory that family was necessary to work and vice versa
even then made for mild politics.

However, this simple but

dual desire for women made for some real-life problems, and
was incompatible with both those who would turn back the
clock and those who would radically push forward, the
Modernists.
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Rinehart was no Modernist in either topic or technique;
she admitted that her strength lay in plain prose, telling
entertaining stories about plain people.

Her emphasis on

growth and success was very concretely founded on outer, or
social, issues.

She was concerned with her heroines' inner

growth, but not in the complicated psychological manner we
now associate with Modernist fiction.

But as in her

political positionings, she "bridged" the inner and outer
worlds by letting concrete images from the mystery tradition
symbolize inner consciousness.

In Writing is Work she

explained her stance:
I do not, of course, belong to the stream-ofconsciousness school.

I have never turned my mind

in and let it run riot among my emotions.

It has

always seemed to me that a good psychiatrist was
the remedy for this need of the confessional.
What I was looking for was material and
incidentally knowledge.

I have found both in

strange places. (6-7)
To Rinehart, the realm of mystery was a "strange place"; the
suspense of secret truth served for explorations of
identity.

That is, rather than explore characters' inner

lives, she let the secret of K serve as allegory for the
mysteries of just who he is.

As a clerk for the gas

company, K is clearly not who he seems; all the characters
are aware of this.

His true heroic identity as a life-
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saving surgeon who has fallen from grace is masked from the
characters until the very end, and so the mystery of "true"
identity is easily revealed in a concrete metaphor.
Furthermore, Rinehart successfully utilized what we
might call a "mundane place" of Realism:

Sidney's

development of her mature self comes about via her
achievement of a career in nursing and her acquisition of
worldly knowledge (both personal and professional).

In

other words, the outer stands for the inner, and helps
Rinehart represent a multifaceted feminine identity concept,
in a very concrete, materially-oriented way.

Her

representation of identity, then, is a multiplicitous one
because of its tendency to incorporate diverse qualities,
but it de-emphasizes the inner workings of the psyche.

In

this way, the psychology of this text parallels its literary
structure; both are synthetic and rely on material images to
symbolize abstracts.
The integration of bildungsroman, mystery, and love
story constitutes a vision of feminine identity that is
dependent on the integration of differing elements like
work, knowledge, and love stories.

Thus her Realist

synthesis mimics her text's psychological theme (which in
turn is outwardly oriented).

Just as in The Californians,

Sidney's psychological development relies upon mystery
(though Atherton more specifically treated the subconscious
in a gothic manner) and successful mating.

In short,
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Sidney's achievement of selfhood depends a great deal upon
solving the mystery of K's identity and finding her true
love--knowledge and feeling are both valued here.

But just

as significantly, because they are placed squarely in a
feminine, middle-class Realist context, work itself is also
woven into the fabric of feminine psychological development.
In the process of depicting a successful, ordinary young
woman who gains love and satisfaction through work, novels
like K were participating in women readers' self-fashioning
efforts.

The novel's popularity, immediate and ongoing,

indicates that it encouraged these readers with just the
kind of reinforcement they wanted to read (see Hackett).
The success of Rinehart's synthesis of romance and
Realism, of tradition and feminism indicates that her novel
must have been effective politically or psychologically, or
both; the mixture of feminism and desire apparently gave
many readers what they wanted.

K is

also a textual

synthesis, because it stretches the boundaries between
genres while still cohering to Realist precepts of concrete
social detail and topicality.

Because of these qualities,

the novel resides both within and without the standard,
androcentric boundaries of Realism, and thus it is by my
definitions throughout this dissertation an example of
Feminine Realism.

But Rinehart is today most famous for her

mysteries, and her use of mystery elements is another
departure from most of her literary foremothers.

Simply
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using mystery techniques alone was not unusual, but that she
kept them within a Realist context that depicted feminine
success in love and work was.

Conversely, she was

considered innovative in using woman-focussed Realism in her
mysteries as well.
What Cohn calls the "buried story," which she used in
her mysteries, is utilized in the course of this Realist
bildungsroman and love story.

A buried story is a

sequence of events never narrated in the novel and
emerging only as "outcroppings," [that is,] places
at which material about the past of the characters
supplies clues to the solution of the mystery.
(Cohn, 1979, 477)
Rinehart here uses the buried story to "solve" the love plot
(that is to begin to break down the barrier between the true
lovers, Sidney and K).

Letters, K's musings, and remarks

about Carlotta are three kinds of outcroppings that hint to
the reader throughout the novel that there is more than one
story developing; in fact, one could even "solve" the
mystery of K (that he was a doctor) rather early in reading
the text.
Carlotta, the mysterious Other Woman, is perhaps the
most important "clue," however.

She had contributed to K's

secret, she is crucial to breaking up Max and Sidney, and
eventually, she is elemental in restoring K to legitimacy as
a doctor.

Carlotta is also, importantly, a nurse, and so
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later goes on to do great work instead of becoming the
homewrecker she was heading for.

In a sense, she serves as

a combination perpetrator-and-confessor (truth-revealer),
two characters necessary to detective or mystery fiction.
Carlotta had actually caused the fatal gauze to be left in
the patient who died (causing K to leave medicine and doubt
himself) by deliberately miscounting the gauzes as they were
extracted.

Her revenge exacted a toll on the innocent and

her character is thus clearly a force of evil.

But she

resolves the mystery, too, with her confession--saving K and
a patient--and then goes to Africa to serve an even higher
purpose.
But most striking of all is Rinehart's combining these
mystery or romance elements with a technique and emphasis
that is almost Howellsian in its gentility.

W. T. Witham

uses George Santayana's "genteel tradition" construct to
describe turn-of-the-century fiction as a background for his
discussions of later, opposing works.

Although he does not

discuss gender here, Witham's choice of Santayana's material
for support dramatically--even phallicly--shows the
continued links of gentility with femininity:
America is . . . a country of two mentalities.
the Colonial mansion . .

. stands beside the

skyscraper.

The American will inhabits the

skyscraper:

the American intellect

Colonial mansion.

inhabit~

the

The one is the sphere of the
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American man; the other, at least predominantly,
of the American woman.

The one is all aggressive

enterprise; the other is all genteel tradition.
(Santayana as quoted in Witham, 7; originally from
Winds of Doctrine, 1913)
Though he does not specifically discuss Rinehart's work, her
Realist fiction does seem genteel, especially compared to
that of, say, Dreiser or Norris.

In

K as

well as in much of

Rinehart's discussions of writing, she seems to demonstrate
a "combination of New England sin-consciousness with
Victorian prudery, plus an optimism growing out of .
material success" (Witham, 8).
Rinehart herself repeatedly addressed the lack of sex
and sensation in her work, sometimes sounding defensive.
Earlier in her career, she said, "·
life.

I want to write

But life is not always clean and happy.

It is

sometimes mean and sordid and cheap.

These are the shadows

that outline the novelist's picture.

But I will never write

anything which I cannot place in my boys' hands" ("My
Creed," 23).

She might shadow adulterous affairs, out-of-

wedlock childbirth, or malpractice scandals, but she would
not apply the concrete description of Realism to them that
she used to describe medical procedures, nurse's training,
or life on the Street.
But years later she would elaborate further on her
reluctance to participate in teaching her boys about
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"sordidness and ugliness."

She claimed to know "better than

the average the weaknesses of mankind, the errors" and to
have seen "human relations at their most naked," presumably
from having served as a nurse in the Tenderloin district in
Pittsburgh, caring for prostitutes and kept women.

But she

preferred to "escape from remembering" with her writing,
because "remembering frightened her."

Though she would

always incorporate some issue like out-of-wedlock birth into
her fiction (and implicitly plead for tolerance or societal
help), she would not focus whole novels on such stories that
she felt were so "real and terrible" (My Story, all from 8990).

Again, Rinehart chose to walk a middle road, this time

between Realism and romance.
As Cohn has asserted, literary "Realism came to mean
for Mary Roberts Rinehart the exploitation of the violent
and immoral, especially the sexually immoral, in fiction"
(Improbable, 67), so she strayed from the proscriptions of
such Realist contemporaries as Norris or Dreiser.

In her

attempts to acknowledge social problems without letting her
texts become overwhelmed by them,
readers.

to encourage

Rinehart's success at presenting this "smiling

feminism" is debatable.
failure:

K seems

novels like

To Cohn, such intermediacy is a

K presented

"real social problems, but

in their outcomes they almost invariably retreated into
romance--the conventionalized happy ending" (67).

Though I

agree with her about what Rinehart's text does, I would see
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it less as a failure than as an experiment which simply
rests outside of more canonical Realisms which make no such
attempts, and so of course it seems less aesthetically
successful.

What I less pejoratively call Feminine Realism,

then, Cohn critiques as "quasi-realistic," in congruence
with most other mainstream critics of Rinehart ("Romances,"
583).

*****
K is one of the last Realist texts published and
popular before World War One brought America into an "era
marked by disillusion, frustration, cynicism, iconoclasm,
and novel panaceas" (Hart, 245).

It is worth further study

in the context of the issues raised in this dissertation,
but there are many other topics untapped as well.

The

novel's explorations of American Dream politics, depictions
of the Unexceptional Girl, Bridge feminism, the Successful
Love Plot, and female identity have by no means been
exhausted here.

This work's techniques of incorporating

other literary elements (e.g., mystery, female
bildungsroman) with Realism and the Successful Love plot
feminize it.

These textual practices contribute, in turn,

to the novel's depiction of female psychology as synthetic
and societally dependent.

And Sidney Page as an

Unexceptional Girl serves as metaphor and synecdoche of
American Realism's bridging the century's turn into the
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modern age.

An example of what Paula Rabinowitz calls the

"domestic novel," K does use romance structure to enable
"desire" (personified by the heroine) to tame "the excesses"
of the bourgeois (exemplified by male characters); but it is
not so neatly an authoritarian text as it might seem.

That

is, there are traces of radical critique that would
characterize women's radical fiction of the 1930's already
present in this novel.

Like them, K "de-form[s]" genre--in

this case, traditional Realism--to "constitute [its] own
genre-within-a-genre" (Rabinowitz, 72-73).

Furthermore, if

there is any unifying characteristic of Feminine Realism,
perhaps this straining against generic boundaries is it,
then.
K's investigations of contemporary society (in the
microcosms of The Street and the hospital), women's roles,
and the American Dream all adapt the pre-existing
conventions of Realism to help forge a new, powerful "genre"
itself:

the bestseller.

Jan Cohn characterizes Rinehart's

novels as exemplifying an "overriding sense of typicality,
[and] universal applicability" that were so popular for so
long because they championed a "triumph of the ordinary"
("Romances," 588).

They may thus be obscured from the

margins of literary history because the feminine typicality
or "universality" they depicted has changed so much as to be
unrecognizable (and unvalued until recently as well).

There

would be no better author to compare her to than William
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Dean Howells, in a study of gender within the confines of
genteel, middle-class--even Midwest--Realism.

The contrast

between the canonical status of these two masters of the
typical ("Littleists," even) would provide an arena for
further discussion of gender and textuality in Realism.
While this chapter has aimed to re-open discussion of
Rinehart's work, and of K in particular, further comparison
of it with other of her works is a necessary next step in
re-visioning her contribution to Realism.

But justifying

such extensive further work is difficult when even
Rinehart's few scholars rely on a narrowly traditional set
of aesthetic values grounded in canonical texts.

Surely now

that cultural studies is gaining legitimacy within the
academy, studies of authors who have heretofore been
considered "merely" popular can flourish.

Sentimental,

naive, prudish, genteel--such loaded evaluations are now
being re-examined as cultural causes, markers, and symptoms
(again, Jane Tompkins and Nina Baym led the way); there can
be no better body of work on which to practice such critical
re-investigations than Rinehart's.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This feminist re-vision of Realism has not intended to
make villains out of previous critics, but simply to show
the inaccuracy of more traditional critics' supposedly
"gender-less" constructions.

The weakness is not in being

influenced by gender, but in willfully being blind to
influences of gender--and then in proclaiming the genderblindness as a kind of universal criteria of value that can
easily exclude works that are less gender-blind.

"Textual

gender" is this work's construct for describing qualities
certain novels manifest which can be theoretically linked
with historically "masculine" or "feminine" characteristics.
By ranging from Howells' prescriptions, through New
Criticism, to recent Marxian and even feminist analyses, I
have tried to show how textual gender has participated in
the ongoing exclusion of women Realist writers, especially
those whose Feminine Realism conflicted with more
androcentric values of the canon.

While my discussion is

far from conclusive, establishing the link between gender
and Local Color ghettoization, for example, has been
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intended to initiate a re-investigation of gender and
Realist canonization.
In American Realism studies, the process of canon
formation has been deeply yet unconsciously embedded in the
patriarchal politics of our society, so much so that the
process has until recently seemed invisible.

Yet, the

assigning of literary value has been and continues to be a
reading process, in which the expectations of canonizing
readers themselves are gendered, as are the political themes
of the novels they evaluate.

I have tried to bring this

invisible process out of the shadows by reviewing some
women-authored works from the period.

The political

contents of Jewett's A Country Doctor, Freeman's The Portion
of Labor, and Cather's

o Pioneers! are "gendered" and

subsequently affect how much critical value readers are able
to assign them.
Scholars have valued the text with masculine politics
(Cather's), while relegating the other two works, with their
feminized political themes, to the periphery of American
literary Realism.

All the novels under discussion depict

female protagonists trying to survive and even succeed in
textual worlds (settings) where women were politically
second-class citizens.

The methods to success depicted are

the major components of the novels' political themes.
Cather's American Dream-ism, Jewett's and Atherton's
Exceptional Girl Theory, Rinehart's Bridge feminism, and
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Freeman's Proletarian feminism (my terms) are some of the
political ideologies I see underpinning the novels.
Furthermore, their manner of treatment determines their
location within canonical or Feminine Realism.

In general,

Feminine Realist novels depicted realities that were
oppressive to women and appeared to want to change their
sexist societies, while canonical Realism tried more
objectively to reflect the status quo.
Similarly, the psychological themes of Feminine Realism
generally oppose or subvert more patriarchal or androcentric
theories of identity.

The gender of their psychological

themes contributes to their canonical status (or lack of it)
as well.

The Jewett, Freeman, Cather, Atherton, and

Rinehart novels under discussion here represent and
sometimes celebrate certain psychological ideas which have
historically been associated with feminine identity.
They represent beliefs about identity and behavior via
images that have historically been identified as "masculine"
or "feminine."

Feminine Realist novels celebrate the

concept of multiple or relational identity, emphasize the
mother-daughter relationship, and valorize the Successful
Love Plot (my term).

These topics are treated as integral

to female identity in Feminine Realism.
Pembroke and The Country of the Pointed Firs depict
psychological representations that discomfit, or even
radically oppose, certain patriarchally-constructed
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assumptions about unity, individuality, or the irrelevance
of romantic or familial relations for the development of
identity.

Because of these novels' subversion of more

androcentric assumptions about psychology, critics may have
found them unsatisfying and so excluded them from the canon
of American Realism.

On the other hand, The Song of the

Lark's more "masculinized" psychological themes have
encouraged traditional critics to value it.

Yet even

Cather's rather androcentric Realism explores some
"feminine" psychological images and so stretches the genre
of Realism.

Feminist psychological discourse (growing out

of yet opposing Freud and Lacan) pre-existed, then, in these
Jewett, Freeman, and Cather novels.

Using the discourse of

object-relations psychoanalytic feminists and of French
feminist theorists to re-examine this fiction provides
clearer vision for re-reading and re-analyzing the Feminine
Realism of Pointed Firs and Pembroke.
But the Jewett, Freeman, and Cather novels are only
miniscule examples of the prolific amounts of fiction
produced by women at the turn of the century, and from my
general research, much of this now-unread work can be
classified as Feminine Realism.

This dissertation's

analysis of Gertrude Horn Atherton's The Californians (1898)
and Mary Roberts Rinehart's

K

(1915) intends to provoke re-

examination of this period that can so accurately be
characterized as the Age of Feminine Realism.

While they
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are only two examples, Atherton and Rinehart nonetheless are
important for rediscovering women's writing of the period,
and they explore many of the same issues that concerned
Jewett, Freeman, and Cather.
Atherton's connections with certain key figures like
Bierce, Crane, and James are instructive; she synthesized
aspects of their styles and genres into her own form of
experimental Realism, which she held up in opposition to the
prescriptions of William Dean Howells.

Her fiction was

popular yet scornful of middle- and upper-class hypocrisy.
Yet it was like her, contradictory if not downright
paradoxical:

indebted to the Wild West for locale and its

emphasis on personal freedom, her writing also praised
elegance and even aristocratic values.

The Californians'

political themes show in its problematic yet detailed
representations of the American Dream and of the Exceptional
Girl.

The novel's depictions of Gothic imagery,

multiplicitous identity, and the Successful Love Plot
demonstrate Atherton's indebtedness to Jane Eyre and
manifest similarly feminine views on such psychological
issues.
Rinehart characterized herself as an ordinary woman,
and her fiction autobiographically depicts "typical"
examples of middle class working family women.

She

synthesized her positive depictions of moderate feminism--or
"Bridge" feminism--with images of Unexceptional Girls, the
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Successful Love Plot, and the middle-class American Dream
into a popular Feminine Realism which spoke of and to the
masses of American women of its times.

K depicted the New

Woman in a successful but non-threatening way within the
genre of genteel Realism.

To do so, Rinehart used "Bridge"

feminism, the Unexceptional Girl, the politicized Successful
Love Plot, and mystery techniques as symbols of psychology,
in a Realism that is at once genteel, socially oriented, and
inclusive of romance as well.

Psychological issues seem

secondary in Rinehart's fiction, but only because she found
identity itself manifested in outward elements like work,
marriage, and community.

Perhaps most importantly, her

novel's thematization of American Dream politics illustrates
a value shift to accommodate the entry of masses of women
into the industrial era's workforce.
Many novels written by women between 1880 and World War
One disrupt any thorough attempts to construct a solid or
unified characterization of American Realism.

While Damian

Grant is correct that the very word realism has an
"uncontrollable tendency to attract another qualifying
word," the genre's "chronic instability" (1) has not led to
an abundance of diversity in past critics' constructions of
the genre or its canon.

Rather, critics and theorists of

American turn-of-the-century Realism have gone out of their
way to narrow or solidify it into a neatly circumscribed
field comprised of a few androcentric texts.

David Shi has
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most recently demonstrated the urge to unify by conceiving
of realism as singular (g stance, the movement) even as his
sophistication requires him to pluralize its usage; ergo,
realism is the thread that runs through the variety of
fields that he synthesizes in his new history.

Furthermore,

what makes Realism seem like it has been defined and
oversimplified into patriarchal dogma is earlier critics'
urges to squelch the all-encompassing potential in the
period's writings--in the interests of clarity or order, of
course.
A theorist like Julia Kristeva would perhaps call these
ordering impulses "phallocentrism," and there is warrant for
such a label.

From the 1880s on, theorists have repeatedly

used terms with masculine connotations to construct Realism.
Shi is only the most recent historian to note how these
attempts at masculinization have been in effect since
Realism's beginnings:

the "supposed 'effeminization' of

social and artistic life became a prominent theme in
realistic art and fiction" at the turn of the century.
Women were increasingly visible as artists, doctors,
workers, or writers, for example, and in reaction, "both
women and men seized upon cultural realism" to counter the
"'sissification'" of America and to "revitalize 'masculine'
virtues" (8-9). 1
1

If femininity was the illness, masculine

Gilbert and Gubar described such reactionary trends as
they occurred in Modernism; Susan Faludi more recently
labels it "backlash." See "Tradition and the Female
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vitality--Realism--was the cure; one of the more vocal
revitalizers was Willa Cather (Shi mentions her several
times to prove there was no male plot).
Yet Realism's fascination lies primarily in the
disruptions or the ragged and visible seams that make
studying this field so messy.

The novels by Jewett,

Freeman, and Cather discussed in this dissertation
complicate any attempt at seamless or orderly categorization
within the parameters of Realism as it has been
traditionally defined.

When more obscure works, like those

of Rinehart or Atherton, are added into the mixture, clear
yet comprehensive classifications fall apart.

Yet there

were dozens of such authors at the turn of the century, all
participants in constructing Realism as a genre by virtue of
their being widely read and discussed in their time.

Thus,

my choice of qualifier has been Feminine, both to narrow my
topic (a logistical necessity) and to categorize
characteristics that have been marginalized into
invisibility by Realism--or rather, by Masculine Realism,
which is what unqualified Realism has always been to the
canonizers.
A more useful (albeit initially abstract) way to
conceive of Feminine Realism would perhaps be as a literary
historical gynema.

Alice Jardine, a theorist whose

Talent: Modernism and Masculinism,
respectively.

11

and Backlash,
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interests do not include American turn-of-the-century
Realism, has nevertheless helpfully classified certain
textual practices in her analysis of feminist and womanrelated theories of recent Anglo-American and French critics
and theorists.

She finds that French theorists are more

concerned with textual processes than with representation of
society.

Any process that disrupts textual stability is a

"reading effect," or gynema, which philosophically stands
for a woman-function and therefore should be valued by
radicals, post-modernists, or feminists over the more
static, traditional, and phallocentric conceptions of texts
("Gynesis,

11

58).

Since one can think of a literary period

as being constructed like a text, and of certain works
written in it as disrupters or de-stabilizers, a "gynema" is
an appropriate metaphor for characterizing woman-authored
fiction between 1880-1917.

Jardine's gynema imagery not

only provides a more accommodating conception of the period
in which to place the numerous texts by women; it also is
simply more accurate.
That is, the traditional Realist canon (as given by
Pizer, Kazin, or Borus, for example) .is the text, and
Feminine Realism is the gynema.

Susan Hardy Aiken has

described how "the canon has retained its self-image as an
aristocracy of texts" which has historically been disrupted
and disturbed by women's writing ("Women," 294), writing
which engages in gynesis.

For example, if male-centered
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works like The Rise of Silas Lapham, Huckleberry Finn, and
The Red Badge of Courage dominate college and high school
reading lists as representatives of Realism, then we could
say that these works constitute a kind of cultural hegemony.
Texts which would disrupt the ideology that these works help
construct could constitute gynemae.
are gynemic texts:

The Californians and

K

since their publications, critics have

been at such a loss to see how the books "fit" into the
period that they just quit reading them.
While Jardine's theory was initially conceived in
relation to writing's style, her theory applies even though
my dissertation has been more preoccupied with content. In
the case of Feminine Realism, however, distinguishing
between the two is problemmatic, if not impossible.

In a

genre that strives to eliminate artifice, to neutralize
style, or clearly portray true reality, the medium really is
the message.

So, is the Successful Love Plot phenomena of

content or of style?

Clearly, I believe it is both, just as

other content issues--the Exceptional Girl, etc.--are
manifested by plot structures while they are themselves
images, too.

In my discussions of the American Dream

politics thematized by certain novels, I have shown how the
invisibility or obviousness of political or psychological
contents can influence opinions on style.

Clearly, both

form and subject depend and even define each other in
Realist writing, and especially so in Feminine Realism.
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This dissertation has argued that aesthetics are themselves
only part of the political or psychological reading
processes.

Yet that is not to say that questions of beauty,

pleasure, or value are not important.
Supposedly neutral, style itself is either effective,
literary, i.e., beautiful, or not, regardless of who writes
it or with what purpose, though additionally Realism's
aesthetic purpose should be reflection or mimesis as well.
Women-authored Realist novels are often said to be "just not
any good," a valuation which is again determined by the
gendered reading expectations of critics. 2

The

determination of goodness, though, is itself a political
process.

As Elaine Showalter says,
Too many literary abstractions which claim to be
universal have in fact described only male
perceptions, experiences, and options, and have
falsified the social and personal contexts in
which literature is produced and consumed.
("Towards a Feminist Poetics," 127)

Showalter's point is that judgements seemingly based only on
style have in fact usually been about everything but style.
But while the political nature of aesthetic judgements needs
to be acknowledged, that does not mean that we must dispense
with them altogether.

Rather, critics and teachers need to

..-·----<'·-·

2

'P6mpkins, Jane. "But Is It Any Good?"
Designs.

Sensational
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bring the processes that lead to these evaluations to the
light even more.

We cannot help being influenced by what

appeals to us, and some kind of canonicity--or system of
selection--remains a necessary component of practical
matters like curricula and program design.
Gender is only one of the many psychosocial influences
on aesthetics that should be brought to the foreground of
literary studies.

When readers have power to help shape

others' aesthetics, as do teachers and critics, then their
gendered expectations will be passed on.

As students of

traditional Realism our educated reading expectations can
make us denigrate the gendered representations of reality by
marginalized Feminine Realism.
say,

~

But simply asserting that,

is good art and deserves canonization will just not

work, unless the traditional aesthetic principles that
underlie canonization can be changed.

Women writers and

readers at the turn of the century may have had aesthetic
criteria that require us to work at recapturing their worlds
and visions.
Alternative aesthetics are needed for reading Feminine
Realism today, and feminist criticism and theory have begun
to articulate helpful ones.

Such concepts can help us to

not only re-discover Feminine Realism, but to understand it
and value it as well.

Rediscovery, analysis, and

understanding are ways to participate in what Adrienne Rich
calls "re-vision," the kind of feminist literary archaeology
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that is a kind of "survival" skill for scholars of women's
writing (2045).

This dissertation has aimed to be a

demonstration of this "act of looking back, of seeing with
fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical
direction" (Rich, 2045).

In attempting to establish such

"fresh eyes" for re-reading Realism, this dissertation has
found contemporary feminist theory a useful tool.
Although I disagree with Elaine Showalter's
characterization of nineteenth-century women's writing as
representing "women's culture as sour and embittering," I do
appreciate her metaphor for their stories as
crazy quilts, moving away from the comforting
design traditions of the past and unsure of their
coherence, structure, and form.
Writing,"

("Piecing and

238)

Such metaphorical quilts are liberating in their attempts at
uniqueness and experiment, and thus so is writing, like
Pointed Firs, which mimics such patterns.

Showalter's quilt

trope can help account for some of the "seams" of Realism.
She asks "whether the strongly marked American women's
tradition of piecing, patchwork, and quilting has
consequences for the structures, genres, themes, and
meanings of American women's writing in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries" ("Piecing," 223).

I would go further:

the very period of Realism itself can be conceptualized as a
quilt, as something constructed and pieced together, and
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done so largely by women writers.

The traditional, even

phallocentric, constructions of Realism can no longer
acceptably account for the period and genre.
Showalter's warning is pertinent to earlier discussions
of Realism:

"in tidily closing off our critical pieces we

may miss some of the ragged edges that are a more accurate
image of our literary history" (245).

Feminine Realist

novels seem to tear at the fabric of androcentric literary
history and remind us "of the complex relationship of
women's culture and women's writing in any era" to that of
the so-called mainstream (245).

Quilters know what the

traditional Realist canonizers did not:

the central design

(the canon, Cather) is no more important to the construction
of a quilt than is its ground (Jewett, Freeman) or its
borders (Atherton, Rinehart). 3

Re-visioning the history of

American literary Realism as a quilt (a historically femalebuilt craft) is a start at articulating a more accurate-even if "ragged"--rhetorical image of the complexity of
Realism and its interaction with gender.

3

Coming from a quilting family, I maintain my rights to
use quilt imagery, although I also recognize that my
originality in using it has been pre-empted. Many books of
feminist criticism use a quilt logo on their covers, if not
in their theories; Showalter's own Sister's Choice is only
one example (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991). Art books on
quilting are popular now; I have bought several myself. But
the metaphor is far from exhausted just because it has
become popular--the situation could be likened to that of
feminism itself.
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